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Automotive 2030 – North America

By Bruce Morey
Executive Summary

This book projects how cars might evolve by 2030. It does so by looking at key technical trends evident in the present. The mega-trends this book looks at in detail are better fuel economy, alternative sources of fuel, and automated driving.

The first chapter summarizes key developments in vehicle technologies. This base sets the stage for the future. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 look at trends and predict the future of technologies that have been with us since the beginning of the automotive age—internal combustion engines, transmissions, vehicle bodies, and materials. The theme in these chapters is that as fuel prices and availability continue to worry us all, engineers will refine these technologies to deliver better fuel economy. New valve technologies; widespread use of boosted, downsized engines; and direct fuel injection will deliver engines with better fuel economy, possibly as much as 30% greater. Downsizing cars will result in greater fuel economy. Materials that are more lightweight will contribute some as well. However, there is a limit. These technologies still require liquid fuels, which at present mostly come from petroleum.

To stretch fuel economy even more, gasoline-electric hybrids represent a truly new stream of technical developments, covered in Chapter 5. This chapter clearly shows that not only do gasoline-electric hybrids recover “lost” energy from braking, but they also enable engineers to more carefully match the most economical operating points of internal-combustion engines to move the car. Mild hybrid technologies, such as electric-motor-assisted starts coupled with idle-stop technologies, will likely become standard in all new cars, possibly as early as 2016.

However important these technologies are, they stretch current fuel supplies—they do not replace them. That is the subject of Chapters 6, 7, and 8. These delve
into practical technologies for eventually replacing oil. The book examines electric battery vehicles, electric plug-ins and range-extended vehicles, and fuel cells that use pure hydrogen. The key issues for electric vehicles are cost and weight of batteries and the electrical infrastructure to recharge them. Fuel cell vehicle engineering has advanced substantially in the period leading to the present. The key issues for hydrogen fuel cell vehicles are cost and durability of fuel cells, and the hydrogen infrastructure to refuel them. Given trends examined in this book, it is hard to predict either of them establishing themselves as widespread alternatives to gasoline before 2030. Nor can we predict that either will “win” after 2030. This book argues, from a purely technical viewpoint, that the jury is out on both.

The other mega-trend examined is the emergence of the smart car. Newer, affordable sensors including imaging, sonar, and radar, coupled with cheap and powerful computers, should enable affordable autonomous driving by 2030. However, key indicators that would signal this move, such as the low take rate of adaptive cruise control, argue otherwise. Outside of safety features, human drivers appear to be squeamish about transferring control to a robotic car. Adding communication infrastructure elements to create a smart environment, while elegant technically, requires more investment than the U.S. can probably contemplate in the period leading up to 2030. The most we might expect is a mandate for vehicle-to-vehicle communication devices motivated by safety concerns. This trend should develop—or not—by 2020. However, one scenario is the emergence of automated controls in the form of a Safe Guardian. This smart car intervenes only in the case of imminent danger.

The conclusion of this book is that the period leading up to 2030 is a period of expectant development. We are preparing the North American automotive world for a truly new driving experience to come after 2030. Reading this book will help prepare you and let you form your own opinions about what that might be.
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Chapter One

The Automotive World in North America Today

Past is prologue. Before projecting what might happen in the next 20 years, we should take a hard look at the last 20. This will help us understand just how far the automotive world has progressed, as well as realize some of the cusps of history we might be on right now.

Certain themes jump out as evolving in the last 20 years or so. One theme has been our desire in North America for larger vehicles, as long as gas was cheap. During the same period, we have seen cars literally electrify with the advent of gasoline / electric hybrids. In the recent past, new highs in gasoline prices showed the volatility of gas and its shock on the industry. Cars have also become safer and smarter with the help of electronics. Can we make them even safer and even smarter?

In this chapter, let us take a closer look, singly, at what are probably the most important trends. Surprises are hiding in plain sight.

The move to big in North America

A key element of the last twenty years is the growth in the physical size of vehicles. While human obesity may have grown in the same period, so have the cars—or rather trucks, vans, and SUVs—we now drive. Figure 1.1 shows both the absolute number of vehicles sold in North America and the relative breakout between trucks and cars.

Big is what we wanted in North America. Will that continue in the next 20 years?
Have you ever looked under the hood of a modern car, say one that is only about five or at most 10 years old? If it were not running right, would you have any idea how to fix it? I am a trained mechanical engineer who worked in the automotive industry for six years and as an auto journalist for four, and I can tell you my only response would be to pull out my cell phone and call someone. I do not know how to fix my cell phone either.

Even 20 years ago, fixing your car yourself was becoming difficult, with the advent of the fuel-injected, computer-controlled engine. It has become far more difficult.

Figure 1.1. In North America, the growth in larger vehicles, driven by the SUV boom, peaked in 2004 according to data provided to the EPA. However, long-term trends clearly show the desire for big vehicles [1].

The everlasting car

Have you ever looked under the hood of a modern car, say one that is only about five or at most 10 years old? If it were not running right, would you have any idea how to fix it? I am a trained mechanical engineer who worked in the automotive industry for six years and as an auto journalist for four, and I can tell you my only response would be to pull out my cell phone and call someone. I do not know how to fix my cell phone either.

Even 20 years ago, fixing your car yourself was becoming difficult, with the advent of the fuel-injected, computer-controlled engine. It has become far more difficult.
now that some form of computer has control of most functions in cars. Some luxury cars have upwards of 70 of these controllers that individually drive windows, brakes, cruise control, and traction control—not to mention the main job of controlling the engine and transmission. Specialized computer-controlled equipment is needed to diagnose and repair our computerized cars.

Our response to not knowing how to fix things is to demand that they never, ever break. That is exactly what we have come to expect from our cars (or SUVs or trucks or vans.) We put the key in, it starts, we drive it, we fill it with gasoline, we park it, and we forget about it — sometimes for a decade. We want an “appliance.” Gone are the “shade tree” mechanics of yesteryear, although racing enthusiasts still exist who convert cars to street dragsters or other kinds of hobby vehicles. Some cars today, if cared for even minimally, could last over 200,000 miles and well over 10 years.

As we will discuss later, even if the trend continues for cars to last even longer (and why would it not given competitive pressures?), today’s durability has profound implications on the future. For many of us, the choice of buying a new vehicle is more a matter of wanting a new one, not needing one. Some manufacturers may have not quite caught onto this yet. What it means to consumers may not be evident either.

**Peak oil, gasoline, and fuel economy**

What made the personal automobile possible in the first place was gasoline. Gasoline was initially an unwanted byproduct of converting crude oil into kerosene for lanterns. When it was put into the internal combustion engine (ICE), voila, it led to the dawn of the personal mobility age.

Even while gasoline prices actually fell for the first 15 of the last 20 years (when adjusted for inflation), concern over fuel economy remained a constant. People retained the memory of high fuel price spikes, especially the big jump in the “second oil shock” of 1979. The truth about the end of the oil era may be a bit more complicated. The concept of Peak Oil, one method often cited for predicting the end of the petroleum age, was first invented by M. King Hubbert in the 1950s [2]. Hubbert predicted in 1956 that U.S. production of crude oil would peak in 1970, which turned out to be accurate. More worryingly, he predicted that worldwide
oil production would peak in 2000. Other analysts, using similar methods, more optimistically predict world oil production as peaking in 2036. In any case, no one is predicting unlimited supplies forever, even while we may have reached peak oil, though we are not sure.

A few key take-aways are relevant. One is that all the mathematics used to predict the drop in oil production shows that it will decrease slowly at first, then more quickly. There will be some kind of warning. Two is that new technology advancements tend to shift the date for peak oil into the future. After all, Colonel Drake's first oil well in 1859 was only 69 feet deep but considered technically infeasible until he invented several key technologies, such as bore-hole casements. Today's wells are drilled thousands of feet below the surface in fields that sometimes contain hydrogen sulfide, sand, or water. Finally, point three, natural variations in price due to temporary supply and demand constraints could mask when we have reached peak oil until long after the event.

New fields, especially in deep water miles under the ocean, are only recently accessible because of advances in technology. The challenges in deep-water production are sending drills driven by pipes into the ground below two or three miles of seawater—then drilling tens of thousands more feet horizontally. Every time a spike in world oil prices occurs, oil drillers have added incentive to invest and invent new technologies to wring more out of existing reserves or find new ones. A critical uncertainty in the world today is how much oil may be available in the deep oceans, defined as beyond the continental shelf. The current BP Gulf Oil Spill disaster in 2010 illustrates both its potential and problems.

Renewable energy sources from corn and soybeans—called first-generation biofuels—captured our imagination, especially after 2007 when gas prices spiked. However, these first-generation biofuels will always represent a small fraction of the total supply. In 2009, the U.S. devoted 30% of its corn crop to displace 5% of its gasoline [3]. "Food into fuel" has its limits. To give biofuels a larger share, advocates are looking to cellulosic-derived ethanol, algae, and other technologies for producing biofuels. Many recognize the value of a “drop-in” fuel that mimics the current petroleum-based fuels so engine manufacturers would not need to add the expense of Flex Fuel engines.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is responsible for developing and implementing regulations to ensure that transportation fuel sold in the United States contains a minimum volume of renewable fuel. EPA with refiners, renewable fuel producers, and others collaborated to create the Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) Program. Legislation expanded the RFS program under the Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA) of 2007. Now, EISA includes diesel, in addition to gasoline. It also increased the required volume of renewable fuel blended into transportation fuel from 9 billion gallons in 2008 to 36 billion gallons by 2022. The EISA act also requires EPA to apply lifecycle greenhouse gas performance standards, ensuring that each category of renewable fuel emits fewer greenhouse gases than the petroleum fuel it replaces. If goals are met, the volume of fuel would represent a significant fraction of transport fuels used in the U.S. when compared with the approximately 140 billion gallons per year (bgy) of gasoline and 60 bgy of diesel fuel used today [3]. The RFS 2 standards effectively place a 15-bgy cap on ethanol from corn starch production in its 2022 goal of 36 bgy of biofuels. By 2022, it mandates that 16 bgy must come from cellulosic biofuels. A number of companies are advancing this technology, mostly startups with a sprinkling of more-well-known companies.

A critical uncertainty in the period 2010–2030 is how much biofuels, especially “drop-in” biofuels, will contribute to the nation’s transport fuel supply and at what price. How much will they cost per gallon? While no one is predicting that biofuels will replace the 200 bgy of transport fuel used, if they replace 15–20% at affordable prices, what might the effect be on automotive market demand?

Another surprise in the record of gasoline prices goes back to the dawn of the modern mechanized era. Gasoline prices, even during the gas-shocked year of 2008, have never gone out of a certain range, when adjusted for inflation, as shown in Fig. 1.2. The real, inflation-adjusted price of gas in 2009 is actually cheaper than it was in 1919. Is there a limit to how much gasoline prices can rise before drivers begin to modify their behaviors, use less, and therefore drive the prices down? Is $3.50 a gallon in 2010 dollars the “limit of pain”? A number of speculations center on the $5.00/gal figure as a psychological threshold.

The price spikes of 1973 and 1979, nevertheless, caused great consternation at the time. One of the results of these earlier spikes was legislation, namely the
The Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) act. This CAFE average, until April 2010, was the sales weighted average fuel economy, expressed in miles per gallon (mpg), of a manufacturer’s fleet of passenger cars or light trucks—well, actually, cars and trucks most of us drive, which is what the government classifies as below 8500 lb gross weight. Even then, that earlier law was aimed primarily at passenger cars, which is what most of us drove when the law was passed. It affected vehicles manufactured for sale in the United States, for any given model year.

The purpose of CAFE was to reduce energy consumption—read imports of foreign oil—by increasing fuel economy of vehicle fleets. While it has had an impact on what we drive today, the fact that CAFE remained relatively static from 1985 until 2010 has had implications on what we drive—until now. How is that possible? According to a report issued by the National Academy of Sciences in 2002, technical improvements in vehicles between 1975 and 1984 were concentrated on improving fuel economy [5]. This meant the production of lighter-weight vehicles...
coupled with more-fuel-efficient engines and drivetrains and better aerodynamics. According to the report, fuel economy improved by 62% without any loss of performance in the cars. From 1985 to 2002, fuel economy essentially remained unchanged while vehicles on average became 20% heavier and 25% faster, as measured in 0–60 MPH acceleration. The report came out in 2002 when gasoline prices were the closest to the cheapest in history, when adjusted for inflation.

How else has the legislation affected what we drive? It ingrained in us to put a legislative burden on the manufacturers and get results. “The CAFE program has clearly contributed to increased fuel economy of the nation’s light-duty vehicle fleet during the past 22 years,” stated the 2002 National Academy of Sciences report, although it does state that other methods, such as a direct fuel tax or a fuel economy cap-and-trade system might work better. However, none of us wants to pay higher taxes for gasoline. In North America, we would much rather put that burden on the manufacturers rather than pay out of pocket or modify our driving habits.

Following that trend, in 2010 the U.S. government upped the ante. It also changed the rules. Coupled with the price spike in retail gasoline in 2008, fuel economy is back as a top development priority.

Automakers delivered a dramatic jump in fuel economy between 1975 and 1985, as shown in the data of Fig. 1.3, measured by the EPA. A similar dramatic jump will be needed between 2010 and 2016 [6].

The CAFE rules enacted in mid-2010 not only increased the basic average mpg required, but changed it from a fleet average to one that defines mpg based on footprint (wheelbase multiplied by track width). CAFE obligations now vary from OEM to OEM, depending on what they sell, as long as each individual vehicle meets the fuel economy requirements within its footprint. No longer can OEMs trade off fuel economy improvements in small cars for less improvement in large trucks or SUVs as long as they meet an averaged mean. If the system was gamed under the old rules, that game is obsolete.

The practical implications of this are that every vehicle will see more fuel-economy features, from the largest truck to the smallest A-class car. The combined fleet
is expected to meet 35.5 mpg by MY 2016, although this is an expectation based on government modeling rather than part of the rule. In setting further precedents, the rule also establishes for the first time the U.S. EPA regulation for CO₂ emissions. Both NHTSA and EPA claim 35.5 mpg is equivalent to 250 g of CO₂ per mile (gCO₂/mi.) Another point that many in the industry note is that for the first time, the EPA, NHTSA, and the California Air Resources Board (CARB) have synchronized their regulations, providing a single set of rules for the U.S. Many in the industry would like to see this continue into the next stage of rule-making for 2017–2025.

What does this mean for engineers? It means plenty of work in applying fuel economy features to the full breadth of engines and vehicles in the line-up. It most likely will not simply affect the engine, alone.
The “new” conventional engine

Because of these requirements, powertrain and engine technology appearing in the years 2010–2016 is somewhat predictable at the time of this writing. “In our world, 2016 is like next month,” remarked Barb Samardzich, Vice President of Powertrain Engineering for Ford, at an SAE International conference in April 2010.

The emerging new normal in today’s engines would have been considered souped-up hot rods or high-end performance cars 20 years ago. By the early 1990s, most new light vehicles had replaced carburetors with indirect fuel injectors, sometimes called port-fuel injection (PFI). With PFI, the air and fuel are mixed in the intake manifold and controlled by computerized electronic control units (ECUs). However, additions such as turbocharging, variable-valve timing (VVT), and direct injection were still rare and considered high-cost performance features. Direct injection uses high-pressure fuel injectors to spray a fuel mist directly into each cylinder, where it is mixed with air and ignited. This improves the engine’s transient response and burn efficiency. Ford, for one, is prominently featuring these technologies in its EcoBoost branded engines. Ford describes fuel as sprayed into the cylinders with direct injection at pressures of up to 2150 pounds per square inch (psi), which is about 35 times more intense than port-fuel injection. Direct injection enables greater compression ratios, which also improves fuel economy. VVT is a technology that changes the timing of the valves during intake and exhaust as the engine RPM changes, increasing the efficiency of the engine. General

### Table 1.1. Example CO₂ emissions and fuel economy CAFE targets for 2016 based on MY 2008 vehicles [7].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle type</th>
<th>Example Models</th>
<th>Example Model footprint (ft²)</th>
<th>CO₂ emissions target (g/mi)</th>
<th>Fuel Economy target (mpg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compact car</td>
<td>Honda Fit</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>41.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midsize car</td>
<td>Ford Fusion</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>37.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-size car</td>
<td>Chrysler 300</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>32.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small SUV</td>
<td>4WD Ford Escape</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>32.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Pickup</td>
<td>Chevy Silverado</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Motors has incorporated many of these technologies in its EcoTec engine line-up, as well as Honda’s VTEC, BMW’s Valvetronic, Toyota’s VVTi, and others [8].

Cylinder deactivation (CDA) is another technology offered for fuel economy. It provides a means of actually “turning off” some of the cylinders of an engine. During highway cruising, fuel economy improves by delivering only the reduced load required to maintain a steady speed.

Added complexity is not confined to the engine alone. Six-speed automatic transmissions are routinely offered in MY 2010 models, along with low-friction drive axles. Many experts expect them to dominate in North America by 2016 (to meet 2016 CAFE). Dual-clutch transmissions and continuously variable transmissions (CVTs), especially useful for smaller cars, are becoming common and offer about 5–7% or more fuel efficiency compared to standard automatics. ZF offered in 2009 an eight-speed automatic transmission. Electric Power (Assisted) Steering (EPS), electronic throttle control, and more-efficient generators are all technologies to expect by 2016. They reduce parasitic loss by using electricity to actuate mechanisms in the car more efficiently. Although those technologies offer minor contributions to fuel efficiency, the OEMs are using what they can to squeeze out more.

As Erwin Haas, Executive Vice President and Chief Technology Officer of Magna Powertrain describes it, the challenge in meeting CAFE standards by 2016 is in refining the cost of deploying these existing technologies [9]. It is not a question of can it be done, but can it be done at a cost common to the automotive world. Putting these technologies in context, Samardzich likes to emphasize that it is all about numbers. “To make a difference it can’t be 1000 units, it can’t be 10,000 units. It has to be millions of units and it has to have a global reach,” she explains. No one seems to doubt achieving these numbers. Expect to see some or all of these on many vehicles by 2016 to meet CAFE regulations. IHS Worldwide provides an estimate on which technologies provide the best return for fuel economy (Fig. 1.4).

Added complexity always comes at a price. However, the automotive OEMs have no choice in adopting these technologies to meet the increased CAFE regulation for 2016.
The rise of electron mobility and alternatives to gasoline

There have been other, more involved technical responses to the perceived energy crisis, such as the now “conventional” electric hybrid.

First introduced in Japan in 1997 and in North America, Europe, and elsewhere in 2000, nothing typifies the electric hybrid more than the Toyota Prius. In June 2007, the cumulative total of all hybrids from Toyota (including Lexus brand hybrids) topped over 1,000,000 sales worldwide. In the U.S. alone, it reached 1,000,000 cumulative units in March 2009 [11]. “One million hybrids in less than nine years indicates how quickly American consumers have accepted this important technology,” said Jim Lentz, Toyota Motor Sales president in that press release. “With 10 new hybrid models between 2009 and 2012 in various global markets, we plan to sell one million gas-electric hybrids per year, worldwide, sometime early in the next decade.” They achieved this milestone not only with the now venerable Prius, but also with
six other Toyota and Lexus hybrid vehicles, including the Toyota Prius. That seems like many hybrids—or is it?

In the U.S. alone, approximately 248 Million [12] cars are on the road. Thus, Toyota's cumulative share in North America is 0.4%. Almost all automotive companies offer, or at least talk of offering, hybrids, but their cumulative sales are less than Toyota’s. Compared to the 315 current models offered in North America, J. D. Power notes that as of 2009 there were 15 brands of hybrids offering 28 models [13], up from just five brands offering seven models in 2004. That is impressive growth, but from a small base. Ten years after their introduction, conventional hybrids remain a small percentage of the total market.

That is the reality. What about the mind-share aspect? For a certain segment of environmentally conscious folks, it gets attention. While emerging as a significant trend in the last 10 years, combinations of gasoline- and electric-powered vehicles have actually been around since the dawn of the automobile age. According to one source, Justus Enz of the Electric Storage Battery Company of Philadelphia probably built the first one in 1897 [14], although it was built to augment the power of early gasoline engines of the time, not to save fuel. The question that remains for the majority of rational consumers, who are not trying to make a statement, is how will the electrification of personal mobility play out? Will it be cost effective?

“Conventional internal-combustion-engine vehicles will continue to be market-share leaders for the foreseeable transportation future,” explains David Schutt, Chief Executive Officer of SAE International. “However, hybridization is clearly the interim solution until pure electric vehicles (EVs) become commercially viable in the long-term, but that transition will depend on many variables. For true EVs to be accepted by consumers in any significant volumes, viable onboard energy storage must become a reality.” This means that advanced batteries and ultracapacitors will help, according to him. Advanced, true breakthroughs in technologies and materials may be needed for high-volume acceptance. Fuel cells are not ripe yet, as of 2010. They remain too heavy and expensive to be commercially acceptable. However, as we will show in Chapter 8, work is continuing and innovations are apace. “Today’s low-volume (fuel cell) programs with commercial fleets will have to sort out the kinks in the technology if vehicle range, cost, and
long-term durability are to equal or better the current conventional ICE and petroleum fuel solution,” he states. “In any case, big government initiatives and incentives, as well as heavy commercial-sector R&D investment around the world, will be needed to accelerate EV and fuel cell commercialization.”

**Safety and intelligence—the computerized car**

Safety has come a long way. Even though over 33,900 people died in motor vehicle crashes in 2009 [15], without the safety systems we now have in place no doubt many more would have perished. How vehicles are designed and built has certainly contributed to their safety, especially since so many more of us are driving bigger trucks vs. smaller cars. Bigger is safer, with all other things being equal. Other technologies that have made us safer and have become ubiquitous in the last 20 years include seat belts (if they are used), air bags that now include side curtain air bags and rear air bags, antilock braking, and electronic stability control. Currently, antilock brakes are on about 89% of all new cars sold and 99% of light trucks [16], according to the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety.

“Will truly accident-free driving—as some safety advocates are proposing—be possible? This probably will require removing the driver from the equation, since human error—often distracted or inattentive driving—plays a role in a majority of accidents,” points out SAE’s Schutt. He notes that development of autonomous-vehicle technology would be a primary solution. Drivers could select destinations and have cars deliver them without any further input, while making phone calls, checking email, and doing other productive things. The key uncertainty here is both driver acceptance of such technology and the legal liability if an accident occurs.

Electronics provide more than safety. The trend that has risen in the automotive industry goes hand-in-hand with the general trend in consumer electronics. Global automotive telematics systems are set to rise to 84.4 million units in 2016, up by a factor of more than four, from 19.3 million in 2008, according to iSuppli Corporation, a research and advisory firm. “From sending out an automatic distress call after a car crash, to enabling remote diagnosis of engine troubles, telematics can provide enormous benefits to motorists and car makers around the world,” said Anna Buettner, an analyst with iSuppli’s automotive research service in a press release in late 2009. This echoes the general sentiment of the enthusiasts
for these features in automobiles. “For drivers, telematics can enhance safety, convenience, and connectivity. For (carmakers), telematics can add to and improve car functionality and reduce warranty and after-sales costs.” [17]

Given that we expect the electronics revolution to continue unabated, what effect might it have on the future? This may be the most profound of all changes wrought in the car itself, and might be the most difficult to predict.

The web of connection

From oil fields to junk yards, personal transportation resides in an interconnected ecosystem. Perhaps no place like North America has made the car such a central feature of everyday life. The automobile shapes the landscape and the infrastructure created for it, especially the Eisenhower-era interstate highway system. What are prominent by their absence in the last 20 years are new roads and highways. New highway construction has flattened to a trickle since 1980, even while we drive more. There are exceptions, such as Boston’s Big Dig project, but for the most part, we got what we got. Illustrative is a statistic named Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) counted by the Federal Highway Administration. Total highway mileage grew at an average annual rate of 0.2% between 1995 and 2004, while total VMT grew at an average annual rate of 2.5% [18]. Is it any wonder that congestion is such an issue in many suburban and urban areas?

Even while new highway construction projects are not in the cards, investment continues in repairing existing roads. There is also investment in applying information technology (IT) to reducing congestion. Most ideas in using IT have coalesced around the Intelligent Transportation System movement in the last 20 years. An example of this is the Intelligent Transportation Society of America (ITS America).

But wait, you say. Was not this a book about what cars were going to look like 20 years from now? Indeed it is. Personal transportation, no matter how we might myopically view it, resides in this larger ecosystem. For our own good, this ecosystem is intruding into the design process of today’s vehicles.

This notion of ever-increasing connectivity has led some to think broadly, using a systems perspective to propose solutions to issues. Issues other than the high
price of gasoline (or the fear of higher prices around the corner) exist, some of which are pollution, traffic congestion, safety, and the impact on our health from long commutes [19]. These system thinkers look at everything—roads, highways, filling stations, and information systems. Solving traffic congestion and reducing the number of cars idling on highways during rush hour may go as far to reduce pollution as making the cars cleaner and more efficient. This is sometimes termed “sustainable transportation.”
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Chapter Two

Steady March of Conventional Engines

Harnessing the gasoline internal combustion engines (ICE) into mass-produced four-wheel vehicles created the automotive age. In the late-19th century, the ICE beat out electric and steam competitors to dominate in North America. Unlike their electric rival, conventional ICES are inefficient. Why did they “win”? They proved superior because gasoline packs more energy for its weight than batteries, then or now. Drivers could go farther and refill in minutes. However, with North American drivers growing ever more nervous over fuel prices and availability, improving the efficiency of the ICE is getting lots of attention. Fuel economy discussions dominated most of the talk in industry gatherings starting in 2008, such as the yearly SAE International World Congress.

The standard spark-ignition gasoline ICE converts something like 18–25% of the energy in gasoline into energy that moves a car. Most of the energy is lost as heat out of the exhaust or the radiator. Some is lost to idling at times, such as when waiting at a red light. Moving air and fuel into the cylinder, moving exhaust out, and friction and inertia inside the engine all suck away useful energy. Other so-called parasitic losses include oil and coolant pumps, power steering, and the alternator for electricity. This neglects the power used for peripherals, of course, such as power brakes or running a high-volume sound system.

Not only are ICES inherently inefficient, but also how they are used affects their efficiency. How aerodynamic, heavy, and mechanically efficient the car is greatly affect fuel economy.
Therefore, there are two basic ways a powertrain engineer can increase fuel economy, if fuel economy is to remain important through 2030:

- Make a better engine—deliver more power with less fuel
- Engineer a car that uses the engine closer to its most efficient speed and load point most of the time

### Making better engines

Engineers well understand where inefficiencies hide in engines and how to measure them (see Fig. 2.1). Fundamental ways to increase fuel efficiency in the engine include improving the compression ratio of the engine\(^1\), increasing the speed and quality of the burn, reducing unwanted heat transfer through the walls of the cylinder, and reducing the loss in getting an air / fuel charge into and exhaust out of the cylinder [1].

Improving compression ratio runs into difficulties with knock, a detonation of the fuel instead of a clean, steady burn. Engineers often refer to “knock limited” conditions that limit fuel economy improvements. Another way of increasing fuel economy is to increase the power and torque density of the engine. This means that a smaller, lighter engine that produces the same power will weigh less and need less fuel to move it. After almost 125 years of development, engineers have a substantial toolkit to dip into for making engines more powerful and efficient. New technologies, especially computers and sophisticated control software, have given them even more tools. Future use of technologies depends on costs, benefits, and motivations. One motivation might be even-stricter CAFÉ regulations by 2025; another is a steep price increase in gasoline.

Ways of making engines better in the near future include:

**Boosting** the amount of air that goes into each cylinder using a blower. This increases density of the charge, providing more power. *Turbochargers* use exhaust gases to turn the blower, while *superchargers* connect a blower directly to the crankshaft. The advantage of turbochargers is that they recover energy

---

\(^1\)Ratio of the volume of an engine's combustion chamber from its largest capacity to its smallest capacity.
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Figure 2.1. Losses in spark-ignition gasoline engines.
(Images of engines courtesy Richard Wheeler).
otherwise wasted in the exhaust stream. How to best use boosting requires caution, as Curtis Collie, Chief Engineer for Engine R&D for IAV, points out. “Boosting in and of itself is mostly negative because it tends to force lower compression ratios,” he explains. Why is boosting attractive for fuel economy? It often means using a smaller engine. Engineers can replace a V-8 with a V-6, or V-6 with an I-4. It is not just size and weight, but matching the all-important most-efficient load point of the smaller engine more often (see Translating Engineer Speak).

**Let the engine breathe better** by engineering valves that let in fuel and air and let out exhaust gas better. Engineers sometimes call this the pumping loop. Timing the closing of the intake affects power and torque. Closing it early increases torque; closing it late favors power [2]. With fixed valve timing, these are efficient for a small range of engine speeds. **Variable valve timing (VVT) devices** let engineers adjust the timing as the engine revs up or slows down, increasing the volumetric efficiency and making it easier for the engine to breathe. Adding more valves increases the amount of air going into and out of an engine. Using more valves does this more efficiently than simply making a bigger, single valve.

---

**Translating Engineer Speak**

“The problem with determining efficiency for an engine is that it depends on the load and speed it is operating at,” explains Prof. John B. Heywood of the Sloan Automotive Laboratory at MIT.

“Engineers who work on engines need to isolate the effects of fuel economy of engines from the car. This requires a specific way of measuring, since we get what we measure. To do that, engineers devised Brake Specific Fuel Consumption (BSFC), the rate of fuel consumed divided by the power produced (Fig. 2.2). In metric units, this is g/kWh. A measurement of 200 g/kWh is more efficient than 300 g/kWh. BSFC is converted to actual engine efficiency in percent by using the lower heating value of the fuel used.
Expect to see a number of technologies for better engineering of the timing valves in the period 2010 through 2020. These include VVT—intake cam phasing, dual cam phasing, Discrete Variable Valve Lift (DVVL), Dual Overhead Cam (DOHC) or Overhead Valve (OHV), and Continuously Variable Valve Lift (CVVL). These technologies will improve fuel economy anywhere from 1–6%, depending on the technology and the size of the engine that uses them [2]. As Collie from IAV points out, some of these technologies are enablers for OEMs to implement engine cycles known for better efficiency, such as Atkinson and Miller cycles. The most extensive modifications to valves could yield fuel economy improvements up to 11% [2]. “[Atkinson and Miller] are essentially an Otto cycle modified so that the expansion stroke is longer than the compression stroke,” explains Collie. “With variable valve timing, the intake valve can either be closed very early or very late, essentially reducing the effective compression ratio. Meanwhile, the mechanical expansion ratio remains unchanged and—with variable valve timing the exhaust valve opening can be delayed—yielding a longer effective expansion stroke.” Why do this? Less negative work in compression and more positive work in expansion mean better efficiency.

Figure 2.2. Measuring BSFC at specific intervals of engine speed and torque in a two-dimensional map gives engineers a complete picture.
A number of electromechanical VVT systems were in the marketplace through 2010. These included Honda’s VTEC, BMW’s Valvetronic, Toyota’s VVTi, Nissan’s Variable Valve Event and Lift, as well as other phaser and cam-switching approaches. Another example is Fiat’s multi-air system, introduced for sale in 2011. It uses electrohydraulic technology to control the intake valves. Fiat claims a 10% increase in fuel economy for a relatively low variable cost per unit of $25 to $50 [3].

**Variably reduce the number of cylinders** providing power. *Cylinder Deactivation* (CDA) shuts down cylinders, such as an entire bank of a V-6 or every second cylinder in the firing order of a V-8, when the computer determines they are no longer needed. During highway cruising, fuel economy improves by delivering only the reduced power required to maintain a steady speed. Those working cylinders operate at a higher efficiency, because the specific load on them is closer to their maximum efficiency (see sidebar, *Translating Engineer Speak*). Pioneered by GM as early as 1981 with its V-8-6-4 engine, CDA was a feature in 6% of all engines by 2008 [4] and has continued to grow. General Motors alone boasts three million vehicles on the road with CDA [5]. CDA is offered as a no-cost option that provides on average about 8% increase in fuel economy for light trucks and
12% for cars (combined city / highway), according to the company. Expect to see in the period 2011–2016 possibly dozens of new applications for cylinder deactivation, especially in small engines [6].

**Reduce parasitic losses** by reducing friction and the weight of moving parts. Improving lubricants and careful engineering of engine parts such as pistons, push rods, and crankshafts—any part in the engine that moves—will lead to a more-efficient engine.

**Turn the engine off when not needed.** Known as idle-stop or start-stop, there seems no better way to save fuel than not burning it when it is not needed. *Idle-stop* grew out of developments in hybrids. Reportedly, some basic systems started in Europe in the 1980s—featuring abrupt and slow restarts, they were not popular [7] when first introduced. With changes in how the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) tests for fuel-economy starting in 2012, more stops in the cycle will mean better results in EPA tests for cars with idle-stop technology. These cars are sometimes referred to as *micro-hybrid.* In some variations, a single large machine, capable of both starting the engine and generating electricity, will replace the starter and generator. While restart systems using a higher-voltage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power needed to maintain speed</th>
<th>15 kW (20 Hp)</th>
<th>15 kW (20 Hp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measured BSFC</td>
<td>270 g/kWh</td>
<td>210 g/kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best thermal efficiency</td>
<td>31.4%</td>
<td>40.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel efficiency</td>
<td>42.6 mpg</td>
<td>54.7 mpg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*References*

system are easier to engineer, moving these systems to mainstream cars will require that they use an enhanced 12-volt battery system. Expect to see some amount of regenerative braking or power bleed from when the car is coasting used to feed electric power back to the battery in some idle-stop systems as well.

The trick is to get the engine to restart quickly and seamlessly. Through 2010, most systems simply turned the car back on as you would when first turning the key. Another way of restarting the engine is through combustion for engines equipped with direct-injection spark ignition (DISI). For example, the Mazda “i-stop” restarts the engine by injecting fuel directly into a cylinder while the engine is stopped. Igniting it generates downward piston force. This system restarts the engine more quickly and quietly than a conventional idle-stop system, according to the company. The tricky part is to stop the compression-stroke pistons and expansion-stroke pistons at exactly the correct positions to create the right balance of air volumes. Reportedly, this reduces the time by half to restart the engine, making it seamless to the user.

With the engine off, the system must compensate for creature comforts. For example, in Ford’s idle-stop implementation, a special electric pump keeps engine coolant circulating through the heater so drivers will stay warm in cold weather. Fuel economy improvements are reported at about 4% or so [8]. It is especially good in city driving or stop-and-go traffic, and practically negligible in steady cruising. Some experts expect to see many of these in new vehicles in the period up to 2016. They could perhaps be universal by 2030 [9], at least in new cars with DISI.

General Motors pioneered the use of cylinder deactivation, which they call Active Fuel Management. Shown in Fig. 2.4 is the lubrication circuit in a GM engine.

Some of these technologies are especially useful when combined—for example, coupling DISI with turbocharging as in the Ford EcoBoost and other engines. “In the past, using turbocharging to improve performance had disadvantages, including knock, requiring reducing the compression ratio and adding fuel enrichment under high load,” explained Dan Kapp, Director of Advanced Powertrain Engineering for Ford. “Direct-injection, compared to port injection, delivers a cooler, denser charge that reduces turbo-lag and knock. You can also maintain compression ratios “for better fuel economy.” He reports that the 3.5-liter EcoBoost—essentially DISI coupled with turbocharging—delivers compression ratios slightly better than
10:1 [10]. Boosting with DISI is sometimes called gasoline turbocharging with direct injection (GTDI). GTDI can decrease fuel consumption by 2–6%.

Advances in engineering methods make these advances in engines possible. “Our engineering tools have improved dramatically as well,” explains Collie. “Software such as computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and finite element analysis (FEA)
allow for design optimization that just wasn’t possible or practical, previously. These better tools have also allowed us to make parts lighter and yet still improve reliability,” he remarks. “Better designs and improved materials have improved the efficiency and lowered the cost of key components. For example, we now have automotive turbochargers with maximum compressor efficiencies of 80%, compared with less than 70% being the norm in the mid-1970s.”

Taming complexity is another issue. “As we add these technologies together—variable valve timing, direct injection, boosting, cooled EGR (exhaust gas recirculation), hybridization, and so on—the number of calibration variables has grown exponentially,” he explains. Collie goes on to point out this is why the computers and control software are the key enabler to yielding the full potential of the powertrain. However, with so many variables (up to 20,000), the ability of a human mind and the current calibration methods are a major limiting factor. In the next few years, he expects to see many more adaptive model-based control schemes where the engine, using sensor signals for feedback, calibrates itself to make the most of all this new hardware.

**Trends in performance—delivering steady improvements**

Every year, engines in North America, on average, deliver more specific power and torque. This has been true since 1985, according to Prof. John B. Heywood of the Sloan Automotive Laboratory at MIT. In two separate studies examining the trends in engine performance over time, “we have seen a surprisingly linear rise in [engine torque measured in] BMEP of about 1.5%.” (See sidebar, *Translating Engineer Speak.*) These two studies looked at all engines delivered in North America in light-duty applications. The result is that engines have, on average, increased specific power, as measured by maximum BMEP, by 40% over the period 1985-2008. If these trends continued, the average engine of 2030 would use gasoline that is spark-ignited and delivering almost 100% more maximum specific torque in terms of BMEP than its average 1985 predecessor.

The studies attribute this increase to a number of technologies introduced to the fleet of engines. Average compression ratios for naturally aspirated (non-boosted) engines rose from 9.6 to 10.2 from 2000 to 2008 (boosted engines maintained
Percent Penetration about 9.6. The number of valves increased, as did VVT and use of DOHC at the expense of push rods. “This enables significantly higher compression ratios and higher BMEP than with port fuel injection,” remarks Heywood. Trends in the use of engine technologies are shown in Fig. 2.5.

On the other hand, improvements in some areas may be much harder to come by in the future. “It will be difficult and expensive to get as much reduction in friction losses or in mass reduction of engine parts, like pistons and rods, as we have in the past,” explains Collie from IAV. Since these areas have been the focus for the last few decades, he notes, engineers face the law of diminishing returns in squeezing out more improvement at reasonable cost. “However, increases in CAFÉ or fuel pricing will allow more expensive materials and technology features to be seen as good value proposals,” he explains. “Look at the specific example of mass reduction and power density. In the mid-70s, it was common to see gasoline power density figures less than 0.50 kW/kg. Currently, it is common to see gasoline power densities of 1.0–1.5 kW/kg. The light-duty diesel engines have seen

Figure 2.5. The trends evident in the last decade are more gasoline direct injection and increasing turbocharging. Estimated projections are shown to 2020 [11].
even more remarkable improvements, with power densities going from 0.25 kW/kg to some of the better examples today being in the 0.75–0.8 kW/kg range. This same magnitude of change in the next 20 years is unlikely, especially with increasingly tighter emission standards. What is more likely is for the variation to be reduced and that the average will be much closer to the BIC [best in class].” One area he does see for potential improvements in the period through 2030 consists of new and novel ways of harvesting the waste energy from hot exhaust gases.

**Diesel engines in light vehicles**

Diesel engines are inherently more efficient than gasoline spark-ignition engines. Diesel engines typically run at higher compression ratios, use lean mixtures, and exhibit fewer internal losses. They also use a fuel that contains about 11% more energy per gallon than gasoline [12]. All diesel engines inject fuel directly into the cylinder. The major difference is that compressing the fuel / air mixture autoignites the fuel. All diesels used for light-duty vehicles through 2010 were direct-injection and turbocharged [4].

A major drawback compared to gasoline is that diesel engines tend to be dirtier. Why? “Diesel fuel is injected directly into the cylinder and never mixes thoroughly before and during ignition,” explained Dennis Assanis, Director of the Walter E. Lay Automotive Laboratory at the University of Michigan, speaking in 2009. “Burning pockets of rich fuel form soot. Lean pockets form NOx at higher combustion temperatures.” Because of this, extensive aftertreatment is needed. With new emissions regulations in both North America and Europe looming, additional equipment for diesel aftertreatment will need to be added in the period. Many of the technologies one would see in advanced diesels are variations on the existing technologies. These include two-stage turbochargers and downsizing engines and increasing boost pressures. Although using these technologies will allow diesels to get more efficient, diesels are already relatively good—especially compared to gasoline engines that now dominate in North America [2].

To date, market acceptance of diesel in light vehicles is negligible. They represent a tiny fraction of overall sales—less than 1% by some measures. In certain segments, they are more popular. For instance, a substantial fraction of trucks over 8500 lb Gross Vehicle Weight Rating (GVWR) use diesel. Drivers use these trucks...
in light-duty commercial work and sometimes in personal use. In Europe, diesel powertrains represent something like 50% of the market in new vehicles sold. However, this disparity is largely due to favorable pricing policies for diesel fuel and looser European emission standards for NOx. In the period 2000–2009, sales of diesel vehicles in Western Europe climbed from 28.4% of total light-duty vehicle sales to 52.2% [12]. Market share in some countries exceeded 70% in 2009 [12]. The problems with diesels in light duty in North America include the fact that diesel fuel prices were volatile and often more per gallon than gasoline in the period 2004 through 2010. Aftertreatments in some vehicles require using and replenishing a urea supply for a system called selective catalytic reduction (SCR). Another treatment known as NOx storage catalysts (NSC), or Lean NOx Traps (LNT), does not require urea. They do affect fuel economy because the systems have to purge the catalyst periodically with fuel.

Many of the problems with acceptance of diesels are not performance related, but cost and customer perception. Diesels generally cost more than gasoline-powered vehicles, and when diesel fuel is periodically more expensive than gasoline, the perception is that it is not worth it. In many ways, diesels might be best put in the same category as hybrids, plug-ins, and battery electric vehicles as “alternative” powertrains, at least from the perspective of the consumer.

**Post-2016 concepts**

A number of technologies may happen in the period 2016 through 2030, some of which researchers have pursued for years.

**Engineering best compression ratio** to match engine speed. Higher loads require lower compression ratios to be more efficient, and lower loads, higher ones. Technology that changes how far the piston advances in the cylinder, for example, can provide such variable compression ratios. There are a number of different approaches to this. Some individuals are skeptical that any are practical before 2025, others are more optimistic.

**Advanced valve timing.** The final word in complete control of valve timing would be through some form of camless valve trains. This would eliminate the need for camshafts connected to the crankshaft to open and close the intake
and exhaust valves. Electromagnetic, hydraulic, pneumatic, or some combination of valve actuators are all possibilities. Common problems that could occur with these systems include high power consumption, reduced accuracy at high speed, temperature sensitivity, weight and packaging issues, high noise, high cost, and unsafe operation in case of electrical problems. Durability is another issue. While there are those who feel that a truly camless valve train is unlikely before 2015, it is a trend worth tracking as we lead up to 2030.

**Lean burn** means using more air than is required to burn the fuel in an engine. This is in contrast to most spark-ignition (SI) engines on the road today, which use just enough air to burn the fuel completely. This “just right” mix, termed stoichiometric, is 14.7 parts air to one part gasoline. The rub for stoichiometric SI engines is that engineers size them for maximum power and acceleration. For them to run at less than their maximum power and maintain stoichiometric combustion (required by the catalytic pollution control system) requires a throttle on the intake air to reduce the airflow to the engine in proportion to the reduced fuel flow for lower-power operation. However, partially closing the throttle leads to inefficient operation at low loads. Why? It takes more work to pump air through a partially closed throttle, known as throttle losses. Lean burn offers the possibility of reducing the throttling losses by controlling load with the amount of fuel injected, instead of throttling the intake air under part-load conditions.

“The issue with lean burn is that the common three-way catalyst cannot tolerate excess oxygen in the exhaust stream and still reduce NOx properly,” says Collie from IAV. “They [TWCs] are designed to work with carefully controlled ratios of unburned hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and NOx. As long as these species are kept at the correct proportion, TWC efficiencies after light off are so high that the total engine-out emissions are not very sensitive.” However, lean-burn operation, having excess oxygen in exhaust, would require more expensive exhaust aftertreatment systems similar to diesels, such as lean-NOx traps (LNT) or selective catalytic reduction (SCR). Since the cost of operating these systems is directly proportional to the amount of NOx being produced (reagents or reductants), it is important to minimize engine-out NOx. One way to minimize the amount of NOx created in lean-burn engines is by reducing the maximum temperature of the combustion process.
Enter cooled EGR. “A cooled EGR system forces the hot exhaust gases through expensive, high-temperature heat exchangers that can tolerate the corrosive gases. This cooled EGR (inert gas) in the combustion chamber reduces the maximum temperatures, and thus lowers NOx production,” he explains. He believes that with enough pressure for fuel economy (CAFE and/or fuel price), lean burn is where gasoline engine development will eventually lead, enabled by a number of technology streams already evident in 2010, such as DISI, VVT, and turbo-chargers as well as cooled EGR. However, this kind of advanced gasoline combustion system will need an equally advanced ignition system, and this is already forcing significant development efforts. One estimate believes that such a system featuring cooled EGR could reduce fuel consumption for downsized, turbo-charged engines an additional 5 to 13% [13].

“[Another] method of introducing lean burn is homogeneous charge compression ignition, known as HCCI,” explains Dennis Siebers, Manager of Engine Combustion Research at Sandia National Laboratories. HCCI combines characteristics of gas and diesel engines with well-mixed fuel (gasoline-like) and air with an ignition started through compression (diesel-like). HCCI garnered much attention in the period of 2001 through 2011. Challenges include controlling the ignition timing, operation through transients and operation over the entire speed / load map, controlling hydrocarbon (HC) and carbon monoxide (CO) emissions, and controlling the rate of pressure increase in the engine cylinders. Rapid increases in pressure and high peak pressures can damage engines and result in excessive noise.

In addition to increasing low-load efficiencies by eliminating throttling losses, HCCI is also a low-temperature combustion process, and it allows higher compression ratios similar to a diesel engine. The low-temperature nature reduces heat loss from the engine, resulting in higher efficiency. The higher compression ratios also increase overall efficiency, according to Siebers. The technology offers more than fuel economy—low-temperature HCCI controls NOx formation and produces no soot, promising lower-cost automotive emission control systems relative to the aftertreatment systems now used on diesel engines. While noting that HCCI is not likely to go to market for at least a few years, he reports progress in laboratory R&D. His laboratory has shown advances in controlling ignition timing. It has also demonstrated using HCCI to deliver both high efficiency and power from low
to high loads, where once HCCI was thought to be only practical for lower-load operation. “At these high loads we are still getting very low emissions,” he remarks. He notes that Sandia demonstrated peak efficiencies that were greater than 30% better than port-fuel injected stoichiometric engines on the road today. “HCCI as a combustion method could also be used in a gasoline direct-injected engine, along with intake pressure boosting [such as turbocharging],” he explains. Post 2010, much research and development remains. One major challenge is in developing robust strategies for controlling HCCI over a transient drive cycle.

The key period for seeing the practical adoption of HCCI is probably in the 2015–2020 period. Given the long lead-time needed to transition new engine technologies, if ready by 2020 or so, HCCI could start to enter the market by MY 2030. If successful, expect a practical 20–30% additional improvement in fuel efficiency over today's port-fuel-injected gasoline engines along with reducing or eliminating NOx aftertreatment, which is worthwhile pursuing despite the many difficulties. “I would expect HCCI engines could enter the market by 2020 to 2025 if the R&D continues to produce positive results,” explains Siebers.

The key uncertainty is in transitioning even a successful laboratory demonstration to practical engines. “HCCI might be used in only part-load conditions sooner,” notes Siebers. He envisions engines that may use different combustion approaches—HCCI at low loads, conventional spark-ignition at higher loads—enabled by today's sophisticated engine control and fuel injection systems. “GM and Daimler have built such prototype part-load HCCI engines and have them in vehicles [in 2010].”

Comments on fuel

Engines and fuels have grown hand-in-hand in the automotive age. While engines have improved, better formulations of fuels could also contribute to better fuel efficiency. Once, lead was added to gasoline to prevent knock and improve the compression ratio of engines, as did methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE). When the impact on health was understood, lead was removed. The fuel supply continues to evolve and improve. For example, gasoline and diesel fuels in 2010 had less than 15 parts-per-million (ppm) sulfur, making for better exhaust aftertreatment and the more practical use of diesel for everyday commuters.
Alternative fuels will remain a key focus in the period 2010–2030, and are a key uncertainty. Biofuels derived from corn and soybeans were a small but appreciable fraction of the North American fuel supply. While its impact in terms of volume remains uncertain, cellulosic ethanol may contribute even more by 2030. Ethanol or high blends of ethanol and gasoline (E85) are in reality a third fuel, in addition to gasoline and diesel. Components in engines have to be specially designed to burn it without damage. To take full advantage of its higher octane rating over gasoline, higher compression ratios would need to be designed. If ethanol was the only fuel available, engines could be tuned to exploit it.

Collie from IAV also points out that the variability of octane in today’s North American gasoline limits engineers from realizing engines with maximum efficiency. “The strongest factor in improving gasoline engine efficiency is the [compression / expansion] ratio, and that is directly limited by the octane rating of the fuel,” he explains. By uniformly raising the octane in gasoline and tightening variability from state-to-state, engineers / designers could get even more efficiency and power, according to him. Just such an example is Mercedes-Benz’ reported experience in its attempt to introduce lean-burn engines to the U.S. While the acceptable sulfur limit for diesel as of 2010 is 15 ppm, gasoline is much higher at 80-95 ppm. Engines from Mercedes operating on lean-burn cannot function above 50 ppm [14].

**Summary**

When it comes to new engine technologies to improve the efficiencies of ICEs, the number of choices is not limited. An important element not discussed in detail is the complexity and control offered by powertrain control units. These computers in many cases enable more exotic combustion schemes, variable-valve timing, and combustion restart in advanced idle-stops. With so many variables and the complexity used to control engines and emissions systems, computers will continue to grow in power. Simulation and statistical models will continue to find their way onto these increasingly capable on-board computers.

As pointed out by the National Academies Study, improving the fuel economy of gasoline SI engines is in many ways the least-risky approach for OEMs to pursue. There are far fewer uncertainties in this approach compared to others discussed
later. There are also no key uncertainties regarding the technology itself, only in
the cost-benefit ratio. If advanced combustion schemes such as HCCI fail to pan
out, this will reduce the rate of improvement for these engines by a few percentage
points—such failure by itself will not fatally cripple the industry.

In fact, what set of technologies is best to pursue post-2016 is uncertain. A survey of
OEMs by the U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), EPA,
and California Air Resources Board (CARB) in 2010 found no general consensus on
exactly what technologies each OEM intends to pursue past 2016. Even leading up to
2016, according to the National Academy study, OEMs are pursuing advanced Valve
Event Modulation (VEM) or GTDI, but not both. As costs decline through engineer-
ing and volume, this may not be the case in the 2025 through 2030 timeframe.

Trends to watch for:

- In North America, expect to see more DISI, with possibly 100% market
  share by 2030.

- In North America, expect to see more boosting coupled with DISI (some-
times called GTDI), but not universal acceptance.

- More valve engineering with forms of enhanced VVT.

- More inroads by cylinder deactivation, even if the trend through 2010 ran
  flat (see The Steady March of Power).

- Greatly increased use of idle-stop, especially on DISI engines where it is more
  practical and response times are faster. Some predict 100% take-rate by 2020.

- An increasing possibility of advanced, lean-burn gasoline SI engines, en-
  abled by cooled EGR, or HCCI, or Premixed Charge Compression Igni-
  tion (PCCI), or some combination.

- Overall, the average new car fleet could improve fuel economy by 20–30%
  from engine technologies alone, by 2030, depending on the size of the en-
  gine and the cost the OEMs and buyers will tolerate.
The Steady March of Power

While fuel economy was not a prime motivation from 1985–2004, it does not mean that engine development stopped. Competitive pressures forced automakers to develop better engines that delivered more horsepower and faster acceleration times. They also had to power vehicles that on average grew in size and weight. Cars and trucks became more fun to drive, offered more room on average, and were safer—with no sacrifice in fuel economy, but no increase in it either (see Fig. 2.6).

A key assumption is that this concern for fuel economy will not fade—again. What is driving this demand, as discussed in Chapter 1, is the supply-side CAFE jump in fuel economy for 2016. All technologies, including engine, will need to be brought to bear to achieve this. Not only that, but careful system engineering will be needed, as well, to make the best use of the new engine technology developed in the last 20 years.

Most of these improvements will, in reality, be largely transparent to the driver. Those drivers will notice better fuel economy numbers on window stickers. Only dedicated gear-heads will know enough about what goes on under the hood to care. If these items become overly pricey, there may be consequences.

A key point about vehicle fuel economy is using the engine in the most efficient operating range of its speed/load map. How an engine is currently used results in total average efficiency being considerably worse than its peak efficiency. As Collie from IAV points out, we will probably see more improvement in overall vehicle fuel economy due to more-efficient application and usage in the near term than we will see from any given engine’s efficiency improvement only. “We also should remember that the easiest fuel economy improvement or degradation is the driver’s behavior, not vehicle engineering. Almost any vehicle on any drive cycle can have a 25% variation in fuel economy due to driving style, and this is amazing when OEMs are putting in $50–$100 (per vehicle) for each percent fuel economy,” he remarks. This may require a deeper look at modifying drivers and their behaviors rather than modifying engines.

There are two ways to ensure that if engine developers deliver a highly efficient engine for converting liquid fuels into energy, we use that energy most efficiently. One is in a completely different kind of energy-management system that uses electricity or hydraulics to capture and store mechanical energy and allows engineers to tune engine operation to its most efficient operating regime—in other words, hybrids. The other has been with the industry since its inception—developing highly efficient transmissions, gearing, and rolling gear to ensure that engine-out power is most efficiently used. That is the subject of our next chapter.
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Chapter Three

Vehicle Technologies and Transmissions

An engine alone does not a car make. Wheels and tires, shock absorbers, steering mechanisms, not to mention those wonders of mechanical technology—transmissions—all must be engineered and packaged to make a car. All of these components have steadily improved in recent decades. This chapter explores how much more they might improve and what impact those improvements will have. While fun and safety are important, fuel economy will most likely continue as the king of concerns for the period 2010–2030. Companies will continue to refine components to wring out the last drop of fuel economy they can. This will drive lighter components, less wiring, compact X-by-wire controls, and transmissions with ever more gears—to a point.

Transmissions—harnessing engine-out power

The purpose of a transmission and the rest of the drivetrain is to transmit the power from the engine to the road through the wheels. The transmission also helps match the needs of the vehicle with the most efficient speed and load point of the engine (see Chapter 2 Translating Engineer Speak). A variety of transmissions are in use in cars through 2010, including manuals, automatics with hydrodynamic torque converters, automated manual transmissions (AMTs), dual-clutch transmissions (DCTs), and continuously variable transmissions (CVTs). DCTs are a form of automatic transmission with two gearboxes operating in parallel, enabled by computer controls. First, third, and fifth are in one, and second, fourth, and sixth in the other. While the drive is one gear, the transmission preselects the next most likely gear in the other gearbox. The result provides the best of both worlds, a snappy
driving experience with better fuel efficiency [1]. Many automatics through 2010 with a torque converter also feature a lockup clutch that bypasses the hydrodynamic torque converter by mechanically coupling the input and output shafts when they are spinning at near the same speed, improving fuel economy [2].

In general, more gears means it is easier to keep the engine running at its most efficient speed between shifts. Manuals with six gears are becoming common, though in North America the trend is most assuredly away from manuals in all but specialty or sport cars. The ultimate in the number of gears is in CVTs,

![Figure 3.1. This eight-speed automatic transmission from ZF shows the trend toward more gears and expanded gear ratios. (Courtesy Dr. Peter Ottenbruch, ZF Group North American Operations).](image)
transmissions that change steplessly through an infinite number of speeds. Even while CVTs help the engine operate more efficiently, they have limitations. These include lower efficiencies than either automatics or DCTs [3] and more-limited torque input (they are rarely used in pickups), NVH problems, and gear ratio spreads limited typically to the 4.2–6:1 range [4].

While manuals are generally considered more fuel efficient, that may change with more gears and sophisticated shifting strategies possible in automatics. “In Europe, six-speed manual transmissions are most common,” said Julio Caspari, President of ZF North American Operations, speaking in 2009. “We looked at adding more gears to manuals, but found that human beings cannot efficiently shift more than six.” Because of its electronic brain, automatics are the only practical option for using more than six gears. The key is managing shift quality. With the more frequent shifting of additional gears, more gears could become annoying. For example, ZF’s eight-speed 8-hp automatic (see Fig. 3.1) boasts a 200-millisecond transition speed, making shifting almost imperceptible.

Because of improvements in multi-gear automatics, CVTs may decline in use. They were not a large segment of the market through 2010, in any case. This trend is evident, as shown in Fig. 3.2. An example in 2011 of CVTs losing ground was ZF replacing CVTs with a nine-speed transaxle in some MY 2013 Chrysler front-drive passenger cars [7].

If six speeds are better than five, or seven better than six, is there an upper limit on the number of speeds? “There is no advantage due solely to the addition of a speed,” explains Dr. Peter Ottenbruch, Member of the Board of Management responsible for Technology for ZF. “In terms of [fuel] consumption and driving dynamics, [some] seven- and eight-speed transmissions are in no way superior to ZF’s latest six-speed transmissions. The equation of “more with better” does not necessarily apply.” Prior to 2011, ZF performed an extensive study to look at the then-next-generation transmissions. These need to deliver better fuel consumption, driving performance, and mechanical design with reduced cost. The concepts that emerged were a standard, rear-wheel transmission with eight speeds and one with nine speeds for transverse applications, such as front-wheel-drive cars. While not ruling out anything for the future, Ottenbruch notes that increasing efficiency
Figure 3.2. The trends in transmission types as reported to the EPA in the years 1980 through 2010. M3, M4, M5, and M6 are 3-, 4-, 5- and 6-speed manual transmissions. A3 are 3-speed automatics without lockup clutches. L4, L5, and L6 are 4-, 5- and 6-speed automatic transmissions with lock-up clutches. CVTs are shown; however, the EPA does not report DCTs separately as of 2010.

(Source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency).
as dramatically as the change from six- to eight-speed automatic transmissions will not be possible with more gear steps. "If there was an ideal transmission, with our current solutions [from ZF] we are only about 11\% away from it in any case," he remarked.

Transmission trends to watch for:

- Expect transmissions for gasoline and diesel engines to continue to improve in efficiency; however, more slowly than the period 1980–2010. Automatics will see increasingly sophisticated control systems, more aggressive lockup clutch mechanisms, higher gear ratios, and nine or ten speeds appearing in the period 2015 or so. Since transmissions are already efficient, nine and ten gears will most likely be the upper limit on what is achievable in current architectures.

- Current DCT’s six speeds will see additional applications of seven and eight speeds continuing to grow past 2011. Nine- and even ten-speed DCTs may be introduced by 2015, but the viability of these remains uncertain.

- If current trends continue, CVTs will likely continue to remain a small share of the market, used primarily in smaller vehicles.

**Aerodynamics and rolling resistance—getting the most from the car**

Another way to increase fuel efficiency is by reducing the road load from aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance. Aerodynamic load is important at high speed—one rule of thumb is that for cars at 50–60 mph, roughly 50\% of total drag is due to aerodynamics, depending on weight, size, and aerodynamic styling [8]. Reducing aerodynamic drag, termed CD by automotive engineers, constrains designers (see Where does it all go?). This does not necessarily mean an ugly or boring vehicle. There are two approaches to delivering low aerodynamic drag in a stylish package. One is to highlight it, such as a purpose-built vehicle fully optimized for aerodynamics. Examples of this are the Toyota Prius or the Honda Insight. The other is to refine traditionally shaped sedans to deliver efficient aerodynamic designs. Some companies in Europe have done this effectively. "[This is] very
similar to our approach that we have taken at Ford. It has been around optimizing traditional shapes as opposed to a purpose-designed aerodynamic silhouette,” said Paul Mascarenas, Ford’s VP of Engineering for global product development, speaking in 2009 [9]. Like in practically every other area of automotive engineering, aerodynamics will be greatly improved by increasing the use of computer simulations and computational fluid dynamics [10].

The other element of road load is rolling resistance, CR, a function of the effective weight of the vehicle and variables such as tire pressure, caster, camber, road speed, and resistance of the tires themselves. Other negative impacts include stylish large tires or ones designed for off-roading. Since a typical car rolling resistance is 5–15% from tires alone, expect the industry to continue pursuing even more efficiency. Tire engineers do this by replacing some of the standard carbon black with silica to cut rolling resistance. For example, Goodyear announced in April 2009 their new Assurance Fuel Max tire that boasts 27% less rolling resistance, which the company equates to a 4% improvement in fuel economy in highway driving. According to Goodyear, many fuel-efficient tires today depend on replacing carbon black material with silica in the tread compound, either in part

---

**Where does it all go?**

Not surprisingly, fuel efficiency requires looking at the whole vehicle. What might be surprising is how important it is. A number of studies show that a conventionally fueled car uses only 12–15% of available energy to move. The rest is waste. Understanding where that waste energy goes is by no means an exact science. The vast bulk of losses are through thermal and chemical inefficiencies in the combustion process. That means that of what is left, how to use it efficiently is vital.

We know that most cars get better gas mileage on the highway than in stop-and-go city driving. Through 2010, the EPA measured fuel economy in specific cycles of vehicle speeds, from 0 to 60, over defined time periods. In the urban cycle, energy lost in accelerating and stopping the mass of the vehicle dominates; in the highway cycle, aerodynamic drag dominates. Aerodynamic load is important at high speed—one rule of thumb is that for cars at 50–60 mph, roughly 50% of total drag is due to aerodynamics, depending on weight, size, and other aerodynamic styling. Aerodynamic drag is measured with a coefficient of aerodynamic drag (CD), 1.0 is for a flat plate perpendicular to an airstream, 0.0 is for a body with no drag. For reference, recent studies show that the CD for sedans is 0.33, for SUVs is about 0.43, and for pickups is about 0.48 [1]. Toyota’s 2010 Prius boasts a CD of 0.25, which contributes appreciably to reduced losses at highway speeds.

or in total, to minimize rolling resistance. Other advanced models are offered from Bridgestone, Toyo, Continental, and BF Goodrich [11]. At least one group believes that overall, tire companies will deliver something like 1.5–1.65% less CR per year through 2025 [12].

Aerodynamic and road-load trends to watch for:

- Since aerodynamics at highway speeds contribute so heavily to fuel economy, look for cars with smooth, round, aerodynamic front ends with a sharp cut-off at the back. Vehicles will begin to look more alike, with more subtle cues along with grillwork and badges defining the differences between brands.

**Replacing hydraulics and mechanicals with wire**

There are advantages to replacing mechanical linkages and controls with electronics. Electronics consume less power (think fuel efficiency) and space (think more legroom.) They are also evolving as a key enabler in smart driving functions,
when combined with improved sensors, computers, and algorithms. A general term for replacing a hydraulic or mechanical linkage with electronic control systems is “X-by-wire.” These generally include [13]:

- throttle-by-wire—practically standard on all new vehicles by 2010
- shift-by-wire—common in automatic transmissions
- brake-by-wire—purely electrically controlled brakes are few, although electronic control of braking through antilock braking systems is common
- steer-by-wire—no reported applications as of 2009, although a related technology known as electric power-assisted steering (EPAS) is a move in that direction

EPAS provides variable-rate and variable-damping suspension systems to enhance handling, changing the rate of steering to match the speed of the car—less when driving on the highway, more when driving slowly or cutting the wheel hard to park. EPAS systems are not true by-wire systems because an electric motor assists a mechanical linkage, such as rack-and-pinion. Even as a mechanical / electrical hybrid, EPAS is a key enabler for more autonomous driving such as active park assist [13]. They consume power only when actually steering, improving fuel economy. “Concerning steer-by-wire for cars, further development is more dependent on legislation than on technical issues. Its implementation in road vehicles is limited by concerns over reliability and safety, although it has been demonstrated in several concept vehicles,” says ZF’s Ottenbruch.

Controlling vehicle and powertrain systems is done through electronic control units (ECUs). These tend to be small, dedicated computer units. They take input signals provided by sensors or switches of various forms, condition the signals, and generate action signals. As a simple example, you press a button to roll down the window, releasing it half way. The ECU for the window gets the signal from the switch, activates the window motor, and stops it when you release the button. Multiply this for every action in the car—lights, stereo, various chassis functions, engine controls, transmission—and you realize there are a lot of these in a modern car.

This complexity in vehicle computers is a concern. Each car now contains millions of lines of code, with some cars containing 70 or more individual ECUs. A
typical car in 2009 contained roughly 100 kg (220 lb) of electronics and 2 km (1.3 mi) of wiring [13]. This leads to a fundamental discussion between distributed architectures, with individual sensors, switches, and ECUs controlling isolated functions vs. centralized systems with fewer, general-purpose computers controlling many functions. Distributed architectures tend to be more reliable and cheaper to engineer, but lead to vehicle complexity, component cost, and weight. Centralized architectures tend to be more difficult to engineer and less reliable (meaning more testing), but lighter and cheaper overall for components. Multiple network architectures categorized into diagnostics, airbag, mobile media, X-by-wire, and wireless is one plausible way of combining functions into something manageable and cost effective [14]. However, this tension between distributed and centralized architectures will be an important discussion among automotive electrical engineers.

Remarkably, compared to our collective experience with home PCs, automotive software reliability problems crop up rarely. There was a noticeable hick-up with Toyota’s Prius in the fall of 2006, but for the most part our cars, trucks, and SUVs work, as we desire. Electronics has given us comfort, improved fuel economy, and enhanced safety. Perception remains an issue, as demonstrated again with the Toyota unintended acceleration drama that played out in 2010 and 2011, with NASA finally putting to rest the notion that electronics contributed to the problem.

For the near future through 2030, there seems no limitation on ECU, computing power, or networking complexity to provide continued growth of smarter driving through computerization.

Another significant trend in vehicle technologies is the continued electrification of key functions, such as EPAS and various X-by-wire components. While useful in saving weight and increasing fuel economy, it also means they can be connected to computers. As we will see in Chapter 9, EPAS was a key enabler in developing autonomous parallel parking algorithms. These devices enable a smarter car.
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Chapter Four

Vehicles on a Diet—Using Lighter, Stronger Materials

How important is vehicle weight? It might pose the ultimate dilemma for automotive engineers. For fuel efficiency, a lighter vehicle stretches gasoline farther. Various studies have shown that a vehicle weight reduction of 10%—with an appropriate engine resizing—translates to anywhere from 6–8% improvement in fuel efficiency. The dilemma is that other priorities drive heavier vehicles—why? Automakers add additional safety and convenience features, both to meet regulations and to match competition. Consumers prefer larger and more spacious vehicles. Whenever lightweighting technologies reduce weight, consumers want more—more safety equipment, more power from their engines, and more room inside.

North American vehicles are in a class of their own compared to the rest of the world, notes Richard Schultz, Managing Director for Automotive Materials with Ducker Worldwide. Even though North American light vehicles topped out at 4018 lb (1822 kg) in 2004 and lightened up to an average 3828 lb (1736 kg) in 2009, they remain about 700 lb (317 kg) heavier than vehicles in the rest of the world.

History shows that when fuel prices get dicey, vehicles go on a diet. Just note that in 1976, when only about 25% of all light vehicles were trucks, the average weight of all vehicles was a portly 4059 lb (1841 kg). What trimmed that bloat in the period from 1976 to 1986 were the CAFE regulations and the push for fuel economy. When gas got cheap in the 1990s, it was as if switching cars from a diet of salad to McDonalds—up went the weight. So it goes, and so it will for alternative-powered cars as well. There will always be a tension in design
between maintaining light weight for fuel economy and adding weight for space, equipment, and functionality.

The current motivation for manufacturers to invest in lightweighting is the set of CAFE regulations that took effect in April 2010. No one at the time of this writing seems to doubt that the industry can meet the new stringent regulations that take effect through 2016. Also, no one doubts it will involve reducing weight. The big-bang parts of the car that can benefit the most from lightweighting include the body-in-white (BIW)\(^1\), interiors (think seats or instrument panels), powertrain, and closures (think doors or hoods.) Here is a look at the possibilities of lighter raw materials.

While a number of materials have proven themselves in lightweighting applications, more are under development. Still more have proven themselves in other applications, such as aerospace, but are not economical in automotive.

**Lightweight aluminum**

One obvious answer to lightweighting is to use a lighter material, such as aluminum. In general, aluminum alloys are not as strong and are usually more expensive per pound compared to steels. To look at broad trends over many years, it is not useful to dwell on absolutes of pricing. Raw material prices can be volatile. For example, in the closing years of the first decade of this century, aluminum's cost ratio compared to cold-rolled carbon steel trended generally downward, but remained two to three times higher, with frequent fluctuations in that ratio. There is no reason to expect this to change.

It is important to remember that replacing mild steel with aluminum to reduce weight has an added dollar discount. Prices for metals are on a per-pound basis. So, a hood that replaces 80 lb (36 kg) of raw steel sheet with 40 lb (18 kg) of raw aluminum sheet—even if aluminum is three times the price—may end up costing only 50% more.

Aluminum is a big part of the mix in 2010. According to data from the Aluminum Association, Inc., a trade group, the amount of aluminum in cars grew from

\(^1\)Body-in-white generally refers to the structure of the car body prior to painting, without engine, transmission, or chassis components.
an average 81 lb (37 kg) in 1973 to 326 lb (148 kg) in 2009. In 2009, 144 vehicles worldwide each used more than 400 lb (181 kg) of aluminum. Many such vehicles were high-volume models, not high-end luxury models, noted Randall Scheps, Chairman of the Aluminum Association’s Auto and Light Truck group, also the Marketing Director, Ground Transportation for Alcoa. Powertrain components are by far the biggest user of aluminum—60% of aluminum used in automotive is in powertrain components, according to Ducker Worldwide. “Aluminum’s successes are in components such as heat exchangers, pistons, transmission cases, and cylinder heads,” noted Scheps. For these parts, worldwide, almost 100% of components are made of aluminum, according to him. While grabbing a large share of wheels, engine blocks, and drive shafts, he sees growth for aluminum in producing knuckles, hoods, control arms, and bumpers. Most of these components are cast engine blocks and cylinder heads, where aluminum makes an ideal, one-for-one replacement for cast ferrous metals. “Of the average 324 lb of aluminum used in today’s automobiles, 80% is castings,” explains Shultz, putting aluminum’s usage in perspective. Most of the steel is sheet metal, according to him.

How do trends in the period 2010-2030 look for aluminum? “The next frontier for aluminum is in body-in-white structures,” states Scheps. Engine hoods are aluminum’s first beachhead into this domain. In MY 2010, about 25% of all hoods were made of aluminum, with some experts expecting this to reach nearly 100% eventually. There are some good reasons for this. Primary is the fact that aluminum, while lighter, is not as strong as steel (but the hood is not integral to crash safety), although aluminum might help in pedestrian protection. Down-gauging to stronger steel may not provide the benefits required to make it worth the greater weight.

Developing the expertise and manufacturing capacity to use aluminum in such applications requires an investment. Stamping and sheet metal forming are completely different processes than casting, not only in tooling specifically designed for aluminum, but also in the engineering expertise required. Some aluminum alloys rival mild steel in strength, including the 6111 or 6022 with yield strength\(^2\) of 240 MPa, which compares well to a mild steel of about 180 MPa [1]. Figure 4.1 compares the strength and elongation values for different metals.

\(^2\)Yield strength is the point at which the metal begins to deform irreparably, on its way to breaking. Tensile strength is the highest strength a material will show, which is typically after it begins deforming and just before it begins to rupture.
Formability is where aluminum differs. Formability is how much the metal can stretch in a die or fabrication operation without rupturing. Aluminum has roughly two-thirds the formability of low-carbon mild steel, according to Scheps. This means stamping or forming operations that require deep drawing, stretching, and bendability must be addressed differently. Differences also occur in spring-back, with an elastic modulus (Young’s modulus) roughly one-third that of steel [1]. The expertise and empirical models for springback based on mild steels no longer apply. It should be noted that aluminum companies, like Alcoa Automotive, have developed an extensive database of engineering data to help end-users design with their products.

Joining aluminum is generally different from steels, as well. Engineers use adhesives, continuous fusion-welded joints instead of spot welding, and self-piercing rivets. Because aluminum does not stretch as well as steel, engineers need to design hemming operations, which are common in bodywork specifically for aluminum.
Trending to the future, one should expect new materials and new alloys as aluminum suppliers attempt to keep pace with "competitor materials." Scheps points out that 5xxx series aluminums (Al-Mg alloys) and 6xxx series (Al-Mg-Si) have traditionally been used in automotive. To add to their offerings, the high-strength 7xxx series (Al-Zn) normally used in aerospace is now a choice aluminum companies are offering. One such example is Kaiser Aluminum's introduction in 2010 of a new 7033 alloy for high-performance forged parts (not body stampings), reportedly 60% stronger than the typical 6061 aluminum alloy used. The company tailored the formulation to achieve the corrosion resistance needed for automotive chassis parts.

Because it is less stiff than the typical steel, aluminum also requires some design accommodations when noise, vibration, and harshness (NVH) is an issue. For instance, one could use a thicker part (up-gauging) made of lighter aluminum and still have a stiff, somewhat lighter part that meets NVH requirements.

Trends to look for through 2030 include increased use of aerospace-grade aluminums, such as 7xxx series, in the automotive industry. Also, look for increased use of aluminum in areas not dominated by strength, such as hoods, with the possible addition of other closures such as doors and even some body parts.

With most engine components already in aluminum by 2010, further lightweighting of powertrain components will depend on the ability of magnesium to substitute for aluminum for transmission cases and possibly small engine blocks.

**Steel and bodies**

While mild steel now constitutes about half the weight of an average vehicle, its steady replacement with advanced formulations of steel alloys has been going on for at least the last 20 years. The steel companies both recognized the need for automobiles to get lighter and were perhaps a bit worried about inroads by aluminum, plastics, and other metals such as magnesium. They responded with the development of high-strength steels (HSS) and advanced high-strength steels (AHSS). Practically every strategy for future lightweighting of vehicle auto bodies now involves increased use of these new steels in body structures, replacing lower-strength mild steels in crash-critical components.
What do they mean by high-strength? Generally, HSS steel has a yield strength greater than 210 MPa or a tensile strength greater than 270 MPa [2]. The industry now offers quite a range of choices in materials with yield strengths above 270 MPa. Iron alloyed with both carbon and manganese makes a form of HSS, carbon-manganese (CMn). High-strength low-alloy (HSLA) steels generally contain microalloying elements such as titanium, vanadium, or niobium to increase strength. This is done in small amounts, hence the term “low-alloy.” Other elements are sometimes added to extend strength. For even more choice, the steel industry developed AHSS. These steels have names such as dual phase (DP), complex phase (CP), or transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP), which provide enhanced stretching (though not bending [2] or stiffness). DP steel consists of a ferrite matrix containing a second hard phase, usually martensite. Martensitic steel (MS) consists solely of martensite. It is exceptionally strong, although it features much-reduced elongation. The industry has developed additional higher-strength steels with names such as ferritic-bainitic, twinning-induced plasticity (TWIP), hot-formed, and post-forming heat-treated steels. These are not your parents’ steels anymore.

A general measure of formability and ductility of a metal is its percent elongation as measured in a stress-strain test. The higher the percent elongation, the more ductile a material is. As is shown in Fig. 4.2, the higher-strength advanced steels—some approaching 1200 MPa yield strength—in general have lower ductility than the common steels. Here is the opportunity and the issue. High strength in general reduces formability and weldability. It also produces higher springback and other headaches for body engineers and tool designers. The tradeoff is that less steel provides the same strength (but not stiffness). It provides the same load bearing and crash safety with a thinner gauge of steel—voila, lightweighting.

This is a continuation of a trend that really kicked off in 1994. Back then, a group of 35 steel companies worldwide demonstrated the usefulness of AHSS with the Ultra Light Steel Auto Body (ULSAB) program, a demonstrator steel auto body [3]. This led to the use of HSS and AHSS steels in a number of production vehicles by 2010. For example, the MY 2009 Ford 150 body contains 16% by weight of AHSS. Some vehicles are using an even higher percentage of AHSS—the MY 2009 BMW X6 reportedly uses 32% AHSS in its BIW and closures [4].
Figure 4.2. The steel industry continues to develop new types of AHSS steels. Current exotic steels such as TWIP are generally too expensive for widespread use because of heavy alloying.
(Courtesy Ronald P. Krupitzer, Steel Market Development Institute).

Not only were they used by 2010, the steel industry produced literally dozens of these seemingly exotic grades of steels. Expect more as the steel industry extends its research to develop cost-effective, high-strength steels. According to the Steel Market Development Institute, new steels currently under development will extend formability while increasing strength as they reduce the amount of exotic and expensive alloys.

The Steel Market Development Institute funded a new program to show off the use of more exotic steels, some invented in 2008-2010, called the Future Steel Vehicle (FSV). Several key take-aways from this program are relevant to mention. They used 23 different grades of advanced steels in the FSV program. The program
demonstrated 17 manufacturing options, from conventional stamping to laser-welded tube profiled sections. As the strength of these steels increases, so does the manufacturability challenges. “Steel is currently 65% of a total car, and our goal in the steel industry is for that to remain or even grow,” remarked Ron Krupitzer, Vice President Automotive Applications of the Steel Market Development Institute, a business unit of the American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI). “To do that (in the future) steel needs to remain the best overall materials choice for manufacturability, cost, mass, and carbon footprint. Steel must continue to reinvent itself in the form of new high-strength automotive grades with increasing mass reduction potential as far as we can see into the future.”

As noted, while HSS and AHSS steels are quite a bit stronger, they are often no more stiff than the mild steels they replace. A fundamental physical limit applies to increasing stiffness (Young’s Modulus) even while increasing strength. This requires careful selection of the type of steel used, its gauge, and its geometric design to match the stiffness of thicker, heavier, mild steel it might replace. These facts are important when piecing the whole picture together.

**Composites and plastics**

Plastics and composites are other materials considered for lightweighting. Plastics, also called resins or polymers, come in three broad flavors: thermosets, elastomers, and thermoplastics [5]. Thermosets have cross-linked polymers that are formed when cured. The cure can be set through heat, chemical reaction such as a two-part epoxy, or more exotic means. Thermoplastics are solids at room temperature, but are melted when placed into a mold, hot, and then are allowed to cool. As one industry expert explained thermoplastics succinctly, “you heat it, squeeze it, and freeze it...” The final broad category is elastomers, called elastic polymers (think rubber). They can be either thermoset formed (most common) or thermoplastic. These are most useful in sealants, gaskets, and hoses. Thermosets are typically rigid and strong, thermoplastics typically a little less so, and elastomers much less so.

Plastics by themselves lack the strength for most structural applications. They are nevertheless useful. Applications include fuel tanks, interior roofs, dashboards, and bumper fascia. Other uses are air handling components, engine covers, and
various pans [6]. According to the same source, interiors make up the largest use of plastics in automobiles. As of 2003, the typical passenger car contained 7.6% plastics and plastic composites.

Plastics and composites are sometimes used on exterior body panels as well. For instance, composite body panels are attached to a space frame that bears the load. The Chevy Corvette is a now classic example of this, as well as parts of many of the original Saturn models. A particularly useful subset of the composite industry produces compression-molding compounds frequently used in the automotive industry. Termed Bulk Molding Compounds (BMC) or Sheet Molding Compounds (SMC), these are typically thermosets produced in sheets in a roller process [5]. SMCs are formed by mixing resin with chopped reinforcements, such as fiberglass, that are unordered and random in the mix. The Chevy Corvette's body panels were made of SMC, as are many truck bed liners. It is a process ideal for high-volume production. Commercial vehicles and heavy trucks often use such materials in hoods and fenders. SMC is placed in a heated press-mold, cured in the mold, and released.

Could structural applications use composites? Tough fibers in a plastic matrix greatly add strength, stiffness, and reduce or eliminate thermal expansion. Typical filaments used are glass fibers, with carbon fibers often discussed in engineering applications. Often getting the attention of engineers concerned with lightweighting is the increasing use of carbon-fiber-reinforced plastics (CFRP) composites in the aerospace industry. High-strength, thermoset CFRP is a major structural component of the new Boeing 787 and Airbus X350 airplanes, along with the new F-35. It is also in the F-22 and F-18. If aerospace adopted CFRP to save weight and increase fuel economy in structural components, why should not automotive adopt it? It offers lightweight strength. The parts can be complex. Parts can be consolidated—where once there were many, there can be a few larger parts.

Companies do offer such materials for use in automotive applications. Formula One and NHRA “funny car” owners have long built their racecar bodies of CFRP. There is a downside—cost. The cost-benefit for racers is clear, but for the general automaker, not so much. Cost has two elements: the manufacturing expense and the base cost of the material.
The fact that aerospace is pioneering structural CFRP may actually be a hindrance to its use by automakers. The aerospace industry builds airplanes in 10s to 100s per year; automobile companies build cars in the 10,000s to 100,000s per year. For example, the aerospace industry uses automated placement machines. These lay individual narrow strips of fiber in precise patterns on a tool that then goes into an autoclave. Autoclave pressures drive out voids in the material that can weaken the material. Temperatures reach 356°F (180°C) and pressures up to 100 psi (689 kPa) in these devices. Curing times can last as long as 12 hours.

Other common fabrication methods include using preimpregnated sheets of carbon fiber (CF) called prepreg, or laying dry sheets of carbon fiber into a mold, injecting with resin, and curing it in the mold. These molds are also sometimes autoclave cured.

The raw materials are expensive as well. According to C. David Warren of Oak Ridge National Laboratory, carbon fiber has been as expensive as 20 times the price of steel, per pound. In 2010, prices went down to as low as nine times the price of steel, with fluctuations and price spikes expected in the next decade. Also, since precursors used to make carbon fibers are made of petroleum, the price of carbon fiber tends to follow the price of oil. The process of converting the precursors into carbon fiber is energy intensive. These two facts are “counter indicative” if the whole point of lightweighting is to reduce dependence on petroleum.

Warren adds to the list of challenges, including the lack of capacity in the carbon fiber industry. It is unlike aluminum. Aluminum is so pervasive in other industries, such as beverage cans, that using it in automotives will not stress aluminum supplies. Automotive aluminum will not make up a significant fraction of the total. This is not so for CFRP. In 2010, using only 6 lb of CFRP per car in North America alone would consume the world supply of carbon fiber, according to Warren.

Lack of innovation is another issue. Because the aerospace industry first used it in such quantities, Warren points out that this actually prohibits rather than promotes incremental improvement. “The process for flight-certifying a material is so long and lengthy that most users are happy to stick with a proven material,” explains Warren.
Another fact Warren is unequivocal about: the eventual price of carbon fiber needs to be about $5/lb in 2010 dollars to meet the needs of the automotive industry.

Even so, it has its benefits. Research showed that a BIW structure with an optimal use of CFRP at that price could achieve a 50% weight savings over today’s conventional BIW. What could reduce costs in the 2010-2030 time period? Warren points out four specific trends to watch:


2. Cheaper precursors. Half the current cost of CF is in the polyacrylonitrile (PAN), pitch, or rayon precursors that are heated and processed into CF. The emergence of cheaper precursors could help significantly.

3. Conversion processes that use less energy than today.

4. Streamlined processing. The current industry, oriented toward aerospace and race cars, is fragmented, with small players adding value in small parts with lots of shipping and refrigeration along the way. It is a model that is a hindrance in mass automotive.

Finally, there is the cultural and investment capital required to make a switch to CFRP. As David Stewart, CEO of Zoltek Automotive, a producer of carbon fiber, relates in an August 2010 interview with Composite Manufacturing Magazine, those manufacturing difficulties may be a significant hurdle. “Composites are a challenge for material substitutions because the technology required to manufacture composites differs so much from the traditional materials they replace. The design and manufacturing infrastructure both change, and that makes it challenging for existing capital industries to change over from one material to another,” remarked Stewart [7] in that Q&A. “...it requires a substantial investment. There’s not a lot of existing capacity out there that is drop-in and ready for a significant shift toward lightweight composites.”

That investment may be worthwhile if the price of the raw materials, especially carbon fiber, drops. How much, is the question.
Some automakers are pushing ahead with CFRP. Daimler announced in 2010 it would introduce CFRP materials in Mercedes vehicles by 2013. The company has a development agreement with Japan's Toray Industries. BMW intends to build an entire passenger compartment for an electric vehicle.

Technical trends to watch for through 2030 include increased demand for CFRP in other industries that could provide the investment impetus to increase supply, and especially supply efficiencies. The automotive industry could exploit this increased, lower-cost supply. Helping increase supply of carbon fiber is the entry of a large-volume manufacturer with investment in high-volume plants.

If there is success in some of the more ambitious automotive CFRP projects, like BMW’s Megacity car, this might prompt a harder look at CFRP. Success includes strategies for recycling and repair as well as cost and availability. It is important to track technologies that reduce the base cost of CFRP, such as cheaper precursors for an automotive-grade CFRP. They are especially important to track if CFRP gets into the $5–$7/lb range in 2010 dollars. A number of research organi-
zations, such as Oak Ridge National Laboratory, are developing techniques right now to reduce cost.

A likely scenario is that CFRP will not significantly influence the auto industry before the 2030 model year without a significant change in motivation (high fuel prices) and cheaper supply of CF.

Summary of material technical trends to look for:

- Increased use of aerospace-grade aluminum in automotive, such as 7xxx series for forgings and greater use of sheet-suitable grades. A key indicator would be a door made of aluminum, given the stringent requirements for crash and safety.

- The first third-generation AHSS steels will begin appearing for use by automakers by 2020, given current trends in steel development. Some of the higher-strength, higher-formability steels with 40–50% elongation and strengths in 1200–1600 MPa range are expected by 2030.

True innovation may compel complete changes in the vehicle architecture. Tooling for aluminum extrusions is cheap and easy to make. Integration into a space frame architecture, such as Audi did for its earliest models, means using even more aluminum. Engineers could use cheaper composite body panels, such as fiberglass, to lightweight the structure. Composites, rather than plastics alone, reduce thermal expansion and make for a finer looking exterior. The body will still require steels of various sorts to meet increased safety regulations, such as for more-stringent side and rollover impact.

Manufacturing hurdles to using more aluminum may yield to investment and ingenuity. These could include advanced aluminum vacuum die-casting, explains Schultz. Because aluminum does not have the formability of steel in stampings, the use of thin-cast parts is one approach to producing similar parts. Complex, thin components such as strut towers, which are 2–4 mm thick, can save 40% of the weight of traditional steel stampings. Magnesium parts also are good for die-casting and may have some of the same kinds of breakthroughs in manufacturing technique in the period 2011–2020; that is, if price stabilizes and body engineers see the cost benefit.

• Stiffness in steels as measured by Young’s modulus will most likely not increase in tandem with strength increases.

• Magnesium will remain a smaller percentage of automotive parts compared to other materials, given its price stability and utility.

• A total 10% decrease in mass for any given vehicle footprint could be attained by 2020 [8]. Greater than 10% mass reduction will require correspondingly increased motivation, either regulatory, fuel economy, or competitive.

---

**Fig. 4.3** As Ducker Worldwide points out, the future use of materials depends on the particular use and the material’s properties that best fit that use.

(Courtesy Richard Schultz, Ducker Worldwide)
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Chapter Five

Gasoline / Electric Hybrids

Today’s hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) are high-technology marvels of energy management. These HEVs recharge their batteries from electricity generated onboard, either bleeding kinetic energy through recovery devices while coasting on the highway or down hills, or from capturing the energy from braking when the car comes to a stop. While HEVs stretch petroleum-derived energy, they do not replace it. An HEV needs gas to go.

Why they stretch fuel is not just because they store energy that is otherwise lost—HEVs use that recovered energy in situations where the electric motor (eMotor) is more efficient than the internal combustion engine (ICE), such as when getting the vehicle to move from a dead stop or giving an added boost during passing or going up hills, called peak shaving. How is the greater efficiency possible? It is possible because eMotors have greater torque and efficiency at low RPMs compared to ICEs. Because of this, the ICE can be downsized, saving mass and weight, or performance-enhanced for the same-size engine. Further, the engine itself can be altered for fuel savings and use Atkinson cycles for improved efficiency (see Chapter 2). For sustained driving at highway speeds, the ICE is typically used exclusively, where the eMotor has no advantage. It may actually be a bit of a hindrance because of the extra weight of the additional equipment and batteries.

How much can HEVs stretch energy? It varies, depending on the level of hybridization. For full hybrids through 2009, most realistic estimates range from 20–25% or better combined fuel economy for models introduced through MY 2011. The city or urban drive cycle is where HEVs excel. Usually sporting a higher EPA fuel-economy rating for city compared to highway, they are the exact opposite of ICE-only vehicles. By 2010, in city-only driving, fuel economy improvements of
40–50% or better is common, especially for newer models using lighter batteries. So far so good. However, even “conventional” hybrids have practical problems. One such problem is confusion about the word itself. Hybrids can encompass a variety of different capabilities. There is some confusion in the marketplace about terms. The other is cost, with hybrids’ price to consumers sometimes 30% or more over their conventional counterparts’ prices.

What are we talking about?
Confusion abounds around the word hybrid. There is talk of micro-hybrids, mild hybrids, full hybrids, plug-ins, and so on. Why so many ways to skin a cat? Why so many different approaches, architectures, and technology? Well, this is a brand new field, full of unknowns at many levels. There are technology unknowns, fuel price unknowns, and customer acceptance unknowns. Tests by the OEMs provide data that does not always agree. Not all hybrids are electric. Hydraulic hybrids are a solution for heavy commercial trucks. As of 2010, not that many HEVs are out there in terms of sheer numbers, but an increasing number of names and labels are bandied about in advertisements and the news. Every year, new makes and models sporting new architectures are offered. Each helps deliver a range of fuel-economy solutions at different cost-points. To set the vocabulary for the rest of the book, this section defines what we are talking about. While not universally accepted, the following terms are common [1]:

**Micro-hybrid.** The most cost-effective level of hybrid is an idle-stop system that shuts off the ICE engine when it is not actually delivering power, such as at a red light. These were discussed in detail in Chapter 2 and are included here for context.

**Mild Hybrid.** This is the next level of hybridization where an eMotor, power electronics and inverter, and a battery pack provide only assistance to the ICE. The architecture may look like any parallel hybrid, but motors and batteries are sized to assist the ICE. There is never any electric-only driving. Braking and coasting recovers lost energy and stores it in the battery. The eMotor and battery are sized much smaller, accordingly, thus it is somewhat cheaper in theory than a full hybrid. Launch-assist or motor-assist type hybrids are in this category. Most include an integrated idle-stop as well, building on the micro described earlier.
Full Hybrids. Again, these have an eMotor, power electronics and inverter, and a battery pack, but they are so large that at times the eMotor alone can move the car without the ICE. While costing more, theoretically this arrangement provides even more potential fuel economy. They recover more energy, store it longer if needed, and the ICE is shut down more of the time. In a parallel or power-split architecture, the ICE, or the motor, or both power the car. Motors and batteries are sized to provide electric-only operation, with the control system shutting down the ICE.

Plug-in Hybrid (or Range-Extended Vehicle). These use electric energy from off-board sources and are discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.

Table 5.1 presents one possible segmentation of HEV technologies. Even these categories are blurring as OEMs devise new architectures and strategies. These are generally agreed on, but there are many variations on this theme.

Architectures and types
To accomplish these varying levels of hybridization, inventive engineers have dreamed up a number of architectures. One arrangement, known as a parallel hybrid, includes one or two electric motors and an ICE that are connected to the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functions/ Classification</th>
<th>Engine Stop/Start</th>
<th>Engine Assist</th>
<th>Regen. brake</th>
<th>Electric-only Start/Launch</th>
<th>Electric-only Cruise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Micro Hybrid (12 - 14 V systems)</td>
<td>Yes, for both 12V</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild Hybrid (14 V - 42V system)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Some</td>
<td>Some</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Hybrid (42V ~ 100+ V system)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Hybrid (100 + V system)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (for short periods)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
driving wheels through a shared gearbox, transmission, or other arrangement. The eMotors act as both a means to power the wheels and a generator to power up the battery during regenerative breaking. In a power-split architecture, separate eMotors each act as a motor-generator unit, although one is primarily a motor and the other primarily a generator. Each performs the other function for a small percentage of the time. A prime example of a power-split is Toyota’s Hybrid Synergy drive.

Another approach to the parallel configuration, sometimes referred to as a P2 hybrid, is to connect the engine and electric motor through a clutch to a transmission or transaxle [2]. This architecture reportedly has comparable fuel-economy to a power-split, although the P2 is a little simpler and therefore probably cheaper to build. It uses one integrated motor/generator [3]. When the clutch is engaged and the engine is running, power then flows from the engine through the motor to the transmission. Examples include the 2011 Hyundai Sonata Hybrid, 2011 Infiniti G35 Hybrid, and 2011 VW Touareg Hybrids.

Both the power-split parallel and P2 hybrids are often seen in smaller cars, such as the Toyota Prius and the Honda Insight. There are some practical limitations in motor sizing when trying to scale up the architecture to larger vehicles, such as trucks and SUVs, according to GM. To tackle these issues, in 2006, a Two-Mode hybrid system was introduced, developed by a consortium of General Motors, DaimlerChrysler, and BMW. Developed from an earlier Allison heavy-duty hybrid drive, this hybrid system is specifically designed for heavier trucks and full-sized SUVs. Since 2006, variations of the Two-Mode hybrids have been developed, but generally, the architecture adds a pair of clutches and two planetary gear sets to a base electrically variable transmission (EVT). While the first mode of this two-mode system acts as a power split HEV, the second mode is a compound-split for power sharing. The first mode engages mainly at low speeds with light loads, and can operate on electric power alone. The second mode adds direct mechanical gearing along with the EVT. The gearing reportedly creates a mechanical power path that is 20% more efficient at higher speeds when the vehicle is operating on engine power under sustained load. Overall, the advantages of this added complexity include smaller electric machines, higher efficiencies over a wider range of operating conditions, and added boost and braking to four fixed gear ratios [4].

---

1For example, the VW Touareg uses a 1.7-kWh battery pack coupled with a 333-hp, 3.0-L supercharged V-6 gasoline engine with a 38-kW eMotor.
As an example of what it can do, the 2011 GMC Sierra Hybrid provides 33% better city and 23.5% highway in a full-size truck with a gross-vehicle weight rating of 6700 lb, according to the company.

Yet another approach for conventional hybrids is the through-the-road hybrid. In this configuration, a conventional ICE is connected to one set of driving wheels and an electrical drivetrain on the other set [5]. The Peugeot 2008 HYbrid4 announced at the 2010 Paris Motor show is an example of this configuration, using a turbocharged, high-pressure 2.0-L diesel engine for the front wheels. There are a number of aftermarket conversion kits as well that use the through-the-road configuration [6].

Figure 5.1 presents some of the hybrid architectures. In any of these configurations, a separate starter / generator for idle-stop operation may be (often is)

![Figure 5.1. Some generally accepted idealized architectures for mild to full hybrids.](image)
included separately and attached directly to the ICE. As useful as Fig. 5.1 is in categorizing some of the architectures for various gasoline / electric hybrids, by no means is this all there is. Inventive engineers have riffed on these various themes to produce architectures with multiple eMotors with multiple clutches and various attachments of transmissions. For example, the MY 2011 Infiniti M35 is similar to the P2 configuration above, but uses two clutches instead of one.

So, a conventional hybrid can mean one of many things. To make it even more inventive, the notion of putting individual eMotors onto each axle or wheel is attractive. The upside is much greater control over vehicle dynamics, with torque vectoring and other advanced control systems. The downside is added cost and weight—each eMotor would then need its own inverter. Also, a single, larger motor delivers more power density and is generally more efficient.

Components and improvements

This section discusses three of the major components needed to electrify the powertrain: electric motors, batteries, and power control units including inverters. These last manage the flow of electrical energy into and out of the battery, matching voltage and amperage for maximum power at the eMotor and maximum storage in the battery.

Electric Motors. While electric motors easily deliver the same torque and power as an internal combustion engine (ICE), they behave in some fundamentally different ways. One is their low-RPM performance compared to ICES. They make maximum torque from zero RPM while most ICES need to rev up into their power bands before delivering max torque. Another is their high efficiencies. Peak efficiencies for electric motors—converting the electric power fed to them into mechanical power—are as high as 98%, and efficiency over most of the speed-load map is above 80%. Compare this to a typical ICE peak efficiency of 30% and average of around 15%, and you can see the attraction for electrification. Another key point is that required torque is as important, or more important, than power. Just like an ICE, larger displacement in an electric motor gives greater torque. This means that required torque—not just power—dictates motor volume, size, cost, and weight—more than power alone.
There are similarities as well. In particular, to get more power for the same weight, just like ICEs, speeding the eMotor to higher RPMs with the same torque delivers higher power. This requires gearing down the eMotor through a transmission to match the wheel speed, but that is needed in any case, in particular with HEVs that usually attach an eMotor and an ICE to a transmission. The system trade-off is how much weight can be saved through a high-revving motor over the weight needed in gearing.

There are an almost bewildering number of basic designs for electric motors. Motors are made of a stationary part, or stator, and a rotating part, a rotor. Induction motors (IMs) generate a magnetic field using current that flows through windings. The push-pull of the magnetic field in the rotor interacting with the current flowing around the stator is what generates motion and torque. Permanent magnet (PM) motors use rare earth magnets. Induction motors are in general lower in cost, easier to make, and use no rare earths. On the other hand, they are not as efficient as permanent magnet motors.

As for eMotors, with already high efficiencies and no new material breakthroughs that seem imminent, any radical new design is not in the cards as of 2010. The major requirements for eMotors are power density measured in kW/kg and kW/L as well as cost in $/kW. As of 2010, common industry values for power density were 1–3 kW/Kg. Some specialty motors go as high as a continuous power density of 4.3 kW/kg and peak power density of 7 kW/kg. Cost is generally in the range of $8–15/kW in 2010 dollars.

Motor technology is not as much a limiting factor for the cost-effective development of HEVs, compared to batteries or power control units. Nevertheless, expect careful and continuous engineering to improve eMotors in the years ahead. “Since the days of the EV-1 (in the mid-1990s), we increased the power density by a factor of two,” noted Pete Savagian, Engineering Director, Hybrid Powertrain Systems Engineering and Electric Motor Release Centers for GM, speaking in 2010. He credits this increase to computers. Computational power in the form of finite element analysis (FEA) for electromagnetics, fluids, and structures produces more optimal designs. Computational power in control systems produces faster and more precise control schemes for the motors as they operate in real time.
There seems no reason to expect that this steady improvement will level off, and perhaps it will show a somewhat accelerated rate with the growing urgency to deliver electrification. By 2030, given current trends through 2010, it is reasonable to expect eMotors with power densities better than today with costs in the single digits per kW, depending on the design and requirements.

**Power Electronics and Control.** The main power function of the inverter is to convert DC current from the battery to AC current for the electric motor. At the same time, AC current from a motor-generator used in regenerative braking needs to convert to DC to charge up the battery. Electrical engineers understand both functions well.

The more difficult task in parallel or power-split HEVs is controlling the contribution of the eMotors and ICE to the traction wheels, monitoring the state-of-charge (SOC) of the energy storage device, controlling temperatures, and cooling in the battery, and much more. The key enabler for the HEV as it has emerged in the 21st century has been computer control systems. As with so many other vital functions in today’s vehicles, from safety to combustion, computers and control software coupled with inexpensive sensors enables the sophisticated control strategies in HEVs. As of 2010, such a car could have over 100 million lines-of-code, or software instructions, compared to a Boeing 787 with reportedly only 7.5 million lines-of-code [7]. Perhaps more than advances in batteries and the high price of gasoline, computers and computer control algorithms enable practical HEVs for the mass-market. For example, Ford alone has over 200 patents in control algorithms.

**Electricity Storage for HEVs—Power and Energy.** A common theme throughout the history of electric vehicles is the shortcomings of batteries in powering a vehicle. Batteries take longer to charge than filling a gas tank, are heavier, and hence do not carry as much energy as people would like. HEVs mitigate these shortcomings by carrying only enough charge to power the eMotor only when it has distinct advantages over the ICE. As a result, HEV batteries need to charge and discharge relatively quickly and efficiently, but not necessarily hold a large charge for a long time compared to batteries in more electrified powertrains such as electric vehicles (EVs). The very fact that HEVs require much smaller batteries compared to their extended-range or battery electric vehicle brethren is a factor in the more rapid development and widespread use of HEVs, as will be discussed later.
There are a number of choices in battery technology. Lead-acid batteries, the cheapest and still most common for starting conventional cars, are too heavy for the charge they hold. Other practical choices include nickel cadmium (NiCad) and nickel metal hydride (NiMH). Nickel-based batteries hold roughly twice the energy or more as measured in Wh/kg than a lead-acid battery. Through model year 2010, the most common battery technology chosen for HEVs is NiMH. Lithium-based batteries are set to enter the automotive world for HEVs starting in model-year 2011 (calendar-year 2010). While most OEMs have no plans to abandon their reliable NiMH completely, there is a great deal of momentum and research behind lithium-based batteries. Why? Because they promise to hold even greater charge, hold it longer, and in a lighter package. They hold as much as three or four times—or more—the charge of a lead-acid battery. Some unknowns remain, chief among them cost, along with reliability, durability, and stability. At the time of this writing, although a number of other battery technologies are available, only advanced lithium-based batteries seem ready to make an impact in the period 2010–2030. As always, surprises may be lurking in universities or research labs.

The term lithium-ion really refers to a family of lithium-based battery technologies. Some of the most prominent include:

- Lithium-nickel-cobalt-aluminum
- Lithium-nickel-manganese-cobalt
- Lithium-manganese-spinel
- Lithium-iron phosphate

Each has their advantages and drawbacks. To enhance complimentary advantages, physical mixtures of some of these are also under development, according to Gary Henriksen, retired and former Manager of the Advanced Battery Program at Argonne National Laboratory. Reducing or eliminating expensive materials and increasing production volumes are important to reducing cost of power batteries. Improving battery stability and safety also reduces cost. Why? “Improving the inherent safety of the battery chemistry means reducing the cost of the battery management electronics,” explains Henriksen. Another key point, as he explains it, is the fact that currently engineers “oversize” batteries in excess of their actual power and energy needs. That is why in 2010 lithium batteries used in HEVs are in the 1.5–2.0 kWh size even though they probably use far less of this storage to
operate. Balancing state of charge, cold temperature operation, and extending the life of the battery are all valid reasons for oversizing the battery. However, as Henriksen explains, each gram of material in a power battery is costly.

Ultracapacitors are another important energy storage technology for HEVs. What is an ultracapacitor? Like a battery, it stores electrical energy and discharges it when needed. Unlike a battery, it uses electrostatics rather than a chemical reaction to store that energy. It holds a charge for a very short time, but that charge can be quite powerful. As the CEO of Maxwell Technologies, a maker of ultracapacitors, describes it, “A battery, with its high-energy density, is like a marathon runner; the ultracap, whose forte is power density (rapid charge and discharge), is like a sprinter [8].”

What is the measure of an adequate energy storage device for HEVs? The U.S. Advanced Battery Consortium LLC (USABC), a collaborative research organization of Chrysler Group, Ford, and General Motors was formed in 1991, in part, to provide the answer to that very question. The requirements of the battery vary depending on the power needed by the level of hybrid. Steve Clark, USABC external affairs representative and senior manager, Energy Storage and High Voltage Systems department at Chrysler Group, helps put the question in context. He stresses that what is most important in these energy storage devices—be they batteries or ultracaps—is how much power they can deliver for short bursts of time, up to ten seconds typically. Hence, he describes storage devices used in HEVs as “Power” batteries. “They don’t need a lot of storage, only about 300–500 Wh of storage maximum,” he explains. What is important is the power that they have available in those 10 seconds or less. Power is measured in kW, energy in kWh. The key factor for Power storage is the cost in $/kW, in contrast to Energy batteries that need to store a lot of electrical energy. For Energy batteries, the key unit for comparison is $/kWh, according to Clark. (This will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.)

The USABC ultimate cost goal for Power batteries is $20/kW. Other notable requirements include 15-year calendar life, a peak discharge power of 25 kW to 40 kW (for at least 10 s) and a cycle life of 300,000 cycles. Maximum power density should be 0.625–0.66 kW/kg and volumetric densities around 0.78–0.8 kW/L. By their estimation, meeting these requirements will go a long way in the continued advancement of HEVs. The USABC cost goals of $20/kW for these power-assist
batteries were set at a level that would support wide spread commercialization of the technology. At that cost point, Clark expects HEVs to compete with other advanced powertrain systems such as diesels. Table 5.2 shows energy storage system performance goals for USABC full (power-assist) hybrid electric vehicles.

How close is the industry to matching these requirements the consortium thinks are necessary for widespread commercial success? Some of the targets mentioned above seem close as of MY 2011. In just one example, the lithium-based battery used on

### Table 5.2. The U.S. Advanced Battery Consortium energy storage system performance goals for full (power-assist) hybrid electric vehicles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Power-Assist (Minimum)</th>
<th>Power-Assist (Maximum)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total available energy over discharge range where power goals are met</td>
<td>kWh</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse discharge power (10s)</td>
<td>kW</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak regenerative pulse power (10s)</td>
<td>kW</td>
<td>20 (55-Wh pulse)</td>
<td>35 (97-Wh pulse)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum round-trip energy efficiency</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>90 (25 Wh cycle)</td>
<td>90 (50 Wh cycle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold cranking power at -30°C (three 2-s pulses, 10-rests between cycles)</td>
<td>kWs</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle Life</td>
<td>Cycles</td>
<td>300,000</td>
<td>300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calendar Life at 30°C</td>
<td>Years</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum weight</td>
<td>Kg</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum volume</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Voltage limits</td>
<td>max&lt;400 min&gt;</td>
<td>(0.55 x Vmax)</td>
<td>max&lt;400 min&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature range - Equipment operation</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>-30 to +52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production Price @ 100,000 units per year</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the 2011 Sonata Hybrid boasts a power output of 34 kW in a 43.5 kg package. This gives 0.78 kW/kg, a density in excess of the maximum specified by USABC.

The main technical challenges, according to Clark, as of 2010 include improving the ability to operate at lower temperatures (below 0 degrees Fahrenheit), improved calendar life, and—of course—cost. An estimate of average cost of power storage batteries as of 2010 is greater than $40–$60/kW, depending on a number of factors. Achieving approximately $30/kW by 2030 may very well be likely. To achieve this requires a modest 3% improvement in cost per year compounded over 20 years. Figure 5.2 illustrates the status of battery development for HEVs using Li-Ion chemistries.

![HEV Battery Status](image)

Figure 5.2. A summary of the status of battery development for HEVs using Li-Ion chemistries as of September 2010. This chart shows cost and calendar life as the remaining technical challenges, while cold temperature operation remains an open issue as well.

(Courtesy Steven Clark, Chrysler LLC and USABC).
Developing smaller batteries that come closer to the 300–500 Wh of storage and operate at the required power level of 25–40 kW will be another push among developers in the years ahead. Increased number of lifetime charges and wider allowable state-of-charge ranges will also improve.

The extraordinary fuel economy improvements for most HEVs do not come from electrical energy management alone. They compound the power of electrification through enabling smaller, more-efficient ICE engines, and many use the Atkinson cycle described in Chapter 2 for this reason. They tend to use the most fuel-efficient transmissions. They tend to have smaller footprints and lower weights, as the Prius, and use low-rolling-resistance tires and every other tool in the engineer’s bag, such as improved aerodynamics, for fuel efficiency. Through 2010, OEMs position many of these early HEVs as fuel-sippers, green-machines that help drivers save the environment. This makes the engineering trade-off between performance and fuel economy all the easier.

Public acceptance
By any raw measure, an impressive number of HEVs have been sold in North America since the Toyota Prius and Honda Insight were introduced in 2000. With continued introduction of new HEV models (more in MY 2012 and beyond than are shown in Fig. 5.3), the public is going to be bombarded with choices in the 2012–2016 timeframe.

While impressive, the numbers may not tell a rosy tale when compared to popular models for new technology adoption, such as the Technology Diffusion Curve [10]. The 2009 sales of hybrids were approximately 2.5% of total vehicle sales in North America [11]. This number corresponds roughly with the number of “innovators” in the Diffusion model. By this model, HEVs as of 2009 have not even cracked into the “early adopters” population. This means it is not close to successful adoption yet.

Undoubtedly, cost to the consumer is a factor, along with perceived risk as well. HEVs have been positioned as fuel-economy savers, gas-sippers that reduce cost and/or save the planet from global warming. For the mainstream consumer, this may not be enough. Will these new-fangled machines run long enough? How much will they cost to repair? With gas prices hovering at historic averages, what is the cost incentive? This will be covered in more detail in Chapter 10.
One could speculate on another strategy that reveals itself in the period after 2010. That is, carmakers using elements of today’s HEVs as tomorrow’s standard equipment. Because of CAFE regulations, OEMs are on the hook to deliver improved fuel economy. The alternative to this strategy is what OEMs have pursued through 2009. They passed through incremental cost of HEV technologies. According to the U.S. DoE reporting in 2008, this increased price was in the $5000 to $8000 range relative to a non-hybrid base model [12]. When gas mileage is only about 20% better, on average, it seems that most consumers are not biting on this bait (at least not until gas prices get higher or fuel-economy benefits improve). However, that is only if OEMs position HEVs as gas-savers that require a premium price. As standard equipment, as long as there are no major recall campaigns, the fact that they deliver
CAFE results could be incentive enough for automakers to offer them. With no price premium and no risk, there would be no reason for drivers not to buy them.

On this point, two events in the 2010 and 2011 model years bear watching closely. One is Ford and its MY 2011 Lincoln MKZ and MKZ Hybrid pricing. Ford prices its Lincoln MKZ Hybrid at the same Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price (MSRP) as its gasoline-only version [13]. Another is GM and its 2012 Buick LaCrosse. The four-cylinder version will only be offered with GM’s eAssist, its term for a mild hybrid. Again, the six-cylinder gas-only version is offered for the same price as the eAssist four-cylinder. If more companies follow this strategy, developing costing and feature bundling that does not emphasize, hides, or mitigates the increased cost of HEVs, the Diffusion Curve adoption rates become moot.

There is precedent for this. How many drivers really know the details of the engineering that go into catalytic converters? How many really know or care if their souped-up ICE has three or four valves per cylinder, or is dual-overhead cam? The same could be true of power batteries, ultracaps, and motor-generators as well. Maybe the mild hybrid sticker is another one of those features that gives results but is not central in the mind of the driver.

**Evolution over revolution—high volumes remain important**

From the time of Henry Ford, the path to low cost consists of high volumes and economies of scale. Even with the growing movement and investment in flexible manufacturing, economies of scale are vital for companies to meet cost targets and remain competitive. Through 2010, at least two factors in electrification worked against driving cost down through economies of scale. The first is the variety of architectures and platforms inventive engineers are dreaming up. The second is the low volume of sales of any one of these. With the possible exception of the Toyota Prius, none of the volumes shown in Fig. 5.3 are overly impressive. The worst case in this trend is overly engineered or special-purpose components built for a specialized, highly optimized architecture produced in small volumes. A specialized electric motor sold in the thousands is not as cheap to build as a general-purpose model sold in the hundreds of thousands.
A trend to watch for is a push from component suppliers for more standardization. Another trend is for suppliers to develop scalable platform architectures for their components. This might be easier in batteries and inverters than motors, where the physical size of the motor to a degree dictates the torque it delivers. Another approach is to provide packaged solutions for plug-and-play subsystems of matched integrated components. For example, in this scenario a motor, inverter-controller, and cooling system could be delivered as a complete package, reducing development cost and nonrecurring engineering. For example, Remy, Inc. and MotoCzysz announced such a product in 2010.

Here is a summary of HEV trends to watch for:

- Continued experimentation with architectures and arrangements of motors, batteries, and transmissions. There will be a resistance to standardize any particular arrangement until more real-world experience is gained. Particular architectures for certain weight classes, such as two-mode for heavier vehicles, may well become the norm.

- While motors and power electronics, including inverters, are well understood, there will be a continuing drive to reduce their cost. This is no surprise! Based on the trends in the last twenty years, there is no reason to expect that key factors such as weight or cost could not be shaved another 25% or more through sustained engineering, as long as OEMs and suppliers see the benefit in funding further engineering and development. A mere 1.5% per year improvement in cost compounded over 20 years results in a 26% improvement. As battery prices decrease, the cost in the balance of the electric system will become more visible and therefore subject to competitive pressures.

- It may indeed be highly likely that power electric storage systems (batteries or ultracaps or a combination) could achieve cost, storage, and performance targets by 2020 or 2030 as defined by USABC. Again, volume purchases will help, to a certain degree, just as much as sustained evolutionary engineering. Achieving a cost of at least $30/kW seems reasonable to project, though not guaranteed.
• With reduced weight and packaging of significant components, especially the battery, HEVs are improving in performance. Control algorithms will continue to improve. A number of sources indicate that hybrids with such improved components could achieve fuel economy improvements of over 40%.

• It is possible that a significant proportion of all cars sold that are HEVs, from mild to full hybrid capability, could exceed double digits by 2020 [14] and beyond (excluding micro-hybrids).
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Chapter Six

The Electric Car

Transport using only electricity offers many benefits. One in particular is quite exciting—an energy source not dependent on foreign imports. All-electric vehicles are also quiet, smooth-running vehicles that can be a lot of fun to drive. Challenges remain as of 2010. Will we drive electric someday? (See The Electric Second Commuter Car.)

The engineering behind a pure electric vehicle is relatively simple compared to the gasoline / electric hybrid electric vehicle (HEV). It only requires a battery connected to a motor / generator through a power electronics interface. Modern battery electric vehicle (BEV) designs also include regenerative braking just as in HEVs and other power-stretching devices. Unlike the HEV discussed in Chapter 5, BEVs get all of their energy from batteries. While the power control electronics and electric motor / generators (eMotors) have the same fundamental technologies and economics as in HEVs, the batteries are substantially different because they must hold a much larger charge for far longer than the “power” batteries of the HEV. The same challenges for reducing cost and weight in the power control electronics and eMotors remain, but energy storage challenges greatly overshadow them. Energy storage dominates any talk of using BEVs and is the most complex of the components in a BEV system.

Another important factor in BEVs is recharging them. First, all that electricity has to come from somewhere, and there are concerns that the electric grid and generating capacity of 2010 is not sufficient if we suddenly trade gasoline for electrons. The second, and more important concern for automotive engineers, is getting those electrons into the battery. A simple extension cord from a 115-V wall plug
will not be sufficient. This concern is especially sensitive when talking about large cities, since BEVs might make the most sense economically in urban commutes. In that environment, special recharging stations for apartment dwellers and other urbanites are a top concern.

**Carrying and storing electrons—batteries and battery packs**

The main issues with batteries as of 2010 are:

1. Too expensive
2. Too heavy and big
3. Take too long to charge up
4. Do not take you far enough when charged

A common theme throughout the history of electric vehicles involves the shortcomings of batteries in powering a vehicle. To compare, ten gallons of gasoline, the amount in a small gas tank in a car, weighs about 28 kg and contains about 335 kWh of energy. A modern lead-acid battery weighing the same can store only in the range of 0.8–1.2 kWh, 300 times less than gasoline. Even acknowledging that electric drivetrains are inherently more efficient than ICEs, gasoline-powered cars still have a carrying capacity 70 to 80 times greater or more per kilogram than a

---

**The Electric Second Commuter Car**

There are more uncertainties around adoption of EVs than this single chapter alone can enumerate. Assuming that customers want control over their destinies more than anything else, those that wish to use BEVs will then choose a BEV that can get them to work or play and back home again without relying on public infrastructure. Since community living arrangements, such as apartment buildings, will present a further hurdle, the most likely scenario to develop first is the Suburban Electric Commuter Car. The primary car—some might call it Old Reliable—will be a gasoline powered car used for longer or unpredictable trips.

This requires, however, the first-time BEV buyer to make a further capital investment to get reasonable recharge times, from as low as $1500 to several times that if their home is not already wired for 240-V service. One could expect to see only the most dedicated BEV devotees or curious innovators choose this option. However, as battery and recharging technology improves during the period 2010–2030, faster recharges and increasing range may make this a more widespread scenario.
lead-acid battery [1]. Battery technologies with better storage capacities are only two to four times better than a lead-acid battery, not 70 or 80 times.

All projections from 2011 onward predict Li-ion batteries to dominate transport applications, at least through 2020 and beyond. The same chemistries discussed in Chapter 5 for power batteries are possible in energy batteries needed for BEVs.

Compared to gasoline, other issues occur with batteries—self-discharge is one. If you leave a rechargeable battery sitting for long enough, it will run out of juice all on its own. In addition, energy storage varies with temperature and discharge rate. It may not be apparent from everyday experience, but cold batteries are not as useful as warm ones. Hot batteries catch on fire, something most automotive executives would like to avoid. Hence, cooling and temperature control is a major engineering challenge.

In fact, the term “battery” for use in automotive transport may be a bit misleading. While the Li-ion chemistries that will be used in automobiles are similar to the familiar battery used in your rechargeable cell phone, scaling up an individual cell to get the power and energy needed to move a car is impractical. Cells are placed into packs. Assemblies of cells become modules, along with control electronics that manage power, charging, and temperature. For example, the 16-kWh battery pack for the Chevy Volt uses 220 individual Li-ion prismatic cells; the Nissan Leaf’s battery pack has a similar number of cells. Scaling up battery packs also introduces some price/kWh discounts, as the cost of battery management equipment and controls remains constant to a degree as the pack grows larger. However, a pack contains more and costs more than the cost of assembling individual battery cells.

How well could BEV batteries improve in the next 20 years? More importantly, can they improve enough to meet the minimum requirements for commercial acceptance? As in HEV batteries, there are a number of technical requirements for BEV batteries to meet. Cost is only one. For a reasonable benchmark, we rely again, as we did in Chapter 5, on the U.S. Advanced Battery Consortium LLC (US-ABC), a collaborative research organization of Chrysler Group, Ford, and General Motors formed in 1991. As with HEVs, batteries for BEVs must meet a series of minimum requirements for the BEVs to become ultimately economical in comparison to ICEs. Table 6.1 illustrates these technical goals.
Table 6.1. Technical goals for BEV “Energy” batteries as set by the U.S. Advanced Battery Consortium LLC (USABC).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter (Units) of fully burdened system</th>
<th>Minimum Near Term Goals for Commercialization</th>
<th>Long Term Goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power Density (W/L)</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Power – Discharge, 80% DOD/30 sec (W/kg)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Power - Regen, 20% DOD/10 sec (W/kg)</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Density - C/3 Discharge Rate (Wh/L)</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Energy - C/3 Discharge Rate (Wh/kg)</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Power/Specific Energy Ratio</td>
<td>2:1</td>
<td>2:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Pack Size (kWh)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life (Years)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle Life - 80% DOD (Cycles)</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power &amp; Capacity Degradation (% of rated spec)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selling Price - 25,000 units @ 40 kWh ($/kWh)</td>
<td>&lt;150</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Environment (°C)</td>
<td>-40 to +50 20% Performance Loss (10% Desired)</td>
<td>-30 to +85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal Recharge Time</td>
<td>6 hours (4 desired)</td>
<td>3 to 6 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Rate Charge</td>
<td>20-70% SOC in &lt;30 minutes @ 150W/kg (&lt;20min @ 270W/kg Desired)</td>
<td>40-80% SOC in 15 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous discharge in 1 hour - No Failure (% of rated energy capacity)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
While the main economic unit of measure in the “power” battery is $/kW, in “energy” batteries for BEVs it is $/kWh. As of 2010, according to one expert, a few of the USABC goals are met by batteries made from lithium-ion battery chemistries, including specific power discharge, cycle life, and power density. Cost estimates as of 2010 range from approximately $500–$1200/kWh, depending on the source of the information and the projected volumes used. The most reliable figure for 2010 is probably the $1000/kWh. Figure 6.1 shows one estimate of the state of battery development for BEVs using Li-ion chemistries against USABC’s near-term and long-term goals (see Table 6.1). While some goals have been met, much work remains. Price pessimism prevails.

(Courtesy Steven Clark, USABC, and Chrysler Group LLC.)
technology in 2009 against USABC’s goals for widespread commercial acceptance. Remaining technical hurdles, besides cost, include calendar life, package size in Wh/liter, and energy density in Wh/kg.

Other concerns voiced by an expert in the field, Dr. Menahem Anderman of Advanced Automotive Batteries, a consulting and analyst firm, include safety, reliability, and durability [3]. In fact, he rates these three factors above cost and energy density in order of importance towards the commercial acceptance of BEVs. Once BEVs establish safety, reliability, and durability, then cost, performance, and energy density can follow. He points to a number of unresolved design trade-offs, such as using pouch cells versus metal-can types with hard casings. He advocates the metal-can types [3].

To engineer-in reliability and manage uncertainty, automotive OEMs tend to oversize the batteries. This further compounds the cost issue [4]. Since, as of 2010, the operating temperature range does not meet the USABC goal, it is easier to optimize batteries for either high or low temperatures. This leads to a challenge in engineering batteries to operate over a wide range of temperatures, from say an Alaskan winter to an Arizonan summer.

**What is the likelihood of meeting these goals, especially price, by 2030?** Both government-sponsored committees and private experts conducted studies through 2010. No consensus in details emerges from looking at this data. However, a broad trend of steadily declining prices emerges. Some comments from experts in the field, while not necessarily contradictory, also show this range of price uncertainty. Anderman from Advanced Automotive Batteries believes that prices for BEV batteries could get down to about $600–$700 per kWh by 2015, a significant drop in just a few years [5]. In the same period, the EPA in a study supporting the current CAFE regulations predicts a drop in cost to $300/kWh. Another study sponsored by EPA, NHTSA, and CARB—considered optimistic by many—indicated that battery pack costs for use in BEVs could get in the $136–173/kWh range by 2025, depending on the size and volumes produced [6]. In this same study, the authors report that the stakeholders they interviewed estimated battery pack costs in the $250–$300/kWh range by 2025. Another study by the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) projects a cost in 2025 of about $715/kWh, assuming a 3% decline in price per year due to economies-of-scale and learning-curve benefits [7]. This might be considered
Another study by the Boston Consulting Group (BCG) took a detailed look at the cost components of battery packs and how they are manufactured. This group concluded that 70% of cell costs and 75% of battery pack costs are volume dependent, effectively creating a cost-floor for current Li-ion technology. Their analysis suggests that OEMs might pay in the range of $360–$440 per kWh for batteries that store up to 15 kWh by the year 2020 [8]. “We view cost coming down in a decay curve—steeper reduction up front and slower later—versus a linear decay. This is consistent with scale-curve economics where cost falls at a consistent rate for each doubling of production volume. As doublings are exponential and get more difficult to achieve, it becomes more difficult to achieve the same level of cost reduction,” explains Ripley Martin, principal for the Boston Consulting Group and one of the authors of the study. Another opinion echoes the belief that costs for batteries will decline by 35% by 2020, then decline more slowly because Li-ion battery cells are far along their learning curve [9]. Another somewhat optimistic scenario from Deutsche Bank predicts automotive battery costs as low as $250/kWh by 2020 [10].

What should we make of all this?

Experts in the field, sometimes looking at the problem from different perspectives, made all these projections. All of these future prices are based on reasonable, if sometimes differing, assumptions. The wide range reflects the uncertainties over a rapidly evolving technology. They also, to a degree, reflect uncertainty over volumes, the classic Catch-22. High-volume production leads to lower costs and steep price declines, but no one will commit to high volumes without steep price declines. Figure 6.2 plots out some cost estimates collected by the author, enough to show that a solid trend might be difficult to establish.

Unsurprisingly, a lot of effort has been expended to influence the development of better batteries. Through 2010–2030, new technology developments could certainly change this picture. For instance, in 2010 the Department of Energy’s Advanced Research Projects Agency—Energy (ARPA-E) is funding a number of high-risk battery storage research projects in its Batteries for
Electrical Energy Storage in Transportation (BEEST) program. Projects funded range from solid-state Li-ion batteries to an All-Electron battery that moves electrons rather than ions. In another example, Argonne National Laboratory is researching the feasibility of lithium-air batteries that might have five to ten times the storage capacity of lithium-ion [11]. Another technology that might not increase density storage over Li-ion batteries but might significantly reduce recharge time is the redox flow battery [12]. Here is a partial (note—partial) list of high-risk, high-payoff battery developments, many funded under the BEEST program.

Figure 6.2. This wide range of cost estimates in 2010 reflects uncertainty over predicting the rapidly evolving battery storage for BEVs. All trend downward. 
(Source data: NAS, 2010 [7], AAB [5], EPA [6], BCG [8], Deutsche Bank [10]).
• Lithium-air batteries
• Vanadium redox flow cells
• Semi-solid rechargeable power electrochemical fuels
• Magnesium-ion batteries
• Solid-state inorganic lithium batteries
• Zinc flow air batteries
• Lithium-sulfur batteries
• 3-D high-energy-density capacitors
• All-electron batteries that move electrons rather than ions

“Battery technology is the single most challenging subsystem for the commercial viability of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) and BEVs,” observes Jay Baron, president and CEO of the Center for Automotive Research who served on a panel developing an assessment of fuel-economy technologies for the National Research Council. This panel stated that the practicality of full-performance battery electric vehicles depends on a battery cost breakthrough that is not anticipated by 2025, according to Baron.

While predicting technological breakthroughs is difficult, such research needs to be encouraged and monitored. Using a prediction of a breakthrough for planning purposes may not be wise. At the same time, it may be more than likely that incremental improvements to batteries will cause cost drops more than the most pessimistic projections. For example, improvements in cathode materials for Li-ion batteries may improve them by 50–100%. This is significant enough to cause a steady drop in price without a splashy breakthrough.

Trends to look for in battery development:

• A steady decline in Li-ion battery price. The price per kWh goals stated by USABC will likely not be met by 2020, maybe not even by 2030.

• For the near future, at least out to 2020, Li-ion will continue to gain market share at the expense of NiMH. It will be the practical choice for BEVs, unless recall events occur in the deployment of them in the first wave of Li-ion cars.
• Emphasis on safety, reliability, and durability issues in the time frame 2010–2020 (especially any noteworthy news items coming out of the crop of BEVs expected in the marketplace after MY 2012)

• Funded research on new battery technologies and new battery chemistries will continue, primarily funded by government grants aimed at reducing petroleum dependency.

• There is a high degree of uncertainty in how battery technology may evolve in the period 2010–2030; a number of promising technologies are under development. All, some, or none may pan out as commercially viable.

Recharging and infrastructure
Getting electrons into the vehicle is another issue. Although electricity is everywhere, access for car recharging is an issue in many, especially urban, situations. In suburban homes with an attached garage, plugging should be easy and convenient. Even in suburban settings, garages may not be large enough, and not everyone uses their garage to actually store a car. (I fill half of mine with lawn equipment, bikes, and refuse cans.) How many potential buyers will have easy access to home recharging? Reportedly, a survey conducted by the University of California, Davis found that only 36% of respondents had a plug available to a car within 10 ft (3 m) of its parking location, while 61% had one within 50 ft (15 m).

Recharging time is another unpleasant factor. Unlike gasoline, as we said in the beginning of this chapter, it takes far longer to charge a battery than the few minutes it takes to pour 10–15 gallons of gasoline into a tank. Using higher voltages and currents can speed things up. Recognizing this, BEV manufacturers offer high-voltage charge systems for use in homes. There are three levels of charging stations:

Level 1: 120-V, single-phase AC input up to 16 A

Level 2: 240-V, single-phase AC input up to 80 A

Level 3: the range of 440–480 V, with a three-phase AC circuit (proposed)
Standardization of recharging plugs will be essential to acceptance of BEVs. Can you imagine what drivers might think if they could only recharge using a proprietary plug, available only in select locations? SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers) International established such a standard, known as J1772, in 2010. Level 1 and Level 2 are, as of 2010, defined in SAE’s J1772 standard on electric vehicle charging.

Most BEV owners will find plugging into a standard 110–120 V wall socket satisfactory, at least for the technology likely to be available in 2010–2030. A rule of thumb for BEV ranges is that the vehicle gets about 3–4 mi (5–6 km) per kWh**. So, to get 100 mi (160 km) between recharges at a minimum requires at least 24 kWh of energy. A battery that size takes some time to charge. For example, the MY 2011 Nissan Leaf BEV estimates its 24-kWh battery pack will take 21 hours to fully charge with a 110-V source available from a standard wall socket. The MY 2012 Ford Focus will take 18–20 hours on a Level 1 charger, according to Ford.

Most automakers offering BEVs in 2010 will offer Level 2 equipment for use in residential recharging, significantly reducing recharge time. To compare, the Nissan Leaf will fully charge up its battery pack in eight hours using its Level 2 device. Nissan is charging about $2000 or so for it. The MY 2012 Ford Focus Electric will be able to charge up its 23 kWh battery in three to four hours using a Level 2 charger. These typically require a licensed electrician to install, hence the price variability depending on modifications required for the home. Ford is offering its Level 2 chargers through the consumer electronics company Best Buy. It will cost about $1500 and requires only a 240-V plug service. One estimate believes the additional cost to the home infrastructure—to install a breaker panel for 240-V service—could reach $10,000 [13] in instances where the home does not have that already.

For charging even faster, the industry is developing a Level 3, often described as a “DC fast charger.” Although, as of 2010, Level 3 has not yet been defined in the SAE

** The Chevy Volt has a 16-kWh battery and claims a 50-mile (3.1 m/kWh) maximum electric-only range; the Nissan Leaf has a 24-kWh battery and claims a 100-mile maximum range (4.1 m/kWh). Much depends on the efficiency of the drivetrain, driving usage, and overall size and weight of the car as well. Minimum ranges are about half these numbers. This also does not take into account that the batteries are most likely oversized, and the actual state-of-charge used to propel the vehicle could be much less than the delivered size of the battery in the vehicle.
J1772 standard [14], a few companies provide them. These Level 3 chargers use in the range of 440–480 V, with a three-phase AC circuit. A Japanese consortium, CHAdeMO, developed a standard for DC fast charging. Eaton Corporation offers its Pow-R-Station with a Level 3 option of 480 V at up to 250 A, with a promise of a 15- to 30-minute charge. The Nissan Leaf and the Mitsubishi MiEV used this standard in developing equipment for DC fast charging. Nissan claims its fast charger for the Leaf delivers an 80% charge in 30 minutes. However, at an MSRP of 1.47 M yen (about U.S. $18,000 at 2010 exchange rate) and a required 49-kW, 200-V three-phase AC input line, these fast chargers may not be for the average home user [15]. Businesses and fleets might find them attractive. Few are in service as of 2010. A key point is that the BEV must be equipped to handle the Level 3 charging device. In the case of the Nissan Leaf, this requires an additional charge at the time it is ordered—the Level 3 charger cannot be backfit on the Leaf.

Properly charging a battery composed of many cells, as automotive batteries are, is also a tricky business. All commercially viable electric vehicles will have on-board charging systems that convert external AC power into DC power at the right voltage for the battery. The on-board charger, which on the Leaf is a 3.3-kW device, converts that AC power, conditions it, and distributes it correctly through the battery. The MY 2012 Ford Focus Electric has a 6.6-kW on-board charger. Charging faster than the 30-minute Level 3 for a lithium-ion battery, say in five minutes, is practically impossible, according to a number of sources. It would cause the Lithion battery to degrade through irreversible chemical reactions.

How important a widespread public infrastructure of charging stations is to adoption of BEVs is a key uncertainty. There is one line of thought that the spread of public chargers is essential to the adoption of BEVs. To try and help answer that question, among others, the DoE’s Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Department funded the Transportation Electrification Initiative. This project provided $400M in cost-sharing grants to develop, demonstrate, and evaluate BEVs and charging infrastructure.

According to the DOE, 18 Transportation Electrification awards will deploy more than 22,000 electric vehicle chargers in homes, businesses, and public areas. Of these chargers, 320 of them will be Level 3 “fast chargers.” They will also deploy more than 13,000 electric drive vehicles. The biggest recipient is the company
ECOtality North America, which will demonstrate 5700 all-electric Nissan Leafs and 2600 extended-range electric Chevy Volts. Other recipients include the companies Coulomb Technologies, General Motors, Chrysler, the South Coast Air Quality Management District, Cascade Sierra Solutions, Navistar, and Smith Electric Vehicles. The charger and vehicle deployment will be complete by the end of 2011. Expected to finish in 2014, these projects will result in development of information and data that is vital to understanding some of the deeper questions around infrastructure. Most importantly, using the data available from these projects, the Department will have a much better understanding of how and why drivers use these vehicles and charging stations. Projects are spread across the country to aid in understanding regional differences. States include Arizona, California, Florida, Michigan, New York, Oregon, Tennessee, Texas, Washington State, and the District of Columbia.

BMW outfitted a number of specially built MINIs to run as BEVs in a field test conducted in Los Angeles and in the metropolitan New York City area. The results were positive enough for the company to move ahead with plans for producing purpose-built electric vehicles, including a two-seat sports car and its Megacity small car.

Another scheme to reduce charge time is to swap batteries. Many people do this for consumer items such as cameras and cell phones, so why not for cars? Weight and expense are the main arguments against a swapping scheme. A BEV battery weighs hundreds of pounds and costs many thousands of dollars. Moving and storing the batteries, and having the capital expense tied up in extra batteries, requires a different business model than simply making and selling a car and then passing on responsibility for upkeep and fueling to the owner (with the exception of warranty recalls). California company Better Place is advocating the concept and, as of 2010, developing technology, pilot projects, and a business model for battery swapping. Better Place is targeting Denmark and Israel initially for its business model. The key element for introduction of the model in North America on a widespread basis is agreement on a standard battery pack along with engineering the car to easily switch out the battery. That requires cooperation with the automakers in the design of the car. It also requires investment in battery-swapping equipment to make the batteries universally available.
Any way you look at it, charging infrastructure cost for BEVs will be substantial. To illustrate the potential size of the problem, the Boston Consulting Group estimates $8B invested in charging infrastructure by 2020 in the United States alone. The company also notes that in the United States, owners of BEVs are more likely than other places in the world to have access to home chargers.

Trends to look for in BEV charging infrastructure:

- Development of an SAE J1771 standard for Level 3 charging, followed by deployment of the standard in Level 3 charging equipment.

- A uniform concept-of-operation for public charging stations, growing out of lessons learned from the Transportation Electrification Initiative and real-world experience. This may need to develop well before 2020 if the BEVs are to have a substantial impact by 2030.

- Continued emphasis on the part of OEMs to make it easy for owners to own and install Level 2 chargers. This will bolster the commuter car concept for BEVs but will do nothing for a BEV replacing a main car thought suitable for longer trips.

- The technical aspects of how to charge up a BEV car are well understood. However, key uncertainties remain on how the infrastructure will evolve, who pays for it, and how necessary it is for full acceptance of BEVs in a future world.

Perhaps the biggest anxiety to overcome for any meaningful penetration of BEVs is “range anxiety.” Without a pervasive public infrastructure of Level 2 and Level 3 chargers, any BEV owner will feel constrained. While working on better and cheaper batteries, one way the industry is addressing this problem of “range anxiety” is with the range-extended BEV, sometimes known as plug-in hybrids, the subject of our next chapter.
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Chapter Seven

Plug-ins and Range-Extended Electric Vehicles

Electric vehicles may very well have failed in the 1990s, the last time there was a
big push for them, due to range anxiety [1]. If range anxiety is an impediment, if
charging times and charging availability adds to that anxiety, yet the end-goal re-
mains electron mobility, how do we get there? Enter Plug-in Hybrid-Electric Ve-
hicles (PHEVs) and Range-extended Electric Vehicles (REVs). A PHEV or REV
means developing both the BEV technology and the infrastructure to support
them, while providing a practical means of getting around without anxiety and
as much freedom as we now have with gasoline and internal combustion engines
(ICEs). These vehicles bridge the world of oil with the world of electron mobility.

From the customer’s point of view, there may be little difference in how these dif-
ferent architectures look. They each have a plug for charging a battery and a fuel
doors for pouring in gasoline. From an engineering point of view, they are quite a
bit different. What will be noticeable to the owner are different performance ca-
pabilities and electric-only ranges. The REV grafts an ICE engine onto a BEV. In
contrast, the PHEV grafts a long-term storage battery (“energy” battery) onto a
Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV) architecture. Both have their pluses and minuses.

A key distinction about most plug-ins when compared to their fully BEV brethren
is that their batteries tend to be smaller. This has cost advantages, since the BEV
battery in 2010 is the most expensive part of the drivetrain and is expected to
remain so for most of the period 2010–2030, even while battery costs decline. A smaller battery is also quicker to recharge. The downside is that a smaller battery does not get you as far on electric-only operation. Citing data that about 80% of drivers in the U.S. drive 40 miles or less on a daily basis, GM shaped the technical requirements for one of the first REVs from a mass-market OEM [2]. The Chevy Volt uses a 16-kWh Li-ion battery to drive between 25 and 50 miles from electricity from its battery only.

Range-extended electric vehicles
Since a BEV already has a rechargeable, “energy” battery, conceptually grafting on an ICE is a straightforward engineering problem. Recall the series hybrid architecture from Chapter 5. Add a plug to that with power electronics to manage the conversion from an AC wall plug and you have either a range-extended BEV, or a plug-in series hybrid (whichever you wish to call it). In this book, we will consistently call these architectures REVs. Figure 7.1 shows the concept of a series hybrid REV.

![Figure 7.1. The conceptually simplest plug-in hybrid is a series hybrid with the addition of an on-board charger and electric outlet.](image-url)
The prime example of this basic architecture is the MY 2010 Chevy Volt. The Chevy Volt offers 25–50 miles of BEV-only driving on a single charge of its 16-kWh battery. If the battery runs out, it then switches to a gasoline motor to provide electricity and power for its drive systems. Chevy noted in its development that efficiencies of electric motors tend to drop off as they speed up to their maximum RPMs. The Volt’s two motors, three clutches, and a planetary gear set improve efficiency by reducing the combined RPMs required of the electric motors. It provides four different driving modes, ranging from a single motor powered by the battery, as with a standard series hybrid, to a mode where both motors and the ICE engine are engaged to provide power. The battery is essential to operation. Without the battery, the ICE would not be able to power the car (see Fig. 7.2). GM believes this reduces battery drain at highway speeds, adding up to two miles of additional BEV range. The recharge time for a Level I plug is about 10–12 hours, for a Level II plug about four hours.

Figure 7.2. GM’s Voltec drivetrain variant of the series hybrid configuration. The battery is essential to operation. Without the battery, the ICE would not be able to power the car.
(Courtesy GM)
Plug-in hybrid electric vehicles

The other type of plug-in is an upgrade of existing HEVs. The “power” batteries are augmented with “energy” batteries that are charged from a wall plug. Toyota's Prius PHEV plug-in will swap out the Prius HEV NiMH battery pack with three lithium-ion battery packs. According to Toyota, pack one and pack two operate in tandem with the main battery pack. When pack one's battery charge is depleted, it disconnects from the circuit and pack two engages to supply electrical energy to the driveline. When pack two is depleted, it disconnects from the circuit and the vehicle operates like a traditional hybrid, charging and discharging from the third, or main battery pack. Pack one and pack two will not reengage in tandem with the main battery pack until the vehicle is plugged in and charged. The combined weight of the batteries is 330 lb (150 kg).

The Prius plug-in electric-only range, like many PHEVs, is shorter than the typical REV. Depending on driving conditions, the Prius plug-in can be driven approximately 13 miles (21 km) on battery power, according to Toyota. Recharging time is about three hours on 110 V and 1.7 hours on 220 V. It can be “topped off” anytime with a convenient short charge [3]. Top speed of the BEV mode is up to approximately 60 mph (97 km/h). This sort of range is typical of many PHEVs that are built from an existing HEV architecture.

Public acceptance

In 1900, 28% of American automobiles—all 4192 of them—were electric vehicles. By 1920, the BEV was nearly extinct as a commercial product [4]. In 2010, the BEV and plug-in hybrids look to have a second chance. We may be at the dawn of a new era. For the 21st century version of the BEV not to follow its 20th century predecessor into extinction, challenges of cost and acceptance remain to be solved. When a battery pack alone costs what a small car, such as a Ford Focus, does, the benefits that extra price brings to the consumer have to be real. Although prices on HEVs have been dropping in the period leading up to 2010, their relative cost is higher.

Compared with a traditional compact vehicle powered by an ICE, a comparably sized HEV is typically priced 30–40% higher (see Fig. 7.3), and a BEV is priced 50–100% higher (depending on the subsidies received), according to J. D. Power and Associates.
JDPA) in its special report released in November 2010, “Drive Green 2020: More Hope than Reality?” That same report goes on to say:

“J.D. Power research shows that U.S. consumers’ interest in alternative powertrains drops considerably when they are advised of the price premium associated with the purchase of an HEV or BEV. For example, while 61% of consumers surveyed said they were interested in purchasing a hybrid vehicle, only 30% said they were still interested when they learned the price would be U.S. $5000 more than that of a comparable ICE-powered vehicle. Additionally, 17% of consumers surveyed initially said they were interested in buying a BEV, but this proportion dropped to 5% after they were advised that the price would be U.S. $15,000 higher than a traditional ICE-powered vehicle.”

Will higher gas prices or government subsidies for these alternative powertrains be enough incentive to increase sales? The incentives as of 2010 for these new...
technologies seem driven by regulatory mandates, especially the CAFE regulations through 2016. Beyond these, a wider acceptance of electrified vehicles seems tied to either higher gas prices—well above $4.00/gal in 2010 dollars, or stiffer regulatory requirements.

These uncertainties are not stopping automakers from pushing ahead with new developments. According to JDPA, there will be over 100 HEV and PHEV models available (worldwide) by 2014. With continued low volumes, what this means is an extensive amount of engineering and marketing work ahead.

**References**


Chapter Eight

Fuel Cell Cars

A special version of the electric car is a fuel cell electric vehicle (FCEV). It converts hydrogen to electricity. Fuel cells in automotive use have been a long time coming. Toward the end of the 20th century, there was much attention on fuel cells as part of a hydrogen economy. What emerged from that research and development were familiar problems when trying to replace the dependable internal combustion engine (ICE) with an alternative powertrain. People thought fuel cells developed in that period were too expensive, not durable enough, and too bulky. Hydrogen was thought to be too bulky to store on board the vehicle, and hydrogen itself is not readily available.

This last might be the real sticking point in the development of the FCEV. As with electricity, hydrogen is an “energy vector,” a means of transporting energy generated in some other way. We do not dig up or drill hydrogen; we extract it from other compounds. Unlike electricity, as of 2010 there are no widespread distribution networks or facilities for making pure hydrogen. Every house and business is electrified in North America. Gasoline stations are at every busy intersection. However, unlike battery electric vehicles (BEVs), FCEVs refuel in minutes, making them far more convenient than BEVs.

No fuel cell car was in full-scale production as of 2010 in the same sense as a Toyota Prius. A number of limited-production-run cars were. The MY 2011 Honda FCX Clarity, shown in Fig. 8.1, is one example. With a storage tank that holds 4 kg of hydrogen at 5000 psi, coupled with an efficient fuel cell stack, the FCX Clarity delivers 200–240 miles (320–390 km) of range in the city/highway/combined (60 mi/kg). Other automakers have fuel cell cars in early development stages or limited production runs for evaluation purposes as of 2010, including General Motors, Mercedes-Benz, and Toyota.
Chapter 8

How likely are we to see significant numbers of these on the road by 2030? To understand that, we need to understand a bit about the core technology—fuel cells, hydrogen storage, and especially sources of hydrogen for use as a motor fuel. Then, we will show the technical targets fuel cells will need to meet. Perhaps surprisingly to some, FCEV technology improved considerably up through 2010. Technically, with continued development, FCEVs may well be good enough for widespread use by 2030.

How a fuel cell works

A fuel cell acts like a battery. They are electrochemical cells that convert hydrogen fuel (H2) and oxygen (O2) from air into electricity, with water and heat as a byproduct of the process. Hydrogen is fed to the anode; oxygen is fed to the cathode. At the anode, hydrogen splits into protons and electrons. The protons move through the membrane electrolyte to the cathode, and the electrons flow through
an external circuit to the cathode, where they recombine and react with oxygen to produce water [1]. Unlike batteries, because the oxidizing agent is either oxygen or air, they require special porous electrode structures that help the mass transport of fuel and air to the active surface sites where chemical reaction takes place. Figure 8.2 shows the basics of an individual fuel cell.

Energy conversion efficiency is in the neighborhood of 50–60%. Because an individual cell generates small amounts of voltage, cells are connected in series into “stacks.” A fuel cell stack provides the high voltages needed to power cars. The different fuel cell technologies that are available primarily differ in the electrolyte used (see Table 8.1).

Figure 8.2. An individual fuel cell using hydrogen and oxygen produces only electricity and water vapor.
In the most common type of fuel cell in automotive applications, the PEFC/PEM has a thin layer of catalyst that coats the electrolyte membrane. According to the U.S. Department of Energy (DoE), due to their fast startup time, low sensitivity to orientation, and favorable power-to-weight ratio, PEM fuel cells are particularly good in vehicles. The PEM membrane is a specially treated material that looks something like ordinary kitchen plastic wrap. The catalyst is a precious metal, typically platinum or a platinum alloy. These catalyst layers are rough and porous, exposing maximum surface area to hydrogen and oxygen. Controlling the amount of precious metal in this catalyst is a key element in controlling cost.

Stacks are, in turn, part of a fuel cell system that includes a filter to remove any impurities that might be present as well as humidifiers, air compressors, water pumps, and temperature regulators. As with batteries, AC inverters and DC/DC converters match the voltage and amperage of the fuel cell to the eMotors in the car. Finally, the system needs a means of storing hydrogen and regulating its flow to the fuel cell stack. Engineers refer to this equipment needed in addition to the fuel cell stack to as balance-of-plant (BoP). Engineering to reduce the cost, weight, and footprint of BoP is just as important as in refining the fuel cell stack.

What is the acceptable performance of a fuel cell in technical terms? It should at least meet the performance of gasoline ICEs. This means it should be no more expensive to build and operate in the same hot desert or cold arctic conditions that today’s ICEs operate in. In this line of reasoning, since the current cost of ICE powerplants ranges from $25–$35/kW, the cost target for a fuel cell system should be about the same. The DoE in its Fuel Cell Technologies Program established a set of technical criteria to guide developers with roughly this thought process. While

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuel Cell type</th>
<th>Electrolyte</th>
<th>Operating Temp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alkaline Fuel Cell (AFC)</td>
<td>Aqueous KOH</td>
<td>60–90°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cell (PEFC)</td>
<td>Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM)</td>
<td>Typically 80°C or higher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Methanol Fuel Cell (DMFC)</td>
<td>Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM)</td>
<td>110–130°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the needs of commercial competition may require slightly different—or even more challenging—requirements in the period 2015–2030, they give a sense for what they are and how challenging they are to meet. These are shown in Table 8.2.

Table 8.2. Fuel Cell power systems technical targets for automotive applications (assuming a PEM fuel cell) for 2010 and 2015, assuming an 80-kW (~108-hp) system operating on direct hydrogen [3]. (Targets exclude hydrogen storage, power electronics, and electric drive.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>2005 Status</th>
<th>2010 Target</th>
<th>2015 Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy efficiency @ 25% of rated power (Ratio of DC output energy to the lower heating value of the input fuel (hydrogen). Peak efficiency occurs at about 25% rated power.)</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy efficiency @ rated power</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Density</td>
<td>W / L</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Power</td>
<td>W / kg</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost [Based on 2002 dollars and cost projected to high-volume production (500,000 systems per year)]</td>
<td>$ / kW</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transient response (time from 10% to 90% of rated power)</td>
<td>seconds</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold start-up time to 50% of rated power @ −20°C ambient temp.</td>
<td>seconds</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold start-up time to 50% of rated power @ + 20°C ambient temp.</td>
<td>seconds</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start up and shut down energy from −20°C ambient temp.</td>
<td>MJ</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start up and shut down energy from +20°C ambient temp.</td>
<td>MJ</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durability with cycling (number of operational hours the fuel cell can operate under normal driving conditions for 150,000 miles)</td>
<td>Hours</td>
<td>~1000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unassisted start from low temperatures</td>
<td>Deg. C</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>-40</td>
<td>-40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hydrogen storage

Gaseous hydrogen is the lightest and least dense element in the universe. This fact makes it the most difficult to store and transport. Although gaseous hydrogen contains almost three times the energy of gasoline per weight, it stores four times less per volume. **For comparison purposes, 1 kg of hydrogen contains as much energy as 1 gal of gasoline.** According to the DoE, at least 5 kg or more of hydrogen provides drivers a 300-mile (480-km) range, depending on the fuel cell efficiency and the size of the vehicle. Since fuel cells are roughly twice as efficient as an ICE in converting energy, they need less hydrogen to travel just as far. A distance of 300 miles is a comparable range to most gasoline cars on the road today. However, 5 kg of gaseous hydrogen takes up about 192 L when stored, including the pressure tank, which is equal to a volume of about 50 gal.

To increase storage density there are three basic methods [4]:

- Compressed gas
- Cryogenic liquid storage
- Using a material to store the hydrogen, where the hydrogen is stored either on the surface or within a solid

The problem with compressed gas is the high pressures required, between 5000 and 10,000 psi (~350 and 700 bar, respectively). As a cryogenic liquid, at one atmosphere the boiling point of hydrogen is -252.8°C. Keeping the gas that cold on a car is a challenge. It can be done; it is a question of economics. Using an advanced material to store hydrogen in cheaper, less-pressurized containers is also an area of research. Using the material storage method, hydrogen is stored on the surfaces of solids (by adsorption) or within solids (by absorption). Hydrogen molecules dissociated into single atoms and incorporated into hydrides may make it possible to store larger quantities of hydrogen in smaller volumes. These methods may also use lower pressures and operate close to room temperatures. It is an area of research rather than practical application as of 2011.

As in the case of fuel cells, the DoE established technical targets for hydrogen storage, presented in Table 8.3. While all of these component targets are useful to understand, the bottom line to the customer is the value they are getting. The bottom

---

1According to the DoE, the volumetric capacity for a high-pressure tank that includes the complete system plus H2 is about 26 g/L system. This translates to 0.026 kg in 1 L, which means that 5 kg is about 192 L.
line to the OEM is how much margin on each unit they might eventually get and how many they might sell. Can the targets be met economically enough to at least meet the performance of gasoline ICE cars of 2010?

**Industry’s response**

With all of the press attention on electrification of vehicles, extended-range and BEVs through 2011, one might have thought fuel cell development had ended. Such was not the case. Pilot projects and development continued. For example, General Motors in its Project Driveway, using over 100 purpose-built Chevrolet Equinox Fuel Cell electric vehicles, amassed over 1 million miles of driving between 2007 and 2009. Along the way, GM developed a second-generation hydrogen fuel cell system. It is half the size, 220 lb (100 kg) lighter, and uses less than half the precious metal of the fuel cells used in Project Driveway. Reducing use of precious metals such as platinum was a key contributor to reducing costs in FCEVs in the period 2006–2009, with the amount of platinum used in automotive fuel cells decreasing almost five fold from initial models. GM projects that those future generations of fuel cells will reduce platinum use even further.

As an example of the evolution of fuel cell stacks, the stack used in the MY 2011 Honda FCX Clarity shrank dramatically in a 10-year period, as Fig. 8.3 illustrates.

The period 2001–2011 saw a number of significant technical developments in fuel cells. According to the DoE, the key parameter of cost in $/kW dropped by 80% in the period 2002 through 2010. It is now projecting a cost for fuel cells—if produced in high volumes—to be close to the targets the DoE set for success. The key here is high volumes, which are about 500,000/year or more. Other accomplishments in-

---

**Table 8.3. Select technical targets for on-board hydrogen storage for light-duty vehicles in the DoE Fuel Cell Technologies Program’s Multiyear Research, Development, and Demonstration Plan [5].**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>Ultimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System Capacity in specific energy (net energy/system mass)</td>
<td>kWh/kg (kg H2/kg system)</td>
<td>1.8 (0.055)</td>
<td>2.5 (0.075)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Capacity in energy density</td>
<td>kWh/L</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
include significantly advancing the range of operating temperatures of fuel cells. The 2011 Honda FCX boasts cold start and operating temperatures down to -30°C (-22°F); Mercedes-Benz with its F-CELL system operates down to -25°C (-13°F). Honda's FCX is advertising a 240-mile (390-km) range, and range for the F-CELL is about 260 miles (400 km). The Honda uses 5000-psi (350-bar) tanks; the F-CELL uses 10,000-psi (700-bar) tanks. Reportedly, Honda uses the same tanks commonly used to store natural gas. In the 2010 era, they are filament-wound carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic (CFRP), although more research and development in better storage solutions is continuing.

The DoE Office of Fuel Cell Technologies projects cost of fuel cells—if manufactured in a volume of 500,000 units per year [6]. The goal for 2010 was $45/kW.
Although a number of challenges remain in terms of fuel cell vehicle development, none seems insurmountable in the years 2010–2020. “It is challenging but possible to meet the DoE technical targets necessary for commercialization by 2015,” explains Romesh Kumar, Senior Chemical Engineer with the Argonne National Laboratory who has been researching fuel cells for over a decade. Cost and durability targets are the two most challenging, according to him. He also believes there may be a need to prioritize targets to meet the commercialization goal, for instance trading efficiency or durability to meet cost targets. Unknowns remain. “For instance, the makers of fuel cells have reduced platinum loading, but does that shorten the stack lifetime?” he asks rhetorically. There may be more than simply meeting the DoE targets as well. “You know, the car companies have to satisfy the customer, so the drivability and performance of the car may require targets that are actually more stringent than those set by DoE,” he explains.

“The best modeling from Honda shows we can achieve the cost goals in $/kW—at volume levels consistent with mass-produced vehicles—to meet commercial success,” explains Steve Ellis, Manager of Fuel Cell marketing for Honda. Size and power density has come a long way toward meeting targets. “We now have a
power system in 2010—that is the fuel stack plus balance-of-plant—that is smaller than a typical V-6 engine with a transmission or transaxle assembly and about the same weight,” remarks Ellis. “This allows us to put it into a sedan-sized car, like the Honda Clarity.” He goes on to explain that although the MY 2011 FCX has a driving range of 200–240 miles in real-world conditions, further improvements to 300 miles is not impossible. Durability, cold start, and other important elements are all quite feasible technically. While it may not be ready for “prime time” in the 2015–2020 period, engineering an FCEV vehicle that meets cost and durability requirements required for commercial acceptance seems achievable by at least 2030, if technology developments and investments continue.

The estimated system costs for fuel cells drop dramatically when volumes ramp up to 100,000 per year (as of June 2010), as shown in Fig. 8.5. This is an important point when considering the transitional phase of a shift to substantial numbers of FCEVs [7].

Technical trends to watch in FCEVs:

- If continued cost reductions and durability increases are in line with the exponential growth shown in the period 2000 through 2010, fuel cells may likely meet targets set for their acceptance. The rate of such improvements will most likely decline, with the kind of dramatic improvements shown from 2000–2010 hard to sustain. Key improvements include improved ranges of operating temperatures and proven durability.

- Improved methods of storing hydrogen, at higher pressures or using material storage methods such as hydrides to store it at lower pressures and higher temperatures. Current methods of storage using pressurized tanks are providing up to 2/3 of the range volume (using the Honda FCX Clarity as a data point).

- Ability of FCEVs to meet durability remains an uncertainty. Most researchers in the field are optimistic, but real world experience needs to prove it.

- Cost at volume production remains an uncertainty, and may remain so since all “cost at volume” calculations are projections through 2011.
Hydrogen history, economy, and distribution

Unlike electricity, which is available almost anywhere, a ready source of hydrogen is not. Like gasoline or diesel, it can easily refuel a car in minutes. Unlike gasoline, and like electricity, it is not a fuel in itself. No one mines or drills for hydrogen. We extract it from existing sources, such as natural gas or even from water. It is a way of transmitting energy from a primary source, sometimes called an energy vector. The primary source could be a coal-fired or nuclear power station, making the hydrogen economy equivalent to the gasoline economy we are familiar with.
Practical methods of creating hydrogen include

1. Distributed steam methane reformation (DSMR) that uses natural gas as a feedstock. This could be done at a refueling station by piping natural gas to the station and reforming it locally. Natural gas pipelines are an existing infrastructure.

2. Coal gasification. This would require pipeline or truck delivery of hydrogen from centralized reforming plants and a new infrastructure to be developed.

3. Centralized production from biomass production \[8\]. This is relatively new technology, though a number of “digesters” using a variety of waste from humans and animals have proven the viability.

4. Using electricity to split water into hydrogen and oxygen via electrolysis. Electricity could come from coal, nuclear, or renewable sources.

DoE reports that hydrogen might be produced by distributed reforming of natural gas at a projected high-volume cost of about $3.00/kg. This is a cost competitive with gasoline in 2011 \[9\]. According to another study, stations using distributed electrolysis could produce hydrogen at an average of $5.30/kg, assuming the station produces about 1500 kg per day \[10\]. There is an argument that if FCEVs are twice as efficient, then the price per kg of hydrogen could rise to two times that of gasoline and remain competitive.

“We have been quite pleased with the progress our program has made [through 2010],” says Dr. Sunita Satyapal, director of the hydrogen and fuel cell program for DoE. The number of demonstration vehicles on the road through 2010 numbered in the 100s. The U.S. DoE Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Program worked with multiple partners to demonstrate vehicles and stations in California, New York, Florida, Michigan, and Washington D.C. “We have reduced the projected cost of fuel cells—if they are produced at high volumes of 500,000 units per year—by almost 80%. We demonstrated on-road efficiencies of up to 59%, and, so far, have shown durability of fuel cell vehicles up to 2500 hours, or 75,000
miles, with only 10% degradation.” She goes on to explain that the program also demonstrated laboratory fuel cells with over 5000 hours of durability as well as testing on-road ranges of many vehicles with over 250 miles of range. One vehicle was capable of 430 miles between refueling. These cars went that far using only compressed hydrogen storage technology readily available in 2010. “We feel that we have made much progress in fuel cell technology. On-board storage could be improved, but it is not a showstopper for early market penetration. It is now up to the OEMs to decide on the vehicle readiness [for commercialization and production],” she explains.

“Hydrogen supply is one of the key challenges,” she states. According to the DoE, there are about 370 hydrogen-fueling stations worldwide in the year 2009. In the U.S., there were 69 stations in 2009, with 27 stations in California alone. For context, there are over 160,000 gasoline filling stations [11] in the U.S. Some analysts believe only 5,000 to 10,000 might be enough nationwide to get into an early adopter stage, although that is still a hefty investment. The technology for hydrogen refueling has little in common with gasoline. While hydrogen-refueling equipment could certainly occupy the same real estate as existing gasoline stations, the purchase of that equipment is not trivial. Estimates for the cost of prototype or pre-commercial stations that produce anywhere from 60 to 100 kg of hydrogen per day range from $400K on the low-end (for hydrogen delivered to the station) to over $2M for onsite production through DSMR or electrolysis. Full-scale stations, capable of producing and dispensing up to 1500 kg/day, will lower the cost of each fill but require substantial capital. In other words, the real question may not be “if we invest money in capital equipment can we produce hydrogen at a cost that meets DoE’s target of $3/kg?” The question may be “how do we transition to a hydrogen economy where enough hydrogen is produced to facilitate volumes of FCEVs to make everything as cheap as we have it now?” (See Fuel Cells and Lighthouses.)

If hydrogen stations are built, but underutilized because there are not enough FCEVs refilling from them, the average cost of hydrogen goes up. One analysis shows that if a station built for a maximum capacity of 70 refuelings a day is used for only 10, the cost of hydrogen jumps from a projected $3.5/kg to $7.7/kg [8]. Commercial-scale stations are projected to produce about 1500 kg/day or about
300 refuelings at the minimum of 5 kg/refill. A scenario analysis provided in the same report demonstrated that a total cost to build a hydrogen infrastructure that supports 5.6 million FCEVs would be about $8 billion.

Could we make hydrogen at home? Honda is in the initial stages of developing a home charging station for hydrogen, based on its earlier FILL home station developed for compressed natural gas (CNG) cars. It reforms natural gas into pure hydrogen for use in its FCX Clarity car. Natural gas is available in most homes in North America. Along the way, the unit will create electricity and heat for the home. It will produce 1/3 to ½ of a kilogram of hydrogen per day. “This should be sufficient to power the car for the average commutes,” explains Ellis from Honda. The Home Energy Station will be about the size of a larger home air-conditioning unit, according to him. The fuel cell stack in the station generates electricity, using some of the hydrogen. Heat is a byproduct of the reforming process. He notes that such a station will most likely cost more than a Level 2 electric charger, as it provides more than hydrogen for the car. It also provides heat and electricity. They are also developing a solar-powered station to produce hydrogen from electrolysis using photovoltaic arrays to provide electricity.

### Fuel Cells and Lighthouses

The unique problem with developing hydrogen fuel cell vehicles is that the country needs to develop both vehicles and the infrastructure for creating and delivering hydrogen. The analogy is the classic question, what came first the chicken or the egg? Personal mobility using hydrogen cars and refueling stations need to appear in tandem.

An alternative to developing an initial, nationwide system of 10,000s of hydrogen fueling stations is to target a geographic area that would be ripe for market acceptance. Once a critical mass of filling stations, dealerships and services, plus drivers and customers is developed, the market could be expanded. Such an approach, advocated by a report published by Oak Ridge National Laboratory [1], would eliminate the need to establish an expensive and risky nationwide system. A number of areas with increased demand have been identified; the two most promising are southern California in the Los Angeles area and the San Francisco bay area [2]. Others are in the Northeast, centered on New York City.

For example, in the period leading up to 2015, New York and LA metro areas might have 10s of refueling stations deployed. The automakers supplying FCEVs would establishment dealerships and target selling or leasing FCEVs in these select areas. Buyers of FCEVs, innovative people who like to try new things, would be tempted to experiment...
Summary

As everyone interviewed for this chapter stressed, there is a key transition period before fuel cell cars are no longer novelties. Although no one expects North America to be driving on hydrogen instead of gasoline by 2030, there has to be a critical number of FCEVs to make the whole thing cost-effective. If there are not many, there has to be enough. While engineers will most likely produce a vehicle design that will satisfy customers, it has to be produced in volumes to satisfy their pocketbooks. Until there are enough orders to produce at least 100,000 fuel cells (better, 500,000), there will be a substantial price premium on FCEVs over traditional gasoline vehicles. A key uncertainty is that, according to Satyapal from DoE, assuming engineers have the knowledge and talent to improve FCEVs, who will pay for that substantial development cost, particularly for infrastructure?

As Kumar from ANL points out, in the past, funding for sustained development of new technologies came from the marketplace itself. “Profits from the sales of Model Ts were used to evolve the next generations of Model Ts and successor cars,” explains Kumar. So might it be for fuel cell development. “No government or company has enough money to, say, spend 10 years or more developing fuel cell technology.” This argues for marketable fuel cell products, the revenues from which

with FCEVs. They would know they could refuel close to home. Putting the FCEVs in dense urban areas situates them where more such innovators are concentrated and each refueling station has a better chance of being fully used. This would be a Phase I, or initial introduction.

For Phase II, what the authors term Targeted Regional Growth, hydrogen infrastructure in eight additional cities would be deployed. This would expand the market for FCEVs. Interurban refueling stations would be positioned to create three corridors — Los Angeles-to-San Francisco; New York-Boston-Washington, DC; and Chicago-Detroit. Finally, in Phase III, what the authors term Inter-Regional Expansion, more corridors are established between urban centers. Drivers could cross the country with careful planning. The numbers of vehicles, refueling stations, and government support varies based on adoption assumptions.


can help to develop further fuel cells for a variety of applications, including fuel cell automobiles. Such a product might be fuel cell forklifts. For example, Bridgestone, FedEx, Wegmans, Whole Foods, and Wal-Mart among others are experimenting with fuel-cell-powered forklifts. The advantage over battery-powered forklifts is much quicker recharge, though there remains a price premium [12]. Satyapal from DoE points out that commuter buses might also be another early progression to spur development of both hydrogen supply and fuel cell development. “In the early transition period, it is important to look at other applications of hydrogen, such as back-up power and forklifts, to spur the demand for hydrogen," she explains. The idea here is that it will help the development of FCEVs by creating an infrastructure for hydrogen supply.

Some are optimistic. “Beginning in 2015, we will see the ramp-up of fuel cell vehicles in an all new way towards commercialization,” predicts Ellis from Honda. He believes it will be more of a series of “stair steps,” with numbers of vehicles and capabilities growing dramatically within a year or two, than leveling off before im-

![Fig. 8.6 The “lighthouse” approach to a simultaneous introduction of hydrogen refueling stations and FCV cars establishes a workable, local economy in phases. Eventually these isolated urban areas are connected by corridors with intercontinental refueling stations (from presentation by M. Melendez, NREL [2]).](image)
proving again, in contrast to a linear growth. Events internationally may also have an effect in the North American market. Satyapal points to agreements in Japan and Germany between governments and OEMs that may help spur market development and technologies. These agreements are also targeting the 2015 through 2020 period as an important period for commercial development.

Trends to watch for:

- Expect R&D efforts to continue to create renewable, carbon-neutral hydrogen, as many believe it is the best option for reducing emissions and acting as a transport fuel. Using renewable sources such as wind or solar power is the Holy Grail for those concerned over global warming and pollution in general.

- If policy makers, OEMs, and local governments such as California continue to fund hydrogen development, including not only subsidies or tax incentives for infrastructure, but also vehicles themselves.

- The demonstration projects and data coming from the various programs establishing viability of hydrogen fuel cells, especially sufficient quantities of hydrogen at affordable prices.

- The key indicator to an initial transition to hydrogen/FCEV economy will most likely occur around 2015 through 2020. There may be as many as 40,000 FCEVs on the road by 2017 according to one confidential survey of OEMs [13], most likely clustered in southern California. A key uncertainty is if this will be enough to spur further development.

- International developments may affect events in North America, as other countries may choose to spend substantial amounts of public money to develop FCEV technology and hydrogen production. In today’s global economy, this could only benefit hydrogen deployment in North America as well.

- A key uncertainty is the level of government funding devoted to a hydrogen economy, and especially in the transition period. External factors, such as oil shocks and competitive technologies, will have a major impact.
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Chapter Nine

Safety and Context—
Cars Get Smart

“The future ain’t what it used to be,” is a quote often attributed to one of America’s favorite philosophers, Yogi Berra. Movies used to show a future of flying cars, often zipping by in stacked, elevated highways. That vision of the future changed, as it became apparent flying cars would never make economic sense. Now, cars that drive themselves are creeping into our vision of the future. For example, the 2004 movie I, Robot predicted a year of 2035 with thinking, capable robots, and—more relevant to this book—cars that drive themselves at high speeds. In fact, the main character is chided for unsafe driving by “going manual.” Based on technology trends since the year 2000, there may be kernels of truth in this future. A number of demonstrations have both shown the promise of autonomous cars, and their challenges. Could we expect a car that drives itself by 2030? Why would we want such a thing?

Convenience, safety, and congestion are three reasons for an autonomous car. According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, there were 33,808 deaths from crashes in 2009, the last year data is available [1]. Could an autonomous vehicle react faster or intervene when the driver is incapacitated to reduce these deaths? Another thought is that autonomous cars could either reduce congestion or at least allow us to do productive things while creeping along in a traffic slow-down. “It is estimated that the cost of urban congestion runs around $78 billion and causes roughly 4.2 billion hours of travel delay,” explains Dr. David Schutt, Chief Executive Officer for SAE International. He points to using advanced technology that reduces traffic congestion by enabling routing of traffic
expeditiously away from bottlenecks. “Let us not forget about the net gain on the environmental side that the connectivity will offer,” he goes on to say. “Transportation contributes 28% of U.S. green-house gas emissions and energy consumption while 2.9 billion gallons of fuel are wasted [in congestion].”

Safety first
The beginning of smart cars may have been when antilock braking systems (ABS) were introduced. This was the first successful attempt to make cars safer by making them smarter in situations where humans often failed. Since first introduced in 1971, they became more widely available in the 1980s. In 2010, ABS is on 89% of cars and 99% of light trucks [2], according to data from the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. Where before, a human driver stomping on the brakes on slippery roads caused a spinout, now ABS takes over and “pumps” the brakes to get the best results. The key to this system is the wheel-speed sensor that detects an abrupt deceleration of the wheel, meaning the wheel is probably locking [3]. Computer-controlled hydraulic systems adjust to prevent wheel lock-up. Additional features that have grown in recent years include an ABS that adjusts when one set of wheels is on a slippery surface, and the other on a more tractive surface*. Another development in chassis control is the traction control system (TCS), designed to prevent wheel slip while accelerating on a wet or icy surface. Think of TCS as the opposite of ABS; TCS tries to maximize wheel adhesion during acceleration, ABS during stopping. While using the same wheel speed sensors, different systems control braking, fuel, or ignition [4].

Cars continued to get smarter. The next evolution was the introduction of electronic stability control (ESC), which combines data from wheel-speed sensors, an additional yaw sensor, and the angle of the steering wheel to determine if the car is going where the driver intends. The ESC brakes certain wheels to prevent understeer (car turning less than needed) or oversteer (car turning more than intended). According to the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS), as of 2011, 92% of all light vehicles offered for sale had ESC standard, after automakers first introduced it in significant numbers in the mid-1990s.

*Engineers call this split-μ, using the Greek symbol for friction.
Regulation has much to do with this adoption. The United States requires ESC for all passenger vehicles less than 10,000 lb (4536 kg). The phase-in began with 55% of 2009 models (effective September 1, 2008), 75% of 2010 models, 95% of 2011 models, and all 2012 models. NHTSA's definition of ESC includes “an algorithm to determine the need, and a means to modify engine torque, as necessary, to assist the driver in maintaining control of the vehicle [5].” Canada has similar regulations.

Cars get sensitive
Sensors that help drivers understand their surroundings are now cheap and durable enough for mass-market cars. Ultrasonic sonar, digital cameras, millimeter wave radars, and laser sensors are finding their way into our everyday driving experience, as shown in Fig. 9.1.

With the growth of sensors comes the growth of new automatic functions to help the driver, especially aimed at making driving safer. This growth has spawned a

---

Figure 9.1. Situational awareness sensors, such as these, grew in availability by 2011.
(Courtesy Roger Berg and Denso).
new category of automotive devices called Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS). “We track five specific systems as ADAS systems,” explained Dr. Egil Juliussen, Principal Analyst & Fellow Automotive Research Practice of IHS iSuppli, a market research firm. These are (see Table 9.1):

- Park Assist, where ultrasonic or cameras provide a warning to a driver of imminent collision when backing or warn of children or pets that cannot be seen from the driver’s seat.

- Adaptive Cruise Control—using a forward sensor coupled to a speed control, automatically slows the car down if traffic ahead is slow and speeds up to its set cruise speed when traffic clears.

- Blind Spot detection helps with lane changes.

- Lane departure warning (LDW), a device to warn of drift out of the lane, usually de-activated if the turn signal is on.

- Autonomous Parking—using sensors and computers, the system aids parallel parking by turning the wheels automatically while the driver accelerates or stops.

This trend toward ADAS has been evident only since about 2000. Helena Perslow, Market Research Analyst in the Automotive & Transport Research Group of IMS Research, notes that her company classifies a number of additional technologies as ADAS, including forward collision warning, driver monitoring, and adaptive headlights. “Some of these systems, such as adaptive cruise control, have been on the market since about 2000,” she said. All aim to make driving safer. Not all will be winners.

Pointing to some of the key uncertainties in predicting such new technology, she notes “a lot of enthusiasm” about ACC when first introduced around 2000. “However, it was always a costly option,” she remarks. “Everyone in the industry was optimistic about it and foresaw a great take rate for it. However, it has not really emerged from that initial state into a more mature system. This is due partly to
cost and partly to lack of perceived benefits from consumers.” Her data shows the take rate for ACC much less than 5% in North America, while higher in other areas of the world. Passive parking assist is more popular in North America, with a take rate of about 20%. She also notes that, as of 2010, ultrasonic versions are more popular than those that use cameras. “It is too soon to tell what is going to happen with the rest,” she said.

Regulatory requirements may dictate much of what might happen. She points to electronic stability control (ESC) as a case in point. “A lot of consumers are not aware of or do not experience the benefit of ESC, but now it has become mandatory. Before that, the consumer demand was not there. This shows how take rates go up as a result of regulation—even if drivers do not know what it is,” she explained. NHTSA five star crash ratings are another motivation. In fact, starting in 2011, NHTSA is adding forward collision warning and lane departure warning as an advisory to its five star rating, noting which cars have them [6]. “This is likely to make LDW and collision warning far more popular,” she states.

Table 9.1. Five driver assist systems tracked by IHS iSuppli and the percentage of models that offer them in the U.S.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Share of models sold</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive Cruise Control Availability</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blind Spot Detection Availability</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>23.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lane Departure Warning Availability</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera Park Assist Availability</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>58.9</td>
<td>68.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultrasonic Park Assist Availability</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>52.7</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>57.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomous Park Assist Availability</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rear visibility and park assist will get such a boost with the Cameron Gulbransen Kids Transportation Safety Act of 2007, which required a NHTSA rule to prevent children and others being run over by backing cars [7] (see Fig. 9.2). Its mandate will require a system on 100% of all models offered for sale, probably as soon as February 2015 [8]. The rule only calls for rear-visibility, though NHTSA states that it believes automobile manufacturers will install rear-mounted video cameras and in-vehicle displays to meet the proposed standards. To meet the requirements of the proposed rule, 10% of new vehicles must comply by Sept. 2012, 40% by Sept. 2013, and 100% by Sept. 2014. While these rules are certainly open to comment and change before final adoption, it does illustrate a government rule’s effect on technology adoption rates.

While sensors accurately determine situational awareness, figuring out what to do with that awareness is another matter altogether. Some systems warn with lights, others with sounds, and others with haptic signals, such as shaking the wheel or brake pedal. “The human machine interface (HMI) for all of these systems is up for grabs,” notes Juliussen from IHS iSuppli. “They are not integrated with the rest of the HMI for the car, which was OK when there was only one ADAS system,”

---

**Fig 9.2.** Rear-assist cameras will get a huge boost in sales because of government regulation, according to IHS iSuppli.
but now some cars have four or five, each with their own HMI, their own light or buzzer,” he explained. With this need to integrate with either the instrument cluster or a heads-up display or a center stack display, he expects to see a lot of improvement in this area. A key uncertainty is how effective the HMI will develop. The ultimate in driving aids as of 2011 is the introduction of Autonomous Park Assist, systems that help with the difficult act of parallel parking. For example, the 2010 Ford Escape Active Park Assist uses ultrasonic sensors to determine the best steering angle; the driver still pushes brake and gas pedals and shifts. These systems are only available on cars with EPAS, illustrating how increasingly electrified systems will enable future “smart” functions (see Chapter 3).

Another trend to watch is smart functions used for more than safety, in particular fuel economy. For example, in 2008 Honda announced its Ecological Drive Assist (Eco Assist) System for its Insight hybrids. This system combines multiple functions, including a driver-activated economy mode that optimizes the powertrain to conserve fuel; and a feedback function that changes the speedometer background color to show the driver “environmentally responsible driving.”

Trends to watch for in ADAS systems:

- Increasing take rate of Blind Spot, LDW, and Collision Warning because of its mention in NHTSA 5-Star crash ratings.

- Control systems that use existing sensors increasingly used for other purposes. For example, collision warning could be viewed as a modification of ACC, with algorithms adapted to warn or automatically brake.

- Evolution of the human machine interface is both a trend to watch and a key uncertainty. If the information from these systems is too difficult to interpret or causes information overload, they may be quickly abandoned.

- A key indicator of future growth in autonomous driving is the take-rate of Autonomous Parking.
The connected car

While cars with sensors and smarts that allow them to react entirely autonomously are one approach to increasing safety, another is to connect cars with each other and surrounding infrastructure in a web of communication, as shown in Fig. 9.3. Known as vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), these systems would use active signals emitting from each car and infrastructure to determine position, velocity, and imminent dangers. Because of the collective nature of the enterprise, government support of such a technology is essential to adoption. Recognizing this, DoT established the Intelligent Transportation Research program, of which the IntelliDrive initiative is a centerpiece. Improving safety, congestion, fuel economy, and emissions are all targets of the program [9].

Figure 9.3. The current vision of tomorrow's connected car includes both on-board sensors and communication with other cars and infrastructure.

(Courtesy Roger Berg and Denso.)
V2V uses wireless networks and on-board computing devices to send out a “heartbeat” signal, providing information such as the vehicle’s position, speed, brake status, path prediction, path history, vehicle mass, and bumper height. Each vehicle equipped with V2V both sends and receives those signals, computing potential collision paths and issuing warnings as needed, according to Juliussen from IHS iSuppli. “Since the spring of 2010, the emphasis in the IntelliDrive initiative has been on developing and fielding V2V technologies,” he explained. “There are a number of good reasons for this — over 70% of all accidents can be addressed by V2V, additional accidents can be addressed by V2I.” He goes on to explain that V2I requires government funding, which in 2010 is under a lot of pressure with concerns about national debt. Finally, the projected cost of individual V2V units is in the $100–$200 range, according to him, making these systems individually cost competitive with ADAS systems that might cost as much as $1000. The smart technology needed to automatically brake or warn the driver is already in place, developed for ACC and collision avoidance [9]. This makes them a feasible, cost-effective tool for increasing safety.

A number of uncertainties surround this technology, including specification of the communications protocol, adoption and government policy, and human machine interface issues. Relying primarily or solely on V2V has its issues. Adoption rate is a key uncertainty. If only a few, isolated cars have it, there is no benefit. One estimate for a critical mass toward adoption is 10–20% of all vehicles on the road [10]. In addition, as of 2010, the exact technical details remain to be worked out, such as using dedicated short-range communications (DSRC) protocol. Another is the question, “Is it an additional device or integrated into existing ones?” For example, DSCR and V2V could be added to automotive telematics, to personal navigation devices, or even smart phones, according to Juliussen. There is also the issue of who pays for it in its initial stages, when benefits are small due to initial, limited deployment. Since there are aftermarket solutions, governments could require it for all cars, not just new ones. Another alternative is to let the market take its course with the expected expansion of telematics and their accompanying transceivers [10]. Another key uncertainty is the future of V2I.

As Schutt from SAE remarks: “Assuming that every driver is equipped with ‘smart’ devices talking to other participants in the traffic environment, the benefits are
very clear. To make such an effort succeed, we first need a solid and clear government policy. Additionally, it is also a function of available infrastructure that is reliable and affordable. This automatically brings up the issue of standards. To be reliable, the entire system must be based on solid technical foundation. At the end, it is up to us, consumers, to accept it and create market demand.”

**Putting it together**

If V2V becomes a collective reality, it will in some ways become a competitor to functions now performed by more-expensive sensor systems equipped on the car, such as radar or laser. In other ways, V2V would be complementary to these sensors. For example, truly autonomous driving such as seen in the movies would require a wealth of data from a variety of sensors. While technically feasible, cost and acceptance issues remain a hurdle for the near future. V2V would be a welcome adjunct to other sensors.

![Figure 9.4. The winner of the 2007 DARPA challenge was a 2007 Chevy Tahoe fielded by Tartan Racing. The team includes Carnegie Mellon faculty, staff, and students from the School of Computer Science’s Robotics Institute and College of Engineering, with major support from General Motors, Caterpillar, and Continental AG, including personnel from those companies embedded with the team.](Photo reprinted with permission of Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, www.cmu.edu.)
Rudimentary autonomous cars have been shown to be technically practical. For example, in 2007 the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency sponsored the Urban Challenge. In a contest with 11 other entries, a 2007 Chevy Tahoe equipped with sensors and a computer named Boss drove a 55-mile urban course, sharing the road with human drivers and robots (see Fig. 9.4). Boss was rigorously tested during its development, with two identical versions of the machine logging more than 2000 autonomous miles, many on a brownfield site in Pittsburgh known as Robot City [11].

Emphasis is clearly first on safety. Functions could then possibly migrate into advising on other issues such as best route and driving for fuel economy. Legal issues are another key uncertainty. If accidents or a system malfunctions, who would be sued? Because rapid development and market surprises are the hallmarks of consumer electronics, development in this area is much harder to establish a reasonable scenario around.

Trends to watch for in smart and connected cars:

- Government policy and deployment decisions regarding V2V becoming more firm by 2015 or so, based on tests and demonstration programs beginning in 2012.

- If a suitable aftermarket solution exists and government incentives or regulations require V2V, the human machine interface may well be a source of competitive advantage. Since the basic system itself must be the same to work, the HMI might be the only source of competitive advantage.

- V2I will come along slowly or not at all, since it requires massive government investment—an unlikely scenario.
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Chapter Ten

People, Human Nature, and Choices

We live in a market economy in North America. What drivers want is what manufacturers will make to sell. Many of the preceding chapters in this book focused on the supply side, on what automotive engineers could build. This chapter deals with demand. What will future drivers want? Comparing the period 2010 through 2030 with the period 1990 through 2010, will there be fundamental differences in drivers’ desires in these two periods?

“In the U.S. and Canada, there is probably not a fundamental shift in the demand for new cars through 2030,” said Glenn Mercer, Automotive Consultant & Senior Director for the International Motor Vehicle Program at MIT. Some changes will affect demand compared to 1990. Demographics are one. Concerns about fuel availability seem more acute. Other trends will remain constant.

According to Mercer, five basic trends are key to understanding the demand side of the market:

1. **Car affordability.** Since the 1950s, car affordability has steadily improved. For example, according to the closely watched Comerica quarterly report, the number of weeks of average household income it took to buy a new car dropped from about 29 weeks in 1996 to about 24 in 2010. If that trend held until 2030, it would take about 17 weeks of average income to buy an average new car [1]. While there will be fluctuations in affordability along the way, there is every reason to expect this long-term trend
to continue, if the country slowly but steadily becomes wealthier and as OEMs continue to drive down costs.

2. **Price of fuel and its availability.** According to the latest figures of gasoline price projections, there is a steadily increasing price of oil, “but not at a catastrophic rate,” according to Mercer. Naturally, there will always be short-term events driving short-term fluctuations, such as hurricanes, earthquakes, wars, and political upheaval. Even if we are running out of oil, it is not going to happen anytime soon, and most likely not before 2030. The public’s attitude about prices seems to have changed as well. “A price increase in 1975 of 10% would throw people into a panic—[by 2011] such a rise would create almost no impact. A contributing factor is that fuel expenditure as a share of income is still dropping,” explains Mercer. Drivers respond to increasing gas prices by—in the short-term—cutting back on discretionary travel and in the longer term by buying more fuel-efficient cars. They do not seem to respond by reducing their car purchase entirely. In addition, the underlying desire for travel seems very strong in the U.S. Vehicle-miles-traveled (VMT) fell during the period 2007–2009 for only the first time since World War II, and then only a small amount, as indicated in Fig. 10.1.

3. **Cars per household.** Mercer notes North Americans are not buying fewer cars, even if they may buy more fuel efficient ones. “There is a saying that Europeans buy cars, while Americans manage fleets,” he said in pointing out the North American tendency to have multiple vehicles in the driveway. “The average household in France has 1.3 cars, in the USA it is approaching 2.5,” he remarks. The rate of household fleet growth is indeed slowing, but seems to have not plateaued yet. However, one dampening effect this can have on new-car demand is that if household miles driven do not change much, increasing the number of cars in the household lowers miles traveled per car per year, which delays the point at which a new car must be bought. Even today, the U.S. has the oldest vehicle fleet in the entire Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).
4. **Population growth is slow but steady.** Something that is sometimes overlooked as a driver of new-car demand is simple population growth: between the birth rate and the immigration rate, the U.S. remains a faster-growing country than most other developed nations, putting a significant tailwind behind demand, according to Mercer.

5. **Finally, people need to drive.** “People live far from the city in far flung suburbs or rural suburbs ("ruburbs") today,” he explains. In much of North America, there are no practical alternatives to driving. North America in 2010 is a landscape created by affordable personal mobility. Alternatives to driving, such as light rail or even bus routes have proven not to be as desirable, even when congestion is heavy. Maybe we like to drive as much as we need to. Additionally, economic stress on government finances makes it hard to imagine where the money would come from to build significant new mass-transit infrastructure.

Putting these factors together, it would seem that new car sales may continue to inch up at a percent or two a year throughout the next two decades (with growth in the period 2011 and beyond being faster due to recovery from the Great Recession).

One development that could dent demand is the rise of nontraditional modes of car ownership, such as car-sharing schemes or ultra-short-term rental plans such as Zipcar. These probably will not significantly change the automotive landscape in the period up to 2030. “Car sharing schemes are alternatives that are gaining ground, but not moving the needle in a significant way,” reports Mercer. Overall, he does not foresee a radical change in the pattern of ownership for new cars, despite recurrent talk about a shift here.

A key trend that will influence the kind of car in demand, rather than the total volume sold, is the growing population of older people in America. “This means the luxury car segment will continue to grow faster than the rest of the car market,” Mercer predicted. “As the average car buyer ages, they shift to a luxury car.” Older buyers are more affluent. “In fact, the average age of a new-car buyer is now well over 45, implying that young people are not only not buying upscale new cars, but are in fact not buying new cars at all, preferring to stay with used vehicles well into their 30s in many cases,” explains Mercer.
What will cars look like in twenty years? Styling alone as differentiator matters far less than it used to as well. To Mercer, our perception of the car today as consumers is that it is an appliance. We might want choice between a utilitarian van, utilitarian pick-up, or a comfortable sedan. Of course, there are those who still want a BMW or a Porsche to quietly show-off they have made it. Human nature is what it is. Even the Toyota Prius may be an example of a showing off to the neighbors that the owner is environmentally conscious. However, this kind of status is deeply rooted in the technology—BMWs and Porsches really do deliver more performance and luxury. The Prius really is a technological marvel of energy-management. These seem to be the choices we want today—real choices rooted in real technology differences around engines, comfort, affordability, size, and fuel economy. What this means is that as of 2010, for sustained sales, styling is second to utility. From Mercer’s perspective, the role of styling will depend on the role of the car in the American family in 2030. If a family in 2030 still sees its car as defining the family’s status, styling will be crucial: ownership of a sports car will signify a sense of daring and fun and affluence, a German luxury sedan will signify...
wealth, etc. However, if by 2030 cars are seen as purely utilitarian devices, such as washing machines or other appliances, styling may recede as a major buying factor “just as fancy expensive home sound systems have receded in popularity, given that everyone’s phone can play one’s music at any time,” remarks Mercer.

In terms of the role of brand in car buying, Mercer believes it may continue to erode over time, for the mass market at least. In the past, brand loyalty was assumed. “Some men are Catholics, others Baptist; my father was an Oldsmobile man,” quoted Jean Shepherd in his movie about 1930s America, “A Christmas Story” [2]. It is hard to find a hard-core brand loyalist today: the rich person who chooses a Mercedes this year may choose a BMW in the next, and a growing suburban family may pair a Honda minivan with a Subaru AWD station wagon to meet its needs. As the phrase goes, it is now a market of “horses for courses,” with few brands being strong enough to retain buyers throughout their lives, as their needs change and evolve. Some OEMs have explicitly recognized this, as Toyota added Lexus for older and Scion for younger buyers, and VW has gone on a global brand-buying spree that is unprecedented, ranging from SEAT to Lamborghini.

Big is something else noted in the introductory chapter. What seemed to arrest the truck boom are high gasoline prices that spiked up in 2008. With gasoline hovering at or above $4/gal for a short time in 2008, the market noticeably dropped for big vehicles in favor of small vehicles. However, if you look closely at the data, it also dropped for everything. While in 2008 there were fewer trucks sold than cars for the first time since 1998, there was no return to the relative comparison of many cars against far fewer trucks of 1988. These data show that in North America, at least, big is still preferred.

**Consumers avoid risk**

While the basic North American consumer may not have changed since 1990, the technology options available have. There is a lot of excitement and buzz around alternative powertrains, from hydrogen fuel cell vehicles, with interest waning in 2011, to battery electric vehicles, with interest gaining in 2011. More were discussed in this book, including hybrid electrics, plug-in hybrids, extended-range electric vehicles, biofuels, and souped-up diesels. Consumers in 2010 and beyond will have to evaluate a raft of exotic technologies, more so than perhaps any other
consumer set in the past. Will consumers understand these choices, or be bewildered? What issues do consumers really care about?

“Reliability and Economy top the list of important features in the next-new-vehicle purchase decision,” stated Dr. Stephen Popiel, Senior Vice President of Synovate Motoresearch. What about environmental concerns, such as global warming? “Environmental issues are at the bottom.”

Why is reliability so important? For most of us, new technology is scary. “Consumers want to reduce risk,” he explains. Figure 10.2 presents the survey results for these and other vehicle purchase considerations.

The supply side mandates for increasing fuel economy are driving much of the “demand” for new technology vehicles, according to him. These include CAFE,

![Figure 10.2](image)

**Figure 10.2.** Responses provided in 2010 in a survey conducted by Synovate eNation between October 22 and November 2, 2010 in the United States with 1898 new vehicle buyers and intenders. The respondents were asked: In considering your next purchase of a new vehicle, please select the vehicle characteristics/features from the list below that will be important in the decision process. You may select as many characteristics/features as desired.
CARB, and other regulatory mandates, all with the stated goal of reducing oil imports and/or reducing CO₂ emissions. While many consumers understand the need to reduce oil imports, they will only pay just so much for patriotism. “We found that what customers are willing to pay is out of sync with actual costs,” reports Popiel. In surveys, Synovate asked consumers to think about the next car they would purchase. The question posed: For a car identical in every way to a car they wished to purchase except that it was significantly better for the environment, how much extra, if anything, would they be willing to pay for it? “We found, for example, that buyers intending to purchase an HEV expect to pay a median price premium of $1,000 over a comparable model equipped with an ICE,” reports Popiel. The actual price premiums OEMs need to charge to recoup costs and make a profit are considerably higher, according to him. He notes that HEVs from Ford and Toyota are stickered at $7K to $10K over the base model. Figure 10.3 shows the survey results.

**Figure 10.3.** Synovate surveyed potential buyers to determine the amount they expected to pay for advanced technologies aimed at reducing fuel consumption compared to how much they expected to pay for one with a conventional internal combustion engine (ICE).

(Data and figure courtesy Synovate Research [3]).
Since the cost differences of most of these advanced technologies over conventional ICEs are more (sometime considerably more), this presents a conundrum to manufacturers. So many choices present another problem. “Conflicting messages to consumers over which technology is better means they have difficulty evaluating options,” explains Popiel.

Selling replacements for gasoline ICEs may be difficult. “Automotive OEMs face the single greatest marketing challenge that has ever been conceived,” explains Popiel. “To sell BEVs, and PHEVs to a lesser extent, they must convince consumers to accept vehicles that go a shorter distance, take longer to refuel, and have a newer and more risky powertrain. In addition, they are asked to pay more for these ‘benefits’.”

Another significant variable in consumer thinking is that cost today is more important than saving cost in the future. Richard Curtin, a Director of Consumer Surveys at the Institute for Social Research, a unit of the University of Michigan, presented data supporting this statement in December 2008. In his survey, when presented
with a lower operating cost tied to a higher initial cost, reluctance to purchase stood out. “Given a higher initial price of about $2500 for a PHEV-type vehicle, our survey indicated that there was a 50% probability that a consumer would choose that technology,” explained Curtin. “For an initial price increase of $5000, there was a 30% probability, and for an initial price increase of $10,000, there was a 15% probability they would choose it.” Given this reluctance, either the consumer will need to be better educated on the economics of PHEVs or the OEMs will need to recognize that a different business model may be needed, such as leasing. “We may need government incentives along with market solutions,” said Curtin. “This could be critical to getting PHEVs [and extended-range vehicles] into the next stage of development.”

Key trends in consumer demands:

- After over 100 years of developing the car culture of today, North Americans need to drive and will continue to need personal mobility that looks and feels the same as today’s gasoline-powered, ICE-based car.

---

Table 10.1 Average age of U.S. vehicles for the period ending in 2009.
(Courtesy R. L. Polk and Co.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/1/1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/1/1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/1/1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/1/1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/1/1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/1/2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/1/2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/1/2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/1/2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/1/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/1/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/1/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/1/2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/1/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/1/2009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

buying a late-model used vehicle is not as much of a risk as it used to be. When properly maintained, today’s vehicles should easily go well past 100,000 miles, and many could reach 200,000 miles without a major breakdown. Unless there is some driving force, like a cash-for-clunkers program, the overall age of the fleet should be expected to continue to grow, if current conditions remain the same. What are the implications?

• Average cars will continue to grow in durability and will continue to become more affordable if current trends remain.

• The vast majority of consumers will continue to defer to their pocketbooks if asked to shoulder the burden of costs to reduce dependence on foreign oil or save the environment.

• High initial (capital) cost is hard to justify for the average consumer even if it leads to lower (operating) cost in the future.
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[3] Survey was conducted between October 22 and November 2, 2010 in the United States with 1898 new vehicle buyers and intenders by Synovate eNation. The respondents were asked the following questions:

Question 1: And how much do you expect to pay for your next new vehicle, that is in terms of make and model with the specific engine you would most likely acquire?

Question 2: And how much would you expect to pay for your next new vehicle, that is in terms of make and model with a specific engine if it came with a traditional internal combustion engine and not an alternative engine? (From Stephen Popiel, private communication)
Chapter Eleven

Putting it all Together

“In the American psyche there seems to be a deep emotional need to control one’s ability to move, whether because the car is a status symbol or the means to flee to a new life, or just pure and simple entertainment,” states Glenn Mercer, Automotive Consultant & Senior Director for the International Motor Vehicle Program at MIT. “We see this in the Cadillac parked in suburban driveways, in the jalopies that carried the Okies west out of the Dust Bowl, and in the ‘little Deuce coupes’ that the Beach Boys headed out to the beach in. Is there any other culture so fixated on having and using a car?” Personal mobility in the 20th century shaped the landscape we live in at the beginning of the 21st. Our desire for this personal mobility Mercer speaks of created highways, suburbs, and a mobile lifestyle. In projecting ahead for at least the next 20 years, there is no reason to think our desire for personal mobility is going to change. This is central to this book’s projections about automotive engineering in the year 2030. We want our own, individual cars.

One major uncertainty in this future period is what will power our cars. Rising gasoline prices coupled with concerns over foreign dependency on oil as well as climate change increases pressure on the U.S. government to act. A new Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFÉ) standard for the period 2017–2025 was proposed in the summer of 2011 that would require a fleet average of 54.5 mpg. This represents a fuel economy improvement over 50% from that agreed to for the CAFÉ regulations for 2016 (fleet average of 35.5 mpg). On average, this would require cars to improve fuel economy by 5%, while full-size pick-up trucks are required to improve by 3.5% during the early years of the program.

As of this writing, details remain to be worked out before a final rule is published. Also, given the long time frame, the proposed rules allow for a mid-term review,
which will most likely begin in 2018 to provide enough time to issue adjustments for the 2022 model year. Credits for alternative air conditioning systems, CNG-powered cars, PHEVs, and banking of unused credits from the period before 2017 add even more complexity to fully understanding the technical impact of these rules. However, commitment letters from most automakers show that fuel economy is a priority and will remain so.

While our desire for cars will remain, some of the details of those desires will change. The key trends in demand, projected to 2030, that will require vehicle engineers to adapt their designs include:

- A slowly growing, aging population of drivers.
- Safety sells. Somewhat related to an aging population, there will continue to be a push for safer driving with active technologies, either with visible ratings like evolution of the 5-Star crash or safety ratings, or with regulatory mandates.
- North Americans, on average, want to own more cars than individuals in other parts of the world. “Americans manage fleets.”
- Cars will continue to increase in durability, with projections showing vehicles averaging a 12-year lifespan by 2030. This skews who buys new cars and why.
- Continued or rising public concerns about fuel supply, fuel prices, or greenhouse gases. Naturally, these concerns have been stoked by the steady trend upward of gasoline prices in the period 1999–2010 (see Fig. 1.3).
- The North American consumer is rational and risk-averse, seeking to purchase cars guaranteed to give little trouble and provide value. They will change out of gasoline-powered ICEs for rational, risk-averse reasons.

Then, there are the trends from the supply side. Key technological trends projected to 2030 include:
From Chapters 2, 3, and 4 we see the increasing ability for new-model, conventional, gasoline-powered ICE cars to improve their fuel economies. Average increases of 20 to 30% in fuel economy for the standard, non-electrified vehicle are reasonable—even easy—to project to 2030, possibly by 2020.

Most car companies and the government have agreed to pursue a fleet-wide ‘next-generation’ CAFÉ rule that would require greater than 50% improvement by 2025—though uncertainties and details remain to be worked out. Some level of hybridization and electrification will most likely be required to achieve a true fleet average improvement of 50%.

Increasing numbers of sensors, computers, X-by-wire controls, and algorithms will give vehicle engineers the ability to create a smart car.

Recognition of the benefits of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication for safety and autonomous functions.

Those were the easy trends to understand. A number of other trends surrounding alternative power sources carry higher degrees of uncertainty. The price stability of gasoline is one—if stable and affordable, why switch? The availability of alternative fuels from biosources is another. There remains the question of feasibility for both electric vehicles and hydrogen-fueled FCEVs, especially in infrastructure costs.

“Currently [as of 2011] there is much talk of electrifying the powertrain using batteries and, eventually, fuel cells to fuel powertrains,” highlights Dr. David Schutt, Chief Executive Officer for SAE International. His comments illustrate these uncertainties. “The industry’s greatest minds are also working on improving traditional powertrain solutions. However, how will sustainable fuel development help build the bridge to an electric future? At what rate will the market accept these new technologies and how much premium will they be willing to pay in the interim?” A key uncertainty to the author seems to be the patience of future drivers when it comes to refueling / recharging future non-gasoline vehicles.
A crucial step in understanding and planning is to identify, as much as possible, these critical uncertainties. A few are listed below. All are highly debatable—because they are uncertain:

- The future price and availability of petroleum and gasoline. This is listed as a key uncertainty because whenever oil prices go up, there is added incentive to invest in new drilling technologies and search for more oil reserves. If there is new oil to be found, these investments yield more supply, and less need for alternatives.

- The future price and availability of petroleum-substitutes, especially cellulosic ethanol or drop-in fuels. Again, whenever oil prices go up, there is added incentive to invest in alternative drop-in fuels. This uncertainty is correlated with high oil prices—if gasoline prices remain affordable, there is little chance an alternative will be developed.

- Future income stability of the North American population. The Great Recession of 2008 proved that there might just be uncertainty about future incomes and the continued rise in affordability of new car purchases.

- The exact nature of how active safety equipment will develop. The key uncertainty is the human-machine interface and legal liabilities around autonomous functions. What if a car equipped with active crash avoidance does not work? What if it malfunctions and causes a crash—who is at fault?

- As of this writing, with concerns over government spending, it seems uncertain, even unlikely, that massive government investment in V2I will occur. V2V seems more likely because of its relatively low expense per car and a cost model to pay for it. Even V2V remains a key uncertainty, which should reveal itself no later than 2020.

- It is likely the cost of vehicle batteries and issues with recharging will preclude widespread acceptance of BEVs by 2030. Although a breakthrough could happen that dramatically reduces prices and speeds up charging times, it remains highly uncertain.
While range anxiety may indeed be an issue for BEVs, the author maintains that recharge time is another key uncertainty for adoption.

A key uncertainty remains future CAFE regulations and their impacts. While the CAFE rule-making initiated for the 2017–2025 period states a target of over 50% mpg improvement, it remains a target as of this writing.

When trying to predict the future, there are two pitfalls to be avoided. One is underpredicting, assuming that the future will look and behave pretty much like the present. The other is overpredicting, assuming the future will be vastly more wonderful than the present—or vastly worse, with dire consequences deriving from perceived evil trends in the present. Removing the bias from either under- or over-predicting provides a flavor of what might happen if specific uncertain trends play out.

The future is a world of possibilities. To help explore what some possibilities might be, this chapter includes a couple of scenarios. I invite you to look at the two sidebar scenarios provided here. I also invite you to develop your own, if you wish, based on the trends outlined in previous chapters.

The two scenarios explore basic mega-trends, which to a large degree are unrelated to one other. One megatrend is the worry over fuel; the other is the evolving smart, connected car. They are written from the perspective of the future as history, as if we are in the year 2030 and reporting on what happened in the last two decades.

The history of what is to come

Historians write often about pre-periods and post-periods, such as pre-Civil War or post-World War II, for instance.

The author’s sense is that the period leading up to 2030 is a pre-period, that the next twenty years are preparing the North American automotive world for a truly new driving experience to come in the period after 2030.

Much depends on the price and availability of petroleum. Much also depends on the ability of automotive engineers to deliver autonomous functions, first solving known safety issues and then moving to convenience and addressing congestion.
One scenario for how an automotive autopilot might develop by 2030 is the continued focus on safety. The sensors and technologies available to the car of 2030 might likely evolve into being truly capable of autonomous driving. They might even be cheap enough to use in a mass market, available to the mid- and lower-priced segments. This is assuming that Vehicle-to-Vehicle communications, or V2V, functionality takes off after about 2015, and includes an aftermarket mandate requiring or incentivizing units for existing cars.

Cars could drive themselves, but they won’t.

These autonomous functions will be promoted and used primarily as safety features, not as the fully autonomous car of the future. There will be no advertisements of cars cruising at 80 mph in heavy traffic while an executive blithely scans an iPad or texts to friends from behind the wheel. The evolution of this Safe Driver Guardian scenario is the extension of active safety features, such as the active collision avoidance available in 2011. This is where radars detect an impending frontal crash and signal the car to stomp on the brakes faster than a driver ever could.

This is based on a projection that the key trend that seems apparent as of 2011 is that Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) evolved motivated by safety—not convenience, not increased fuel economy, but a safer drive. As evidence, look at the low take rate of Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), which was promoted primarily as a convenience feature. Take that same basic technology and tweak it to actively avoid front-end collisions, and its future looks brighter. This will be especially true if it contributes to a 5-Star Safety rating or is someday mandated. The most widespread autonomous technologies are those that are mandatory, such as ABS, ESC, and the impending (as of this writing) Passive Park Assist regulation. These most popular ADAS and other autonomous functions are also almost invisible to the user. While one might notice their absence after becoming accustomed to an ESC, most drivers seem unable to notice it enough to pay a premium.

The key uncertainty that supports this scenario is user acceptance of autonomous functions. Beyond 2011, concerns about legal liability in the case of a mistake on the part of a fully autonomous vehicle are unknown. Even Active Park Assist requires a driver to manipulate the transmission and accelerator pedals — no one trusts the car. Yet.

Fig. 11.1 The Safe Driver Guardian will intervene when a driver gets sleepy, veers into other lanes, or exhibits other unsafe driving. Automatic brakes will stop the car, buzzers will awaken drivers, and the steering system will automatically move the car back into its safety zone.
Few of the sources researched or interviewed for this book predicted a wholesale take-over of electric- or hydrogen-fueled vehicles by 2030. This could mean we are biased. Can any driver in North America really comprehend a future with no gasoline? Or even a future with gasoline at $5 or $6 or more a gallon, adjusted for inflation? Perhaps. However, past oil shocks have taught us to be cautionary about over-predicting a gloomy future. There will be unpleasant incidents along the way—wars, coups, and natural disasters that affect the price of gasoline in the short term.

Some of the issues that need to be understood in this preparatory period include infrastructure investment. It became clear by 2010 and the first commercial introduction of BEVs that we need to invest in infrastructure to deliver reasonable charging times for long-range BEVs. Whether it is a few thousand dollars to cut the recharge time down to a few hours, or substantially more investment in Level III chargers to get it down to 30 minutes or so, practical BEVs will require ad-

---

**Gasoline Prices Held in Check**

Each time gasoline rose close to the inflation-adjusted price of $4/gal, reactions from both carmakers and drivers conspired to reduce consumption and demand, driving prices down again. For one, new cars that emphasized fuel efficiency rose in the total mix of new car sales. Each price rise prompted a reason for owners to trade-in older cars with worse gasoline mileage for newer ones. Very large SUVs have practically disappeared from new car lots, though CUVs and larger cars remain in the mix.

Better fuel efficiency is delivered through a variety of technologies that were apparent in 2010. Practically all new vehicles sport elements of mild-hybrid technologies, including idle-stop and small power batteries and eMotors. These technologies assist take-off, recuperate some energy in braking, and allow engineers to tune ICEs to their most efficient operating ranges. These mild-hybrid technologies are increasingly packaged in a car that emphasizes fuel-efficiency — there is little branding around the hybrid as such for most of these vehicles. In rare cases is a hybrid vehicle line sold exclusively as a hybrid, since it connotes risk and extra expense. Direct Injection Spark Ignition vehicles are universal in new car sales. Other technologies include cylinder deactivation in larger engines, turbocharging and boosting, and novel thermal and waste heat recovery techniques.

Another key element that contributed to reducing gasoline consumption is driver behavior. Drivers learned that if they drive less, they spend less on gasoline. Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) dips down every time gasoline prices rise. However, drivers remain wedded to their individual cars, enabled in part by increased affordability in the period 2010 through 2030. With an average cost of 17 weeks to buy a new car in 2030, and plenty of suburban real estate to park it, the average North American tends to want a lot of car even as they drive them less.
ditional investment beyond the cost of the car. The common objection to H₂ and FCEVs in the years leading up to 2011 is the lack of supply of H₂ and the cost of infrastructure required to produce and deliver H₂. Given the improvement in FCEV development outlined in Chapter 8, and the conveniences they offer that North American drivers are used to, they may very well prove to be a more viable solution to any replacement to gasoline — if we need a replacement.

Given the uncertainties, passions, and fears inherent in the automotive world today, the one thing we will see is a number of these alternative powertrains developed and fielded — possibly in very small numbers but capturing a huge “mind-share.” The same holds for autonomous functions. This mix of demands and solutions will make for an interesting time in the industry through 2030.

I think there will be something for everyone.
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